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MFG. BANKRUPT STOCK BARGAIN
ION TRAP MAGNET ASSEMBLY
Type IT6 by ELAC for tube with 35 mm.
neck diameter, such as Mullard MW31116,
i

Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

etc.
READY MADE FOR T.Y.

The

"PRACTICAL TELEVISION"

THE POWER UNIT TYPE 485
BEGINNER'S RECEIVER
By B. L. Morley
A.C. mains Input 23íy. 50 cps. Outputs
K.H.T. 2kV. 5mA. HT.350v. 150 mA. L.T. All components available.
List free.
6.3v. 10 a. and 6.3v. 5a. Fully smoothed R3170A RFA'EI %ER UNIT
and rectified with valves VUI20, 5U4G,
VR91,,EF50) plus cond.. resistors. etc.
ASK

H017

No.

le.

8

CARRIAGE
PAID

ECONOMY TELEVISION
RECEIVER
Reprint of the article by B. L. Morley 1.6.
Components Price List Free on Request.
1ND1('ATOR'EYPE 62
In original wood case
. 9. 6
ASK FOR No. D H520
In used condition
£3. 19. 6
ASK FOR No. D H774

Cases detail. and illuirallon of
SerIee and other ifeni. Price
E16 (Credited on first purchase of 10:value

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED

Generous

Discounts

Good Bargains

EACH

6d.

"ARGUS"
TELEVISION RECEIVER
A reprint of the blueprint and data. 2 6.
Components Price List Free on Request.

ASK FOR No. D¡H832 ...
ASK FOR No. D H635 ...

Ask for No.
H492

£4.12.6

Both carriage paid

NEW CATALOGUE No. SD

FOST

(

TRANSFORMERS
E.H.T. Primary tapped 220 -25Cv. tee. (1)
3.060v. 3 mA. tapped 2,500 v. sec. '2) 4v. la.
(3) 4v. la. tapped 2v. and 2.5v.

"

"

3

ASK FOR
No. D,H919

CARR. PAID

MAINS

Primary tapped 220450v. see.
sec.
2) 0.3v. 4a.
t4) 5v. 3a.
ASK FOR No. D:HE33 ...
RT -MF13 ...
...
...
200 mA.

...

f2 12.6

...

f340

i)(3)425-6.3v.
0 -425v.
9a.
...
...

R.T.H. (TLTST.AI. DIODE C.G.6
51
oLTPU'l' "1'RANSFOR1IER, Pentode T23

£37M

£360

CHASSIS
99 Full set, partly drilled, with Faxolln pieces,
MAINS TRANSFORMER
etc.
924.0
200250y. A.C. input.
Output 350 -0-350v.
150 mA. 6.3v. 4 a.. 4 5 v. 3 a., RT;MH22 £1,15'0
Also available : Components for the New
smoothing Choke WB104 ...
...
15 6 LYNX T.V. RECEIVER.
Crder direct from:

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY co. LTtl.
2

Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.S.

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland

i

/4DCOLPs
(Raga! Modo Mo.i)

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
FOR
SUCCESSFUL HOME CON-

STRUCTION

AND

ALL

SOUND EQUFPMENT

SOLDER JOINTING
"STANDARD MÒDEL "

THE SET
Designers of home constructor sets know that the
smallest component 'cart
the
sometimes provide
biggest headache. Don't run
risks. Solder those intricate
joints a ith Muiticore. Its
3 cores of extra -active noncorrosive Ersin Flux give it
the highest liquefaction rate
of any solder. Correct
proportions of solder to flux
prevent oxidation, actually
dean surface oxides, and
make' dry' or H.R. joints
impossible. You need no
extra flux.
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS. NEWEL
HEMPSTEAD, SEKTS
BOIIMOOR 5631

AS

ILLUSTRATED

Any

volt

2á76

_range supplied.
6/7 to 230 /250

3/16° dia. bit Standard Model
Equally suited to daily or intermit-,
tent use
Made in England
Registered Design
(British, U.S.A., Foreign Patents)

Shields as illustrated
10/6 extra.

Export Enquiries Invited

I.

WRITE DIRECT TO

ADCOLA PRODUCTS

LTD.

CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM
MACaulay 4272
HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.4 _

Saks, Oakes & Works

:
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EXAMPLEs

OF CLASSIC ELECTRICAL QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE
cc
"
\'11(.4111.'1 7'IR ' iQ'1i'iBi
STAGE ONIì

1\

Set of Chassis Work (Allen)
...
... 3 10 0
Set of Coils and Chokes (Alien,
2 14 3
18 Valveholders. Octal Plug and Socket
... 1 6 :t
Set of Fixed and Variable Resistors (Dubilier) 4 1 6
Set of Wire Wound Potentiometers (Colvern) 1 2 11
£12
STAGE TWO
W.B. Speaker Type' 105 ..
2 4 0
T.C.C. Condensera ...
...
7 5 10
Metal Rectifier
1
1
0
Neon Indicator and )folder
O
7 9
Focus Ring ...
...
...
2 12 6
Ion Trap
...
...
O
5 0
Control Knobs
...
...
O 6
0
S'i'A(i l: 71111 El.:, ít11)1: ANGLE S('.1NNING
(OMMPON1:NTs
Line Scan Transformer (Allen 1.,O..08) ... 2 10 0
Frame Output Trans. (Allen F0.305)
1 1
0
Deflector Coils (DC.300) ...
...
...
... 2 2 0
Focus Coll (FC.302)
...
1 15 0
Line Linearity Control (GL.16)
0 10 0
...
Width Control (GL.18) ..
0 10 0
Mains Auto Transformer (AT.310) ...
...
1 10
0
Smoothing Choke (SC.312)
1
2 6
Frame Blocking Translormer( B.T.314) ..
0 15 0
Sound Output Translormer (OP.117)
II
O 9

WB 200 S V Chassis ...
a'13 101 Chassis SupWB 102

14 11

Solder, Wire, Sleeting. Flex, etc.
TOTAL CASH PRICE
or depesit anti 12 mnnthfy
£13.0.0
1'uv +cola

£39.16.6
Set of

++

51/6

valves (Brimar.
Mazda.
etc.) £16.6.2. Tubes (Mulla
Mulla rd. EMI.
Mazda, 14% £21.5.0. Price according to _size.
INSTRUCTION
IOON 11((1K. 6 -.
14

P

15 6

Loudspeaker £2 7
Pre -Amp.
chassis
17
WB 106 Frame Transformer
£1 5
WB 107 Line TransWO 109.1

£1

Scanning

Coils ...

...

...

£1

Focus Mag-

net

4

6

1i'ß11)
teal

Width Con -

1

6

WFT111
WB 112

Boost Choke
Tube Support

15

0

3£
6
mon) , f,,
68 O8
or padmen[g VU

26 EHT-100
14 A(86 ...

...

W S.0

...

...

...

G

£1
£1

WB 300

WB 108

9

£1

...

°1

'l'IITAI.

tai
l'If l/h

Or

l

6

0
0
0
3

0
0

9 5

0 4
11 6

39
39

.

EHT45
...
£1 2 6
6
EHT53
,.. £1 4 6
TCC
Condensers
12 6
Type CP55QO ...
...
68
Type CP55V0 ...
13 0
10 0
TCC Condenser Metal
2 6
pack CP47N ...
...
36
Wearite R.F. Choke...
20
10 0
Bulgin Parts (com59
plete set)
...
15 3
Belling Lee Conn.
Unit and Fuses ...
1 8
10 3
items may be psrchisee
stage by stage. o
£8
86

11.1'.

.

THE

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK.

LISTS.

and

WB 105

.

£39

B

60

Chassis
...
...
18 6
WB 103 Mains Transformer
...
... £2 2 0
WB 103A Auto Transformer
...
... £2 12 8
WB 104
Smoothing

-21421

- £12

T

WB Conversion kit ... £1 16
Wearite Coils. H M,
K'SHTS. W V
... £1 I
TCC Condensers
... £7 7
Morganite Resistors £1 18
Variable
9
Colvern Pts (Set 0) ... £1 2
t %esl inghou.e IIty-lifer',

18 8

SEND FOR FILL
NEW TAPE -RECORDER SEOWROOMS NOW OPEN.

CLASSIC ELECTRICAL

352/364, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON,
Telephone

Television at 200 miles

NEW MODEL

SC23 TV PRE -AMPS. ALL
High gain and IOW noise'.

DO

CHANNELS

Customs built to the highest standards.
Ample bandwidth fur god definition.
Ideal for the difficult fringe and sera fringe areas.
Each pre -amp. supplied guaranteed t, have Oren air
tested " and to have received hot h vision and sound at
200 miles using a standard commmciat siiperhet rev, (ver.
Models SC22 and .SC23 have self -contained meta) rectifier
power supply. 200 2(5) V. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
tl.adr engniri, -, invited
SC2). new model.
5022 two- stage, £8.10.0.
SC2I. two -stage, £6.6.0.
requires power sopnly.

this

a

Et

SURREY_

GET AN ANNOYING

YOUR

ACROSS

due to break -through by

is

connect

ADDisceit to 6061.6062.

YOU

PATTERN
If

.

a

SCREEN

?

nearby transmitting station,

LABGEAR ANTI -SWAMP FILTER to your set.

i

SGl2,

'I'V

Sig. ti,n.,
£6.10.6.

PG12.

Putt.

Gen.,

119.19.0.
SGP?

TELEVISION SIGNAL GENERATOR
Frequenee range 4070 M cs.
Calibration chart for all Television Channels.
Modulation on sound and vision optional.
Sensitive meter fitted for use as grid dip oscillator.
Ideal for service engineer and experimenter.
Measures coil, aerial frequencies. etc.
'l'he only one of its kind on the market.
Self- contained power supply, 200 250 v. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.

25,

outstanding improvement against interference from
transmitters on frequencies lower than the TV channels. One
required for co -ax aerial feeders, two for balanced twin -lead.
Price 10/6,4lus 9d. P. /P: only, direct from :
Makes an

WILLIAM STREET,

PLYMOUTH.
1. V. RADIO CO.
Manufacturers of Television Equipment.
Tel.

479

Labq.ier

(Cambridge)

Lid.

WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE.
Tel. 2494

-2

lines.
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ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
These abbreviated ranges of two
popular types are representative of
the wide variety of T.C.C. Condensers

available.

'MICROPACK' (Regd.) ELECTROLYTICS
All Aluminium Construction
Cap. oF.
100.

6

50
32
2

25
150

8

Dime osions
Dia.
Length

Wkg.

Type

;in.

1¡in.

CE32A
CE18C
CE19F

din

in.
ain.
I
in.
I

I3in.

200
450

CE3IG
CEI9P

PICOPACK' (Regd) MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS
(Plain Foi

Capacity

F.

Peak

Wkg

Volts

-

-6

20
30

12
15

-,' in.
-in.
Ihin.

10
5
2

25
50

13

8

l''

l'in.
in.
I'in.

150

I

Type

No.
CE72A
CE308

.25in.
.34in.
.43in.
.34in.
.34in.
.34in.
.34in.

I

350

in.

CE71B
CE30C
CE3OD
CE3OG
CE3ON

CONDENSER CO. LTD.

THE TELEGRAPH
Radio Division:

)

Dimensions
Body L'gth
Dia.

North Acton, London, W.3.

Tel: Acorn 0061

The

ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
This instrument has been developed to meet the growing demand for an
instrument of laboratory sensitivity built in a robust and portable form,
for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should present
upon the circuit under test.

a

negligible loading factor

The instrument consists basically of a balanced bridge voltmeter. It
incorporates many unique features and a wide set of ranges so that in
operation it is as simple to use as a normal multi -range testmeter.
The instrument gives 56 ranges
D.C. VOLTS

of readings

5mV. to 250V. (Input
Resistance 11.0 megohms.)
2SmV. to I0,000V. (Input Resistance
110.0 megohms.)
:

D.C. CURRENT : 0.5/1A. to Amp.
(250mV. drop on al! ranges.)
A.C. VOLTS : o.IV. to 2,500V. R.M.S.
I

up to 2 Mc,s.

With diode probe

0.1V. to 250V. R.M.S.
Useful measurements can be made
up to 200 Mc /s, the applied voltage
being limited to 100V. above 50
Mc; s.
external

as

:-

follows

A.C. OUTPUT POWER : 5mW
to 5 watts in 6 different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.

DECIBELS

:

-10db. to +20db.

CAPACITANCE

.0001 14F.

:

RESISTANCE :0.2 ohm to

INSULATION

:

0.1

10

to 50pF.
megohms.

megohm to 1,000

megohms.

a
1(
G/

Size: 12.lins. x 9ins. x 5;ins.

Weight

:

I21lbs.

The instrument operates on A.C.
mains, 100-130V. and 200- 260V., 50 -60c/s

Write for fully descriptive pamphlet.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the various tests to be undertaken, a single range selector switch automatically removing from the circuit any voltages and controls which are not required for the test in question.
Sole Proprietors and

Manufacturers

:

She AUTOMATIC COIL
WINDE

su

.

WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

DOUGLAS STREET

LONDON

5.W.1

CO.,LTD.

T l.p ,one: VICTORIA 3'O19

L.T.tf.3

&

ittAl
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TELEVIEWS

The Coronation and TV
FOR the first time in history the Coronation, rise in demand. On the other hand the output
the most moving of all British pageantry, of radio receivers is declining and now stands
has been televised.
Nearly three million at a level only slightly above what it was a year

television receivers were switched on and, due to
the remarkable work of the BBC television
engineers, at least eight times that number of
people were able to watch the procession from
more than one coign of vantage. In this respect
they were perhaps more fortunate than those
who had seats along the Coronation route.
Future generations, due to modern systems of
recording and photography, will be presented
with an accurate account of happenings to -day,
which is history in the making.
The country owes a debt of gratitude to the
BBC for its presentation to this vast audience
of a remarkable ceremony which will live in
the minds of all who saw it. The Coronation
has had á remarkable effect upon the sale of
television receivers. Up to the eve of the Coronation dealers all over the country were working
long and late installing receivers in the homes
of those whose last vestige of sales resistance
vanished as the fever of this impressive event
developed. Many, having left it too late, were
disappointed, but their orders remain on the
books of dealers and the sales of TV receivers
may be expected to increase from now on for
a considerable number of years.
The Budget

tip

ago.

For example, in March only 63,000 radio

sets were made, which is about half what it was
in 1952, and 2,000 sets below the February

figure. The monthly average for the first four
months of this year is estimated at 65,000
compared with an average for 1952 of nearly
103,000 sets.

INDEX TO VOL. HI
for Volume III, comprising issues
INDEXES
dated June, 1952, to May, 1953, are now
available for Is. Id. each from the offices of
this journal. We advise every reader to purchase
a copy of this key to the contents of those 12
issues, whether they have their volumes bound
or not. It will enable them rapidly to consult
an article or a solution to a difficulty which has
been dealt with in our " Problems Solved "
feature.
625 -LINE

TRANSMISSIONS

sIR ROBERT RENWICK,

President of the
Television Society, recently announced that
it would shortly be building an experimental
625 -line transmitter, to provide a service to
concessions on purchase tax was one of those amateurs and the radio industry which will
imaginative touches for which Mr. Butler possibly help the export market. Receivers
deserves praise.
intended for the Continental .standard of 625
According to the official figures for March lines can be better demonstrated and tested on a
(the only figures available at the moment of radio signal under working conditions. With the
going to press) 90,000 TV receivers were manu- approval of the radio industry the society has
factured during that month compared with undertaken to operate a suitable transmitter
72,000 for the same month a year ago. Enquiries and discussions have taken place with the
show that the figures for April will be even B.R.E.M.A. on a suitable site and the design
better.
The highest monthly total to date is of the equipment. It has been made clear that
91,000.
Very few receivers remain on the this is an experimental project undertaken for the
dealers' shelves.
advancement of television technique, subject, of
The sale or return system introduced by the course, to Post Office approval.
trade, under which manufacturers only recorded
It will transmit still pictures for experimental
a sale before the Budget if it had actually been
purposes. The society will have the benefit of
sold to the retailer, accounts, in part, for the advice from the BBC and industry.- F. J. C.
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A NEW SERIES EXPLAINING THE PRINCIPLES OF RECEPTION FOR THE
NEWCOMER TO TELEVISION -THIS MONTH WE DEAL WITH THE
By " Aipha "
TIME -BASES INCLUDING SYNCHRONISING
(Continued from page 28 June issue)

I

AST month we dealt with the basic functions of plate ; each plate is usually supplied with a standing
the cathode -ray tube ; it will be recalled that the voltage termed the " Biasing Voltage " in addition
spot on the screen of the tube has to be moved to the oscillating voltage, to assure symmetry and
from left to right comparatively slowly and to be re- even focusing over the raster.
The plates are termed " Deflector Plates." Those
turned to the left side of the tube very rapidly. The
to
forward stroke is termed the " scan " and the back- used for the sideways motion are usually referred
ward stroke the flyback." Fig. 14 shows the as the " X " plates and the ones used for the vertical
motion the " Y " plates.
motion of the beam.
Now the power required to swing the beam which
In order to understand the basic principles underupon the
lying timebases it is better, perhaps, to consider the causes the trace on the screen dependsvalue
of the
the
case of the electrostatic tube first. In this tube a sensitivity of the deflecting plates andvery
high voltage
plate is mounted at the side of the beam and another voltage used to make the beam. A
extra high tension), is required to
plate is mounted at the top of the beam. If a (termed E.H.T.
then the
voltage which is varying in the manner shown in form the beam and the higher this voltage
Fig. 14 is applied to either plate then a horizontal more concentrated will be the beam and the smaller"
" stiffer
or vertical line will appear on the tube face according the spot. A very concentrated beam isother
words
in
than one with less concentration
to which plate the voltage is applied.
high is
very
E.H.T.. which is
by
an
produced
beam
a
Forword sl -oke Ora))
much harder to move than one produced by a lower
Fig. 14.- Typical scanE.H.T., so while a high E.H.T. is required to produce
ning waveform of saw a small spot and good definition, this means that
tooth shape.
more power will be required to move it.
Backward strokt (flyback)
The most effective way of producing this extra
In order to produce an oblong pattern which will power in the case of the electrostatic tube is to use
be the shape of the picture the voltage on the side an amplifying valve which is connected to the
plate must alternate very rapidly while that on the opposite plate. The valve is fed with a small voltage
taken from the oscillator and this voltage is amplified
top plate must alternate comparatively slowly.
The required voltages are produced by an oscil- and applied to the opposite plate so that its phase is
lating valve, the shape of the oscillations being of in the reverse direction to the original. By this
this means a positive -going voltage on the one plate is
the formation shown in Fig. 14 sawtoothed
type of oscillator is termed a " sawtooth oscillator." assisted by a negative-going voltage on the other.
The oscillator which functions on the side plate and One plate pushes the beam and the other pulls ita
which therefore produces a horizontal line if working and an amplified arrangement like this is termed
by itself, is termed the " Line Oscillator," while the " Push -Pull " amplifier or sometimes a " seesaw."
Fig. 16 should make the arrangement clear.
one which works on the top plate and thereby comIt should be appreciated that this section of the
pletes the " frame " is termed the " Frame Oscillator."
Fig. 15 shows both oscillators which are fed from a timebase is entirely independent of the picture and
common power supply, feeding their voltages to the the raster is produced without any aid from the
plates. An arrangement like this will produce a picture signal.
It is necessary for the beam to move at the same
square or oblong pattern on the screen which is
speed as the electron beam in the studio camera ;
termed the " Raster."
Now the simple arrangement shown in Fig. 15
will not produce a raster which has completely
straight edges as the system is inherently unbalanced.
In practice, two further plates are introduced, one
opposite the op plate and one opposite the side

-

-or

-

Vert"col

\aW /lector
plate

Hor"zontol

deflector
prole

Fig.

Fig. 15. -Basic deflection circuit.

16.- Schématic

electrostatic deflection arrangement.
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to enable this to be done it is usual to make the
frequency of the sawtooth voltages variable so that
the beam motion and speed can be manually adjusted.
In the case of the horizontal circuit the control is
labelled " Line Hold " while that in' the vertical
circuit is labelled " Frame Hold."
The standard practice with cathode-ray tubes
nowadays is to move the beam by external magnetic
fields. The beam can be likened to the wire in the

JynC

Lme

Frome
oxC

Frome
omp

L;ne
oI
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with the beam in the camera which is being used in
the studio. To accomplish this the camera generates
a little signal each time its beam comes to the end
of a line, and another signal each time the whole
frame of the picture is completed. These signals are
termed the " Synchronising Signals " or more simply

"

Magnetic Deflection

Frone

TELEVISION

JC

Sync Pulses."
The actual signal received by the televisor will
therefore consist of a varying voltage indicating the
lights and shades in the line and a pulse indicating
the end of the line followed by the lights and shades
in the next line
and so on till the complete scene
has been transmitted ; at this point a signal is sent
indicating the end of the frame and the whole process
is repeated from the top line.
In order to reduce flicker and to enable the signal
to be transmitted on a narrower band the system
used in Britain is to scan alternate lines, the odd
lines comprising the picture being followed by the
even lines, and so on. When reassembled on the
tube the lines fit into each other. The system is known
as " Interlaced Scanning " and the action is termed

...

" Interlacing."
Fig.

17.- Schematic electro- magnetic deflection arrangement.

Fig. 18 shows the scheme.
The actual make -up of the picture signal is extremely
complex and a study of it is rather beyond the scope
of this article. A general idea of the formation can
be
gained
from Fig. 19 which shows two
sequential lines. Peak white representing the peak
high- lights of the scene is represented by maximum
carrier amplitude ; the black parts of the picture are
represented by 30 per cent. modulation of the carrier
(this is called the " D.C. Level " or " D.C. Component ") ; the portion of the carrier between this
point and zero modulation is used for the sync pulses
and is sometimes referred to as the " Blacker than
Black " portion.
The complete signal containing picture intelligence
and sync pulses is amplified by the vision receiver
up to the video output valve ; from this point it is
usual to feed the signal into two separate paths, one
directly to modulate the tube, the other to feed the
synchronising circuits.
It will be observed that so far as the C.R.T. is
concerned the sync pulses have no effect. At the
black level the beam current is cut off and during
the sync pulse the grid of the tube is driven heavily
negative beyond the cut -off point -the net result is
obviously that the beam still remains cut off.
The other path of the vision signal is to the sync
circuits. It will be appreciated that we only want
the appropriate sync pulse to trigger the timebase
oscillator so as to keep it in step with the camera
at the studio ; a spurious pulse would cause the
line to waver and go out of step and the intelligence
contained in that line would be lost. A sudden
change from white to black along a line will produce
a pulse similar to the synchronising pulse and in
order to prevent such a pulse affecting the timebase
we arrange to separate the pulses from the picture.
A further point is that the pulse required to keep

armature of an electric motor ; when a magnetic
field is applied externally the wire will move in a
direction depending upon the direction of the
magnetic field generated externally and the magnetic
field generated by the current flowing in the wire.
In practice, due to the physical make up of the
machine the wire moves through an arc.
In a cathode -ray tube we can cause the beam to
move in a similar manner by applying an external
magnetic field. The magnetic field is produced by
passing current through coils situated around the
neck of the tube. Like the deflector plates it is
usual to have two pairs of coils, one at each side
(the Line Coils) and one above and below (Frame
Coils).
Magnetic tubes now in general use require much
higher voltages for E.H.T. and therefore require
quite a large amount of power to move the beam.
Heavy currents must be driven through the deflecting
coils (sometimes referred to as " Scanning Coils ")
and this is the reason for the essential difference
between timebases for electrostatic tubes and time bases for electromagnetic tubes. In the former we
require voltage amplification while with the latter we
require current amplification.
The oscillators producing the sawtooth voltages
feed into powerful amplifiers. In the case of the
line scan a great deal of power is required and
special valves have been developed purposely for this
job.
Fig. 17 shows the scheme.
Magnetic deflection is more difficult from the
design point of view. To produce a sawtooth
motion of the beam covering straight lines on the
screen the voltage applied to the deflector coils must
be of a particular shape -not the sawtooth shape
due to the inductive and other characteristics of the
coils. For this reason magnetic deflection circuits
appear rather more complicated than those used for Fig. 18.-Diagram illustratelectrostatic deflection.
ing the formation of an interlaced raster.
Synchronising
Whatever form of deflection is used it is essential
that the movement of the beam be kept exactly in step'

-
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the line scan in step is somewhat similar to that
required for the frame circuit, and it is possible to
find that line pulses are upsetting the frame oscillator.
Line 8
Line A
while
/GO%

_.,_

peok

phase to the sync separator. To modulate the grid
is necessary to have a vision signal in

of the tube it

which the picture content is positive and the sync
pulse is negative, while most sync separators require
a positive sync signal with a negative picture content.

"DC" component

--block
sync pulses

}blockrrtnon
block level

Fig. 19. -A portion of the vision signal waveform.
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network osc
frame circuit affecting
Sync srporolor
The result
the frame hold and a loss of interlace. The sync
action of the sync
the
illustrating
20.Diagram
Hg.
pulses therefore have not only to be separated from
separator.
the picture intelligence but also to be separated
reversal
takes place with the aid of a
other.
each
The
phase
from
The separation is accomplished with a valve circuit simple triode and signals of one phase are taken from
which is termed the " Sync Separator ; " this valve the grid, while signals of opposite phase are taken
(or sometimes, valves) disentangles the sync pulses from the cathode.
from the picture and they are then fed through shaping
Fig. 21 shows the scheme.
networks to their respective timebases. The shaping
networks form the pulses into a shape suitable for
triggering the line and frame oscillators.
The pulses necessary for the line oscillator are
shaped in a " Differentiator " which is the term given
to that particular kind of network, while the frame Mr. Alfred W. Hall
WEEDON HALL, who died on May
pulses are shaped in an " Integrator." Both the
22nd, 1953, at the age of 60, was one of the
differentiator and integrator are merely a particular ALFRED
band of engineers who assisted Mr. C. S. Franklin
combination of resistances and capacitances.
in developing the Marconi short wave beam system
Fig. 20 shows the scheme.
for world wide radio communication in the 1920's.
D.C. Restorer
He was trained as an electrical engineer, and after
which
level
at
words
the
in
other
level,
or
The D.C.
two years work in the power field, he joined the
the
forms
as
it
important,
rather
fixed,
is
black is
Marconi company as a test -room assistant in January,
dividing line between picture intelligence and sync 1913. In 1917 he was given a commission as Subpulses. It is essential that this level is maintained Lieut. R.N.V.R. and assigned to naval duties in
_
in the sync circuits. Unfortunately it is not always Canada.
possible to effect direct coupling between video output
After demobilisation in 1919 he joined the staff
made
to
be
has
but
coupling
circuits,
sync
working on the spaced frame
the
Franklin
S.
and
of Mr. C.
through a condenser. The condenser obviously system of reception at Letterfrack and Towyn.
blocks the path of the D.C. and steps must be taken In 1921 he was put in charge of the Birmingham end
of the experimental duplex radio telephone link
to restore it.
There are two general methods employed to between Birmingham and Hendon, which operated
accomplish this : one is to arrange that the sync on 15 metres with directional aerials. Thus began his
separator valve performs automatically its own D.C. association with short wave communication which
restoration and the other is by inserting a diode in was to last for over 20 years. When interest shifted
the circuit so as to " fake in " the D.C. level. The to the development of long distance communication
latter is termed a " D.C. Restorer " and it can be on short waves in 1922 he assisted Mr. Franklin
either a diode valve or one of the modern crystal on the short wave transmissions from Poldhu to the
Marchese Marconi on the Elettra. This involved the
diodes.
development of a high power (10 kW) transmitter for
Phase Reverser
waves below 100 metres with good frequency stability.
referred
inaccurately
reverser
(sometimes
phase
The
His grasp of sound principles of mechanical and
in
used
mostly
electrois
follower)
cathodethe
as
to
electrical design was a great advantage. He worked
so
that
circuit
arranged
is
It
a
valve
circuits.
static
in London and Poldhu until 1925. During this period
correctly polarised (or correctly phased) signals are the transmitters for the beam contract were designed
fed to the sync circuits and to the C.R.T.
and the advantages of directional aerials were
An example for the necessity of this stage is established.
where it is required to modulate the grid of the tube
Between 1926 and 1928 he installed beam transand at the same time to provide a signal of opposite mitters in Canada and the United States.
Mr. Hall then returned to Chelmsford to take up
From video volve
To sync
the work of designing short wave transmitters under
seporotor
the direction of Mr. Franklin. This was his main
Phase
power
work during the next 12 years, and produced the line
reverser
Apply
of SWB transmitters of which the SWB8 and SWBI
Covp/irg
pCnJtorer
are the best known. He installed a short wave radio
WI
condenser
To car
telephone set in the S.S. Homeric (1929) and later
grid
(1932) in the Italian liner Conte Rosso.
He leaves a widow but no children.
Fíß. 21.- Illustrating the meaning of phase reversal.
is an upset in the
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Stanaa.rd Test Pattern Generators
SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF DESIGN
By Edwin

ORRESPONDENCE arising from the publication of the writer's simple "Telesquare" test
pattern generator circuit shows that there is
a very real interest in, and desire for, a more complex
instrument -a standard test pattern generator. Such
a generator must present not only a clear pattern
capable of showing normal receiver failings such as
poor focus, non -linearity and the like, but it must
also provide correct synchronising pulses with
interlacing. More than one correspondent would

C

like the generator to present not a geometrical
pattern so much as a " picture " type of pattern
akin to the well -known test card C. It is the aim of
this present article to show something of the necessary
circuitry and techniques required for such a standard
generator and to demonstrate the fact that a home
constructor's design for such an instrument would be
suitable only for rather deep pockets.
A " picture " test pattern must be ruled out of
court immediately on the grounds of cost. At the
present time there is only one method by which such
a pattern could be' obtained with anything like
satisfactory results-by the use of a " Mon icon " or
" Monoscope " tube. (These are trade names, the
Monicon being made by Messrs. Cathodeon Ltd.,
Church Street, Cambridge, and the Monoscope by
Messrs. Cinema- Television Ltd., Worsley Bridge
It is possible that other similar
Road, S.E.26.
tubes are on the market.) These tubes operate on the
monoscope principle in that they are similar to the
tubes used in television cameras ; instead of having
transparent ends with targets on which external
scenes can be focused they have, however, targets
on which a test pattern such as test card C is reproduced. When the tube is scanned the video output
is controlled by the target image so that on the
receiver screen is seen the image incorporated in the
tube. The expense of the monoscope tube itself is
only part of the total expense of such a generator.
The tube must be scanned perfectly if the output
pattern is to be of use, so that highly accurate and
linear timebases and deflecting coils are necessary
whilst it is essential to generate well -shaped and
correctly timed synchronising pulses.

N.

Bradley

It might be argued that a " picture " test pattern
could be obtained more cheaply by scanning a
transparency before a photo -electric cell in the
manner of some amateur transmitted stills. The
same problems still have to be overcome -the
scanning must be linear and, moreover, must be
interlaced (many amateur television transmitters
dispense with interlacing) whilst the type of scanning
tube, its brilliance, its persistence, the photo -electric
cell employed together with its sensitive amplifier all
present points of difficulty which must be overcome.
It is for such reasons that the majority of test pattern
generators show a simple arrangement of lines and
topes on a correctly synchronised raster.
BBC Waveform
If the operation of the test pattern generator is to
be understood a clear idea of the waveform transmitted by the BBC is required. Sections of this
waveform are shown in Fig. 1. Starting at line
it will be seen that broad negative pulses
No.
known as half-line pulses are transmitted for four
lines to synchronise the receiver frame timebase,
these eight broad pulses being integrated into a
single rising pulse to fire the frame timebase. These
four lines are followed by a further 10 lines during
which a black level and line sync pulses are transmitted, the black bar thus received blanking out the
receiver frame timebase flyback. The line intelligence or picture starts at the fifteenth line and continues to be transmitted until the 203rd line when
both the black level and line sync pulses, together
with picture intelligence, are suppressed for a further
series of four lines during which another eight frame
sync pulses are transmitted. The black level and
line sync pulses are then resumed for a further
10 lines, after which picture intelligence is continued
halfway along the 217th line. Because the odd
frame starts its scan halfway across the screen the
lines of that frame must fall midway between those of
the even frame tó give a correctly interlaced picture.
It is, therefore, essential in any standard signal
.
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Fig. 1. -The standard BBC television waveforms.

Fig. 2. -The interlaced half- frames.
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generator to arrange for a similar series of sync
pulses. Given correct synchronising impulses practically any type of signal or picture intelligence
could be superimposed. The building up of a
synchronised raster is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 2. Solid and dotted lines indicate the two interlaced half-frames with the interconnecting flybacks
shown as dashed lines.
I

1

/Line

B

I

I

-71.-----Ji
--il
II

;

/Line

-

1

/Line

Fig. 3. -The relative tim ng of fragte and line sync
pulses.
Basic Requirements
The basic requirements of a standard test pattern
generator can now be listed.
Because it is necessary to transmit half-line
1.
pulses for the frame synchronisation the signal must
be built up of half-lines.. The line frequency of a
405 line raster at 50 half -frames per second is 10,125
lines per second, or 20,250 half-lines. The basic
circuit of the generator must therefore be a 20,250
c.p.s. square wave or pulse oscillator.

2. The BBC is locked to the national grid so that
the'frame frequency is in phase with the mains suj,ply.
If this were not so the smoothing of some receivers
might have to be increased for hum bars would
drift up and down the screen. Under the present
circumstances any slight hum which is present
remains stationary on the picture as a slight shading,
which might be unbearable were it free to drift, when
at the same time steady frame synchronisation and
interlacing would most probably be upset. It may,
therefore, be considered essential for the main
20,250 c.p.s. oscillator to be locked to the 50 c.p.s.
mains supply with the lock switch controlled. if
receiver hum is suspected opening the lock switch
will soon make a hum bar evident.
3. The broad frame sync pulses are " hidden "
for 1984. lines of the half-frame by the black level
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(30 per cent. of the full amplitude) which is in turn
broken by the line sync pulses. The relative timing
of the frame sync and line sync pulses is shown in
Fig. 3a. It would appear to be permissible in a test
pattern generator to employ half-line line sync
pulses timed as in Fig. 3b. If this were done the
line sync pulses could be derived from the half -line
frame sync pulses without the need for a separate
oscillator, and in view of the fact that the black
level and line sync pulses must be suppressed during
the four frame sync lines the use of 20,250 c.p`.s. line
sync pulses should not prove a disadvantage, nor
cause incorrect line pairing or mistimed firing of the
line timebase.
4. For a simple pattern such as that shown in
Fig. 4 the line intelligence generator can be locked to
the line sync circuit and can consist of a simple square wave or pulse generator giving, say, five visible
vertical bars. An odd number is desirable in order
that there may be a central black bar over the
unwanted line sync pulse in the centre of the line scan,
as in Fig. 5. For five vertical lines the generator
must run at 60,750 c.p.s. to give six bars, one of which
is lost in the flyback. The width and timing of the
generator pulses, if the pattern is to be truly standard,
must be as shown in Fig. 6 where the details of the
front and back porches are shown.
5. The frame intelligence, which can consist of a
number of horizontal bars, is most conveniently
made a switching waveform which will cut off the
line intelligence at regular intervals. One of these
intervals must be that during which the frame sync
pulses and suppressed lines only are to be transmitted,
once in each half- frame. In this method of operation
it is convenient to make a slight departure from the
BBC waveform, the line intelligence being suppressed
for 137- lines rather than 14 lines. At a basic switching
frequency of 250 c.p.s. it is then possible to interrupt
the frame by five black bars of which four are visible,
as in Fig. 4. The fifth serves as a frame sync suppression and blanking bar. The black bars must each be
13f lines in width with 27 line spacings between them,
giving a final correctly interlaced raster of two halfframes of 202f lines each.
As an alternative the line intelligence can be
switched off for 14 lines and on for 188f lines by a
gate circuit, the frame intelligence being a separate
signal and consisting either of a suitable number of
black bars or, as in some commercial generators, of a
" step wedge " showing a number of distinct tones
between white and black.
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Fig. 4. -The suggested test pattern.
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6. As each component of the final carrier modulation is added to the other components it must be
levelled off for correct amplitude and, perhaps, D.C.
restored so that pulse tops, etc., maintain their
correct levels. The black level must be set to 30
per cent. of full modulation, the sync pulses dropping
to 0 per cent. or very nearly (the carrier cut right off)
with the line intelligence bright -ups established as

57

apparently simple sections of the circuit drawn up
to embody them can present ticklish problems. In
the diagram, Fig. 7, showing the block layout of
such a circuit, difficulties arise immediately in the
locking of the main 20,250 c.p.s. oscillator with the
mains. It is clear that the synchronisation here cannot
be carried out in a single step (unless a specialist
circuit such as a delay line oscillator is employed)
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pattern generator which is primarily for checking
timebases and vision arrangements.

of requirements

LINE

111

the 100 per cent. amplitude. The final modulation
waveform must modulate the carrier to 100 per cent.
without distortion and the carrier itself provided by a
simple, tunable oscillator must be stable and should
also be capable of modulation by a plain note for
sound section checking, although it is not absolutely
essential to include sound channel checking in a

Such a list

4
LEVEL
SET

SYNC

test pattern

generator.

and probably the best system to use is a chain of
multivibrators. The first multivibrator could multiply
by five, locking to the 50 c.p.s. mains and giving a
250 c.p.s. output with which the frame intelligence
generator can be synchronised. The second multi vibrator could multiply by nine to give an output of
2,250 c.p.s. locked to the 250 c.p.s., and a third
multivibrator again multiplying by nine would give an
output of 20,250 c.p.s. The multivibrators would
require designing to favour odd multiple locking and
would need to be very stable not only over very long
periods of operation, but also to voltage and temperature fluctuations.
One further method of locking the master oscillator
may be mentioned
20,250 c.ps. crystal oscillator
could be used and the mains locking totally
ignored. The disadvantages of such a system are
obvious.
Probably the most satisfactory master oscillator
would be a cathode-coupled multivibrator, shown in
outline in Fig. 8. This circuit can give an excellent
square -wave output, or an equally clean pulse output
depending on the value chosen for the common
cathode resistor, Rc. Variation of Rc varies the width
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of the pulse obtained, the frequency being controlled or envelope to be set to required levels or limits.
In Fig. 1I is shown one form of gate circuit which
by Rg.
If the master oscillator is made to give broad could be employed for the suppression of the line
negative pulses suitable for frame synchronisation sync and black level intelligence. Basically this conthe line sync pulses can be derived from these by sists of a cathode-coupled multivibrator working
means of a differentiating circuit leading into a at a fundamental frequency of 50 c.p.s. and supplying
" pip eliminator " and a phase reverser. The broad a pulse input to the hexode section of VI, a narrow
pulses, after differentiation, appear as at (b) in Fig. 9 negative pulse cutting off this valve for the required
and the eliminator and pulse shaper shown in basic four lines after each period of 1981 lines on. It is
form at (c), Fig. 9, provide well- formed positive- hardly necessary to add that the timing or synchrogoing pulses. After phase reversal a series of negative nisation of this gate, together with the stability and
pulses can be obtained, timed correctly in relationship accuracy of its operation, must be perfect.
to the original broad negative pulses. In this way it
Although the frame intelligence generator and line
suppression gate are shown separately in Fig. 7
these two units could also probably be joined in a
multivibrator -gate circuit. In this case the gating

waveform would be much
closer to a square wave in
shape with a fundamental
frequency of 250 c.p.s., synchronised with the main 50
c.p.s. lock circuit.
The various waveforms
could be mixed in double
triode circuits shown basically in Fig. 12. Cathode
Negative limiter
follower type outputs would
Positive limiter
prevent unrequited valve
(b)
(e)
Fig. 8. -The basic master
gains upsetting the levels to
diode
limiters.
Fig.
10.
-The
oscillator.
any serious degree whilst
low output impedances so obtained would
the
frame
lock
the
to
possible
it
would
be
that
appears
lead to deterioration of the pulse shapes. A careand line sync pulses together in this approach to a not
fully designed and linear modulator could then
standard test pattern generator.
impress the overall waveform on the carrier ; probably
The level sets shown throughout the block diagram the best method of modulation would be to have an
with
type,
diode
double
could all be of the diode or
oscillator followed by a small power amplifier or
battery bias or carefully smoothed and regulated buffer /output stage, screen grid or suppressor grid
10.
Fig.
in
is
as
shown
circuit
power bias. The basic
modulating the latter.
By making the diode cathode 3 volts positive to earth
made
anode
is
the
until
-conducting
the valve is non
more than 3 volts positive. A positive -going wave- Expensive
form or pulse rising to more than 3 volts above earth
It will be realised that the suggested circuits are
would, therefore, be " clipped " to a 3 volts level
in the case of a random waveform this would result only one approach to the problem of designing a
in serious squaring of the top of the wave, but in the standard test pattern generator, and that no developcase of a well -shaped pulse the extra squaring -off ment work has- been carried out along these lines
can be nothing but advantageous. To level off a. the writer is not in a position to supply plans or more
negative -going waveform or pulse it is, of course, detailed information. Niether can constructional
only necessary to reverse the valve as shown at (b), information be supplied to individual requirements.
Fig. 10, making the anode negative to eartfi. Sufficient will have been written, however, to
Combining two such limiters together in a show why the prices of commercial standard
double diode enables both sides of a waveform pattern generators range from £55 to £140.
Out

in

-

-

t

Gated
waveform

out

Gate lock
in
Waveform
in for
Gating

Fig. 11.

-A

gate circuit.

Fig. 12.-Basic waveform mixers.
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Experimental Aerials
DETAILS

OF

STANDARD AND

NON -STANDARD ARRAYS FOR

By W. J.

THE

EXPERIMENTER

Delaney (G2FMY)

EVERYONE

is now familiar with the simple
dipole type of aerial and is aware that some
such device is essential for the reception of
television programmes. Unfortunately, there are
still many misconceptions regarding the " best "
aerial for a given area, and now that certain BBC
transmitters are using horizontal polarisation the
opportunity arises for some experimental types,
some of which have met with success in America
where, of course, this type of radiation is standard.
A horizontal aerial is much easier to erect than a
vertical, and can be given better support, whilst the
form of radiation reduces some types of interference.
However, before going into the different schemes
which may be tried it is as well to reiterate the main
requirements of the aerial. First, a dipole or
half-wave aerial is required, and this may be shaped
to various arrangements to give different results.
Secondly, to improve signal strength and /or to
reduce certain types, of interference a shorter rod may
be placed in front of the dipole to act as a director,
whilst a longer rod may be placed behind the dipole
to act as a reflector.
In all these cases the lengths and distance sbparating
the reflector and director may be experimented with,
and although it can be shown mathematically that a
definite relation is " correct," it is often found that in
a particular situation some departure from theoretical
correctness will result in improved reception conditions. By this is meant better signal -noise ratio
or improved bandwidth, or better sound compared
with vision.

Aerial Lengths
The length of the dipole need not necessarily be
fixed
may be cut for the centre of the vision band,
the centre of the sound band or a position mid -way
between the two. Again, this depends upon local
conditions and the receiver in use, etc. The simplest
" makeshift " aerial which can be adopted to find the
optimum length is that made from ordinary twin

-it

lighting flex. The two lengths are untwisted at the
end to give approximately the right dipole dimensions,
and this may be attached to the wall of the room
with cellulose tape and the twist taken away at right
angles to the receiver. By adjusting the twist so that
the two arms of the aerial are shortened or lengthened
the results may be clearly seen on the received
picture. Similarly, the wall upon which the aerial
is placed will enable the twisted portion to run off
in different directions and will show clearly that the
best results are usually obtained when the aerial is
between the receiver or direction of take off and the
dipole itself. Also, the distance which the twisted
lead is taken at right angles before changing direction
may also be found critical.
Round or " V "
The dipole may, of course, be bent to an alternative
shape, and again it affects bandwidth as well as

directional properties. A common form of aerial
which gives very good results consists of a dipole
bent into a circle, and again the effect may be tried
of bending the free ends round until they are about
three or four inches apart, and of bending the rod
or tube round and taking the lead from the adjacent
ends. Instead of bending the two halves round to
circular form they may be simply bent away from
the vertical to form a sharp " V," or continued to
an angle of 90 deg. to form the well -known " X "
aerial. Both the latter arrangements may be provided with directors or reflectors of a similar angle,
and for the horizontal transmissions some interesting
arrays may be made up. For vertical transmissions the
addition of elements means that cross bars have to
be fitted, and the complete arrangement then becomes
very heavy and unwie dly. For a horizontal array
of the same type, however, a much easier assembly
is possible, and a form of aerial which is popular in
the U.S.A. is shown in Fig. 5. This is based on some
of the U.S.W. aerial arrays used during the war and
consists of a dipole fitted in front of a 90 deg. " solid "
reflector. In Service arrays the reflector is usually
made from wire netting or even solid sheet metal,

W4-Figs.

-A

and 2.
dipole made from ordinary lighting
flex and a folded dipole. L and W may be varied to
find the best combination.
1

-A

"

Figs. 3 and 4.
circular and a
V " aerial. The
angle O may be varied to find the most suitable one for
the receiver and locality.
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as the frequencies dealt with are very high and the

dimensions thus become quite small. For the
television frequencies the aerial may be folded to
reduce the overall size, or alternatively cut to a
quarter wavelength, and the reflector may consist of
lengths of rod supported by strip metal or a wooden
framework. There is some interesting ground for
experimental work with this type of aerial, the
principal requirements being given on the drawing
(Fig. 6). The spacing between the elements (which
are fitted to form a right- angle) should be .1 wavelength, whilst their length should be .3 of the wavelength. Each side of the reflector should be half
wavelength, and, of course, the supporting mast to
which the reflector is fitted must be of wood. It will
be seen that this form of aerial is much easier to
erect for horizontally polarised transmissions than
for vertical, but for those who are interested it could
be tried out experimentally, making everything half
the proportions just mentioned, and supporting the
arrangement by a mast half-way between the dipole
and the reflector, a horizontal wooden rod being used
for the attachment of these. A wooden framework
covered with wire- netting (half-inch mesh) has been
tried experimentally, cut to a quarter wavelength, with
a folded dipole, and in north-west London the Sutton
Coldfield transmitter has yielded quite a good
picture.
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The spacing between the two arrays should be half
or quarter wavelength, but again, as mentioned
earlier, experiments may be tried with odd measurements. This stacking is often carried out in U.S.W.
aerials to quite a large assembly, but as the television
frequencies call for rather large dimensions the

-A

folded dipole with 90 deg. reflector,
Figs. 5 and 6.
and a stacked array of two folded dipoles with reflectors.

Stacked Arrays
A further advantage of the horizontal radiations is
that a number of elements may be stacked one on
top of the other to give improved bandwidth and
better directivity and a simple idea is shown in
Fig. 6. This is merely two folded dipoles one on
top of the other, each provided with a reflector.

array will become unwieldly unless the overall
dimensions are reduced by using one quarter or even
one -eighth wavelength dipoles with proportionate
spacings. The reduction in dimensions will result
in a falling off in efficiency either in bandwidth or
strength, but the effect of the multiple elements may
off-set the loss and result in an improvement.

Three New Mullard Valves

Book Received

THE Industrial and Communications Department
of Mullard Ltd., have recently made available
three high-performance double triodes on the
Services Preferred B9A (Noval) base. They are the
ECC81, ECC82 and the ECC83.
These valves have been developed to meet most
of the double triode requirements likely to be encountered in normal circuits. They should prove of
considerable interest to designers of industrial
electronics and telecommunications equipments for
both home and overseas.
The ECC8I, which is the direct equivalent of the
American type 12AT7, is noted for its extremely high
mutual conductance, and finds particular applications
in grounded -grid and cascode R.F. input stages
working up to 300 Mc /s.
The ECC82 (I2AU7), has a low amplification
factor (z) and an anode dissipation of 2.75 watts.
These factors tend to make it particularly suitable
for use as an R.F. oscillator or frequency multiplier.
The ECC83 (12AX7), is characterised by its high
amplification factor (z), and is designed for use as a
resistance -coupled audio amplifier or phase splitter.
All three valves have their two triode sections
completely separate, with the cathodes taken out to
separate pins. Their heaters are centre-tapped allowing the two sections to be wired in series or in
parallel.
Further details are obtainable from the Industrial
and Communications Department, Mullard Ltd.

" WIRELESS and Electrical Trader Year Book :
WIRELESS Television and Electrical Appli24th edition. Published by Trader
Publishing Co., Ltd., 264 pages.

ances," 1953.

Since the " Wireless and Electrical Trader Year
Book," was first published in 1925, it has become
firmly established as the retailers' invaluable reference
book to the radio and electrical industries.
In the 1953 edition, data of practical use to dealers
in the new television areas and general reference and
technical information have been carefully selected.
Features include condensed specifications of current
1953 commercial television receivers (with such
valuable facts as valves used, I.F. values, etc.), and
information on valve and cathode -ray tube base
connections, with over 200 valve base diagrams.
These are invaluable to radio and TV engineers.
A new feature, re-introduced at the request of
readers, is the Mains Voltage Directory and covers
all the principal town in Great Britain. The comprehensive list of the I.F. values of commercial radio
receivers which have been marketed during the past
five years has been revised and extended.
One of the principal aims of the Year Book is to
assist traders to keep abreast of the constant change
in the names, addresses, telephone numbers and
products of the firms engaged in the radio and electrical industries.

><
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AN EASILY -BUILT SUPERHET CIRCUIT, UTILISING AN
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(Continued front page

HAVING completed the wiring

:-

next point is
13. Wire 33K 12 and
tag strip and earth.

33

far, the

so

pF tag

1

of new
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25. Fit 470K 12 grid V14 to earth and fit two 470 Q
resistors in parallel between cathode and earth. Wire
25 giF electrolytic between cathode VI4 and earth.
This condenser is mounted in an upright position and
the negative and wire passed through an existing hole
in the chassis and back again through another nearby
hole to an earth tag.
26. Wire in the output transformer and wire the
auxiliary grid to the H.T. positive. Connect one side
of the transformer secondary to earth and take the
other via a short length of coaxial cable to the output
Pye socket on the front panel.
27. Wire 18012 and 500 pF cathode of VIO to
earth.
28. Run a wire from junction of LI6 and its 500
pF condenser to the local /distance switch on the front
panel, and earth the other side of the switch.
29. Connect an 8 pF condenser between the H.T.
rail and earth. The condenser is mounted in an upright position in a similar manner to the cathode
decoupling condenser on V14. It is located by the
mains transformer adjacent to the last heater choke
nearest the front panel. The positive side of the condenser goes to the H.T. rail connection fitted on this
choke.
This completes the wiring of the sound section.
Fig. 20 shows the wiring diagram.

14. Mount a new four -point tag strip adjacent to
previous tag strip, and wire tag one of previous tag
strip to tag one of the new tag strip ; connect 0.01 iiF
between tag
and 4.
15. Wire 300 pF between tag 3 and earth.
16. Wire 1M 12 between tag 4 and last tag of first tag
strip in the sound section. From this latter tag an
0.05 1/F is wired to earth and also from this tag a wire
is taken to the bottom end of L16.
17.
Wire the crystal diode between tag 3 and 4 of
new four -point tag strip. When soldering, insert pliers
between crystal and soldering tag to divert the heat.
18.
Wire 33K 52 between tag 2 and 3 and connect 0.001 itF tag 3 to earth.
19.
Run screened wire from junction of 0.001 pF
and the 33K Q to 0.1 pF fitted on front panel adjacent
to the volume-control ; the other side of this condenser is wired to the top of the volume-control. The
bottom end of the control is wired to earth and the
centre to the grid of VI3 via screened wire.
20. Connect a 3M Q resistor (or 1M Q plus
2.2M Q) from H.T. common to tag 3 (crystal diode).
21. Fit three -point tag strip under bolt holding the
rectifier valve.
22. Wire 47K Q between anode V13 and tag 3 and
strap screened grid, suppressor grid, and anode of The Power Pack
VI3.
There is nothing difficult in the wiring of this
23. Fit 22K Q tag 2 to 3 and fit 0.1 pF decoupling portion. The 35012 IO w. resistance occupies position
condenser tag 2 to earth. Wire H.T. common to other previously taken by 1,50012 10 w. resistor back panel.
side of the 22K Q.
The 6.3 v. winding is centre -tapped, but the centre tap
24. Run a short length of coaxial cable from 0.05
should be ignored ; one side of the winding is earthed
pF condenser whose other side is connected to the and the other taken to the L.T. common. The mains
anode V13 to the 33K Q grid stopper whose other end input is taken via the volume -control switch.
is connected to the grid of VI4. Use the centre of the
For the novice a wiring diagram is given in
cable and earth the braided cover.
Fig. 21.
1

Fig.

20.- Wiring

details of the sound section.
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Alignment
Before switching on the circuit should be checked
for leakages between H.T. and earth, and H.T. and
L.T. The mains can then be connected and the set
allowed to warm up.
It is necessary to use a good aerial, and for fringe
reception two directors plus dipole and reflector are
strongly recommended. For those using the set nearer
to the transmitter an H aerial will suffice.
A loud speaker should be connected to the Pye
output socket and connection made between video
output socket and the timebase /tube network which is
being used.
Contrast control should remain at zero and volume
at maximum.
The cores should be set level with the tops of the
coils forms, but the existing vision I.F. cores should
not be touched. The oscillator trimmer (C10) should
be slowly adjusted using an insulated instrument, and
at one point either the vision or sound signal should
be heard in the loudspeaker. The vision signal sounds
like very rough mains hum. Whichever is picked up
first, the cores of the sound l.F.s should be adjusted
for maximum volume.
If the vision signal is heard on the loudspeaker first,
then the position of the trimmer should be noted and
the trimmer further adjusted to bring in the sound.
Once the sound has been obtained, then LI, L2, L4,
L6 should be adjusted for maximum volume.
It should now be possible to turn up the contrast
control and to receive the vision signal on the tube.
Any adjustments to the timebase should be made at
this stage.
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Having obtained the picture, then all the coils
previously- mentioned should be adjusted for maxi
L3 should be
mum volume of picture signal.
adjusted for optimum results, though the position of
the core will not be found to be critical.
The next step is to adjust the oscillator trimmer until
maximum picture signal is obtained (the quality of the
picture should be ignored at this stage and also anything which is happening to the sound ; it is a good
idea to turn the volume right down so that it does not
influence one's adjustments to the picture).
The " video coupling " control should be at
minimum so that the minimum valued condenser
(500 pF) is across the cathode of the video valve.
The next adjustment is important. With brilliance
and focus controls correctly adjusted (brilliance control at a position where the plain raster just disappears when contrast is at zero), then the " volume "
of the picture signal on the tube is noted and the
oscillator trimmer is adjusted towards the sound
channel (i.e., towards maximum capacity), so that the
volume of the picture is reduced by half. This is the
correct position for the oscillator trimmer. (The tuning condenser knob should be adjusted so that the
fixed and moving vanes are at half mesh before this
adjustment is made.)
Coax to

L

PF Gain

Coax to

7

-

Note

C64 C65 are mounted
above chassis

HT+ common rail

LTt

To

Coax to
Aerial Socket

HTt

PP2

CP3

(a) Wiring dìagram

comm

rai/

common rail

This resistor
is mounted
on panel at

back of chassi

Side View

Mains Transfer

(a)
HT?'
common

KT* common rai/

L.Tt

common

To

rail

rail

350

n

To

C64

Mains Transformer

Fig. 21.- Wiring details of the power pack (a) is for
a VU39A and (h) for a 5114G.

L2

L/

(b)
Fi

. 22.-

(c)

Cods

Details of the pre-amplifier and coils.

LI
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The volume -control should now be advanced until
the sound is heard and LI6, 17, 18 should be adjusted

for maximum volume.

LI, 2 and 4 should be adjusted for picture quality
and sound volume.
Snags

The most likely source of trouble will be due to a
weak signal. If a signal cannot be detected on the
loudspeaker, then connect the video output socket to
the P.U. sockets of a broadcast receiver via two 0.1
pF condensers. lithe broadcast receiver is switched to
' gram " then it should be possible to pick up the

63

vision or sound is obtained quite well, but it is not
possible to get them simultaneously. 1t will be possible
to find another position of the oscillator trimmer
where both vision and sound are obtained together.
The local- distance switch and the video coupling
switch are adjusted for sufficient sound and sufficient
volume and quality of the picture. Any additional
adjustments required can be made by the trimmer.
The Pre -amplifier
If insufficient signal is obtained then the pre -amp
can be built, the construction is quite simple and a
wiring diagram is given in Fig. 22.
The sensitivity is controlled by an R.F. gain control
which is pre-set and is fitted on the front panel.
Tuning is effected by adjustment of the iron cores
of the coils. (Note :-Not all the illustrations show
the pre -amp).

Remote Contrast

Remote control

The circuit for the control is given in Fig. 23. It is
not strictly necessary but is a real boon in areas where
constant fading is experienced, as it enables the picture
contrast to be controlled from an armchair. Any
suitable jack which breaks the circuit can be used.
Voltage Readings
These readings were taken with an inexpensive
meter such as the average amateur might possess and
will, therefore, represent an average type of reading.
H.T. output 360v.
V7 Anode 220v.

(a)

H.T. rail 270v.
VI
Anode 200v.
V2

C/9

V3
3

(b) Alternative if a jack with a 'break` contact

is

preferred
of the remote contrast control.

V4

23.- Details

signal from the video stage.
Due to its broader
bandwidth and higher power, it is generally easier to
pick up the vision signal than the sound.
The oscillator trimmer should be adjusted so that
the signal is picked up. If nothing is heard, tap an
earth on to the aerial socket which should result in a
click on the broadcast receiver. If this is not heard,
then tests must be made at subsequent stages working
back to the mixer and then through the vision I.F.
section tapping the wire on to the grids of the valves.
When the click appears the fault lies between that
point and the previous test point.
It may be that the click will be heard in the first
instance, and if this is the case try combinations of
core positions in the R.F. section combined with
fresh oscillator positions.
It is possible that stray capacitances have come into
action and this can be overcome by widening the
spacing between turns of the oscillator coil turns, or
alternatively, closing up the spacing.
If it is found not possible to peak any of the R.F.
coils, the same process can be tried with them.
Once the signal has been obtained then it is much
easier to tune it to maximum and then try the sound.
In some cases it may be found that either the

V9

cathode Iv.
VIO Anode 200v.

Anode 190v.
cathode 0.5v.
Anode 250v.

VIl

screen 100v.

available

Fig.

cathode 1.5v.
Anode 260v.
cathode I.25v.

V5

V6

screen 260v.
cathode 2v.
Anode 200v.
screen 260v.

cathode I.0v.
Anode 210v.
screen 260v.
cathode 2v.

V13

screen 250v.
cathode 2v.

Anode I20v.
screen 220v.
cathode 3.5v.
Anode 110v.

cathode 2.0v.

VI4 Anode

Anode 220v.

230v.
screen 270v.
cathode 12.5v.
Total current drawn =165 mA (this does not include
the pre -amp).
screen 260v.
cathode 2v.
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agnetic C.R.T.

OF TWO EASILY BUILT UNITS BASED ON ELECTROSTATIC TIMEBASES
(Continued from page 16, June issue.)

is important that a good earth connection
is made between existing and new chassis.
The C.R.T. is mounted on a separate chassis

and it was found convenient to use plywood for
this. The supports can be made of ¡in. ply and the
baseboard of stronger material (say ¡in. ply).
Fig. 10 gives the details for the construction of this

the hole is surrounded by a length of ein. diameter
rubber tubing which is split down the centre. Rubber
draught excluder is a useful material for this purpose.
To support the actual face of the tube, the bracket
shown in Fig. 12, which is made out of a strip of
aluminium, should be fitted. It is possible to use a
commercially obtainable bracket for this purpose
which has been especially designed for the View master. The item is marketed as " C.R.T. front and
rear support type Ediswan 72007."
The back support of the tube carries the tube neck
and lower down is mounted the connecting socket,
which enables the unit to be connected to the timebase
amplifier. 'In the prototype use was made of an 1.

9" /or r,rsion
Fig. 8. -Front panel details.

;.hassis. If a 12in. C.R.T. is being used, then the
measurements will be those shown in brackets.

The focusing magnet is mounted directly on the
rear support.
In Fig. 11 will be found the details for construction
of the C.R.T. mounting. The main body of the tube
is supported by the front panel of the tube chassis ;

Fig.

r2"
B

1

9.- Chassis

dimensions.

Octal valveholder in this position, and the base of
an old valve was used as the plug end, on the timebase
amplifier chassis.
The grid of the tube is fed by a separate wire in the
manner mentioned earlier, while the anode feed also
uses a separate wise directly from the timebase
amplifier chassis. This lead should be well insulated,

ma hole surroundei
rubbor tubM9
split obwn centre
with

(/2")
10.- Details of the
C.R.T. chassis for 9in.
Fig.

or 12in. tube.
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and motor-car ignition lead is a good material to use.
The mains input to the mains transformer should
be taken via the usual on /off switch of the televisor
so that the amplifier comes under the direct control of
that switch.
It is not advised that the amplifier be run without
the timebase proper being in action.
In Fig. 13 will be found a wiring diagram for the
line phase reversing stage which will be fitted in the
existing timebase. The actual position of the cornInner tuba of cycle tyre

Detmr of
ofum,n.vm brocket
,(2 required)

r

8"

o

o

o

o
//z;
1_-%;[
rube support 20 swg (opprox) aluminium
I

Figs.

11

r

and 12.---Details of the tube support, and
method of mounting.

ponents is not important provided they are kept clear

of the frame circuit.
Fig.

14 shows the wiring of the C.R.T. chassis.
A wiring diagram of the timebase amplifier unit is
shown in Fig. 15. The majority of the components
are mounted on a paxolin strip under the chassis.
The components on top of the chassis are shown in
this diagram in a manner to make clear the wiring
circuit. In practice the components will be positioned
as indicated in Fig. 7 and wiring between top of the
chassis and underneath the chassis will be made
through drilled holes.
To HT common
existing time base

Heater common
existing time tose
rep cop

VLl

0

QOÓ\VL

O

PLI

_
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Anode leads to the E.H.T. rectifiers should be
heavily insulated.
It is rather important that no sharp points exist
in the E.H.T. wiring, or corona discharge will take
place. Soldered joints should be made so that the
soldering points are covered with rounded blobs of
solder.

For those who will be wiring directly from the
theoretical circuit, a theoretical diagram of the power
supply is given in Fig. 16.
Testing and Setting Up
Before switching on, the whole circuit should be
checked and particular attention whould be paid to
shorts or leaks between H.T. positive and heaters,
and H.T. positive and earth.
The two units should be connected together and
also connected to the existing timebase.
It is
advisable in the first stage not to connect the C.R.T.
but to connect a bulb of suitable voltage rating
across the C.R.T. heater supply.
When the televisor is switched on, the bulb should
be watched. A fairly strong whistle should be heard
coming from the line amplifier, though it is possible
for it to be too high for hearing ; if the whistle is
not heard, therefore, the line hold control should
be rotated until it becomes audible.
A check can be made on the complete circuit by
connecting the speech coil of a loudspeaker across
the line scanning coil (not across the line transformer).
It should be possible to hear the line whistle quite
strongly.
A similar check can be made for the frame circuit
by feeding the frame output into the transformer of a
loudspeaker. The frame oscillations should be heard
clearly.
Provided that the bulb across the C.R.T. heater
supply is still glowing, it will be possible to connect
the C.R.T. into circuit. The televisor should be
switched off and allowed to cool for at least two
minutes before switching on again. The brilliance
control should be turned to minimum position (that
is, towards the H.T. -1- rail).
The C.R.T. should be mounted on its chassis and
the scanning coils pushed forward towards the screen
as far as the neck of the tube will allow.
The coils
should be fixed lightly so that it is possible to rotate
them when the raster has been received.
The focusing magnet should be adjusted so that
there is a very small gap existing between the pole
pieces, and the fine trimmer on the magnet should
be set in its mid position.
It is now possible to switch on again and the
screen should be watched carefully. The contrast
control should be kept at zero at this ,point until
the preliminary work on the raster has been
completed.

b unit 12
Pe: socket

am

73

PL3

!ramdunw
Inllllllllu

RL2

ro anode of
oJC
-

Fig.

13.-Wiring

b urot LI
CL2 Pyv
socket

diagram

of line

circuit.

Sconrnng alts

HooterC.T

phase- reversing

Fig.

14.- Wiring

diagram

oRhode

of the C.R.T. chassis.
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After allowing time for warming up, the brilliance
control should be advanced slowly ; this should
cause a blurred patch on the screen. The patch
should be resolved into a raster by loosening the
screws of the focusing magnet and sliding it forward
or backward until optimum focus without cut -off is
obtained. The focusing screws on the magnet can
then be adjusted for maximum focus and any final
vernier adjustment made by the focusing trimmer.
The scan coils should be rotated so that the raster
is square on the screen.
If a shadow is cast by the magnet on to the screen,
then a slight movement of the magnet from its dead
central position can be made by the adjusting screws
at the rear. This adjustment should be made 'with
the greatest care so as to avoid making the edge
of the magnet bear on the neck of the tube. A
fracture at this point is quite easy to make !
Having obtained a clear raster, then the brilliance
control should be reduced so that the pattern is just
extinguished, and the contrast control advanced to
produce the picture pattern on the screen. Operation
of the Line Hold and Frame Hold controls should
resolve the picture.
The next step is to obtain correct height and width.
Height and vertical linearity controls should be

adjusted in conjunction with each other to produce
a picture of the full height, without distortion.
Width and horizontal linearity controls should be
adjusted so as to produce full width without
distortion. If a bright white line appears at the
bottom of the picture then operation of the line
form control will eliminate it.
If the picture is upside -down, reverse frame coil
connections. If left to right, reverse line coil
connections.
This completes the adjustments.
Snags
The foregoing shows what should happen. Sometimes, alas, things do not work out quite so easily !
Some of the more common forms of trouble will
now be dealt with.

Nothing Seen on the Screen
In this case check that the heater of the tube is
glowing. If this is in order, check the E.H.T. circuit
by bringing a well insulated screwdriver close to the
anode connector on the tube. A series of sparks
should be drawn off from the anode. If this is not
the case, then check back through the E.H.T. section.
(To be continued.)

Ancle V/
Thu section shows
components on top

of chossu. Wins

T1

ore token through
the chassis.

028

C/3

T/
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This section shows
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71.),:.

!VW.)

shows

trews chassis wiring

VL13

VR/

Mounted
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CRT chau.,,!
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15.- Wiring
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TV. CABINETS

EQUIPMENT

67
LTD.

THE SUPERIOR

THE CORONATION CONSOLE

INCH

15
Up to the Minute TV. for only £35(Ell 14 0) Daposit.
You will have noticed that the
modern trend is towards larger
pictures, in fact, the Illn. tube
Is fast going the way of the 9in.
and IOin. tubes, for few manufacturers are using them in
their latest models. However.
you can be right up to date
for we are now commencing
delivery of a new constructors'
set using the Cossor 151n. tube.
type 85K. This set complete
as illustrated) will only cost
you £3510.0, inoluding tube..
Contrary to what might be
expected, to get down to this
very low price we have not
sacrificed quality in any way,
in fact interlace, sensitivity
lad definition are equal to the
best commercial standards. The chassis provided is of generous,
proportions and will allow the inclusion ofa Radio unit if one is
wanted.

This very handsome cabinet
will put your TV. into the £203
class.
The Tuhe Cut -out is for the
standard 15ín. Tube, but can
be easily modified for other
sizes.
The storage space at the top if
desired can be used for an autochanger or tape recorder, and
the sloping panel can be used
as a control panel or for a
pre -set radio.
The cabinet is 47in. wide 31 in.
deep, to the corner, and 50in.
high, it is already polished and
supplied flat for you to screw together
price is £18. plus 10 carriage and insurance. or you
can buy Iton Hire Purchase if
you wish. the deposit is £6, then
12 monthly payments of 25. -.
The whole has been so arranged as to he particularly suitable
for our popular Coronation Console cabinet. but there is no reason
THE REGINA
whatever why it cannot he fitted into any well -made TV. cabinet.
TV. Console Cabinet. undrilled. but cut Technical features include
for 12in. tube, with adjustable platform.
A. Superhet circuit fed by a R.F. amplifier.
This cabinet looks really superior and is
B. Particularly carefully dimensioned Video stage.
ideal for all popular sets -Viewmastc r,
C. Diode damped interlace network.
'l'ele -King, etc. Price £717.6. Carriage
D. Line and frame blocking oscillators.
10- extra.
E. Fly back E.H.T.
F. Optional voltage doubler for aluminisation effect.
THE
DATA. Full constructional data. price 7B post free, is available, on approval (if you decide not to make the set, providing
ENSEMBLE
that you return the data within 7 days in clean condition 7iwill be refunded).
A
12-in.
Table
DEMONSTRATION. A made -up chassis can be seen at Fleet
Model complete
Street, or Ruislip. and if you arrange to call during B.D.C. transwith armour -plate glass and surmission times. we will gladly demonstrate the excellent interlace
round as illustrated £3178. plus
and other qualities of which we are particularly proud.
7í6 carriage and insurance.
All partsare availableand total cost is £35 0 0, or £1114, Odeposit)
urriage and insurance £I extra which Includes 15in. tube, valves,
PARCEL OF METAL _WORK, for Table Model Punched
prepared metal chassis, In fact everything needed except cabinet
and prepared metal chassis, punched out -rigger. valve plate.
and mask. Order form and parts list is included with the 7/6
spacers, Tube clamping ring, tube rear support. brackets,
etc., etc. Price 25 -. plus 22 post. Included free with this
data.
parcel is circa it diagram of 5-Channel 121n. TV to use with this
chassis.
VIEW MASTER OWNERS
You probably know that a í3m tube gives approximately
3 times as many square inches of actual picture as does a
9in. tube. You may not know. however, that without any
26
modification at all your View Master will scan the 15in.
Cossor type 85K which we offer for cash or on H.P. (See
To those who want an autoadvert. last month.) If you would like to go over to the
radiogram at a low price.
big 15in. picture, the easy way is to send for' View Master
we offer the cabinet .11IusBig Picture Parcel.' as follows
1. 15in. tube type 85K.
5. Sundries, plugs, etc.
trated alongside complete.
2. Moulded rubber mask.
6. Blue print showing con with Collaro three speed
3. Tube clamping ring.
nections, and method of
record changer with dual
4. Special ion trap:
fixing tube. ion trap, etc.
We offer the above six items at less than what a new 9in. or
purpose crystal pick up, at a
lain.
tube
alone
cost,
would
namely. £14.10 -0 cash with
special bargain price of
order or £5'0%0 deposit and balance over 12 months. Limited
£17161, plus 126 carriage
quantity only at this price so order by return.
and insurance or H.P. terms
£67.- deposit.
TWO ITEMS FOR VOR97 USERS
A- Superhet Chassis is available.' L.M.. and S. waves. 3
(1) RF E.I(.T. UNIT
(8) INTERNAI. MAGNIFIER
colour scale, A.V.C. Tone
KIT
To.take.the place of-the 2kV.
control, etc.. complete with
mains E.H.T. transformer, has The kit comprises a veneered
and polished wooden surround.
the folldwing advantages :
8ín. P.M. Speaker.
Price
special mask. oil filled enlarger
£818%8 or H.P. £3'7.0 deposit.
la) Is more reliable.
and four chrome -head fixing
Carriage 7.6 extra.
serews.
(b) Is cheaper.
Has these advantages:
Cabinet separately £7.'1010
re) Can be repaired.
+a) It gives the impression of
(or £2'100 deposit), plus 10;being a standard 9in. tube.
Complete
kit
comprises
2valves.
carriage and in.e rince.
e) prote
cost gfa6ir. mask.
smoothingg condenser, filament ic)
Protects magnifier from
transformer and all necessary accidental
l'
damage.
parts. Price 20' -, plus 1 6 post. id) Is equally
suitable for use
Constructional and operational with 91n.
data free with kit or available Price aof kit tube.
396, plus 2'6post
separately, price 2 6.
and insurance.
I Tile cabinet -radio uhac,.is and auto-.;ban-,tor, it orderc.i
together will he supplied for 26 gus. (carriage and inanran,.
,
ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT DIN.5
1 í -I.
H.P. terms as above.
L_
/2-46 MIa0Mlrr aal
158-3 FLEET ST
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EXCEPTIONAL VALVE OFFER
6". each
Ten EF5O Brand New (Ex- Units)...
...
...
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G, 5Z4G. 6V6G (or KT61)
...
...
1R5, 1S5. 1T4, 1S4 or (3S4 or 3V9)
...
TP25. HL23DD. VP23, PEN25 (or QP25)
6KBG, 6K7G. 6Q7G, 25A6G, 2.57,5 or 25Z6G
or
50L6GT
12K7GT.
12SQ7GT.
35Z4GT,
35L6GT
12K8GT,
12SA7GT. 12SK7GT, 12SQ7GT. :35Z4GT, 35L6GT or
50L6GT

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

s

NR
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1:11 1(1355.
As specified for " Inexpensive Television." Complete with 8 valves VR65 and 1 each 5Ú4G, VU120,
VR92. Only 55 -, carriage 7,6. Brand new in original packing
case.

55/- Set

426
32'6
276

,.

RF25, 25'RF26, 59:'6: RF27, 59 6.
RF24. 25RE('EIV ER ('N11' Tl'PE 159. Size 8in. x filin. x 4(in.. containing
VR91, C1252, CV66, VR65 and 24 v. selector switch. New condition,

..
.,

42 6

:

:

42.6 ..
42'6

15 -.

..

Complete set of specified valves for " P.W.° Personal Ree.
5 6AM6, 2 6AK5, 1 6J6, 1 6C4, 1 EA50, and 3BPI C.A. Tube with
base. £5/12'6.
KT33C. 121 KT66. 12'6: GU50, 12'6 : PX25, 12'6 (Matched
Pairs at 25'- pair).
CK510AX Sub -min. Valves, Brand New. 76.

T.l'. PRE -AMPLIFIER FOR LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM. Complete with 6AM6. Ready to plug in to your set,
27 6.

P.P. 28.

:

l'CR517C Blue and White 611a. Tube.
This Tube replaces the VCR97 and VCR517 without alteration
and gives a full Blue and White picture.
Brand new in original crates. 45,- carr. free.

°Weymouth Superhet 3-Wave Rand. Coll Pack+"
Gram. switch.
Short. Med.. and Long withcomplete
with circuit.
Brand New Miniature type
P.P. 16 absolute bargain.

25 WATT AMPLIFIER (ex-ADMIRALTY).
By Parmeko and Sound Sales. PX25. 2-AC EL. Mu14. A.C.

196

Complete in steel grey Amplifier Case. £1210 -.
Call for Demonstration.
CATHODE RAY TORES:
WALKIE-TALKIE TYPE " 46," complete with 6 valves. 2VP23,
VCR97. ' Guaranteed full picture. 40' -. carr. 2' -..
HL23, DD. QP25, TP25 and ATP4. aerial rods, I.F. trans., 1.8 mc's.
VCR517. Guaranteed lull picture, with Mu -Metal Screen. 40' -.
mike
trans. In new condition. but less transmitting components
carr.
and
Tel.
'scopes
25
-.
3ßP1. Suitable for
and coils removed by M.O.S., 35r -, carr. paid. (Less valves, 12 6.)
MU -METAL SCREEN for VCR.97. 10; -.
gin. ESCUTCHEON.-Brown bakelite. Suitable plate glass and
VCR1IA (AC1110), 35: -. Brand new.
mask for 9in. tube. Price 7:6 each.
No. 38 " WALKIE- TALKIE" TRANS-REC'EIV'ER, complete
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 182A. This unit contains VCR517
3 EF56,
with throat mike. phones, Junction Box and aerial rods in canvas
Cathode Ray 61n. Tube, complete with Mu -metal screen.
bag. Freq. range 7.4 to 9 mc,s. All units are as new and tested
4 SP61 and 1 5114G valves. 9 wire -wound volume controls and
for
basis
either
Suitable
and
Condensers.
before dispatch. As supplied to Overseas police forces. £4'10 O.
quantity of Resistors
Offered Complete with batteries. Spare battery, 10! -.
of Television (full picture guaranteed) or Oscilloscope.
BRAND NEW (less relay) in original packing case at 79.6.
PTE 45 Me's. STRIP. -Special purchase of M.O.S. Type 3583 Units.
Size 15in. x 8in. x 2,n. Complete with 45 mc's. Pye Strip. 12 valves,
IO.EF50, EB34 and EA50. volume controls and hosts of Resistors and
valves.
25.!73 TR1196 RE('EIYF.IP UNIT.-Complete with 6 Circuit
Condensers. Sound and vision can be incorporated on this chess],
2 EF36, 2 EF39. 1 EK32. 1 EBC33. In new condition.
with minimum space. New condition. Modification data supplied.
and Conversion Data Free. 39 6. carriage paid.
Price £5, carriage paid.
SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1953 COMPREHENSIVE. 23 PAGE CATALOGUE CONTAINING COMPONENTS & EX -GOVT. BARGAINS.
Open Mon. -Fri. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m.
200,250v.

:

:

5,

TEL.: PADDINGTON

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.

1008;9, 0401

THIS VALUABLE
BOOK
which details the wide range of Engineering and Commercial courses of modern
training offered by E.M.I. Institutes
part of a world -wide Industrial Organisation.

-

the only Postal College which is

Courses include training for

:

Grouped Certificates in Telecommunications

City and Guilds

;

A.M,

Brit. I.R.E. Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio & Television
Servicing Certificates, General Radio and Television Courses, Radar,
Sound Recording, etc. Also Courses in all other branches of Engineering.

Nero/

-POST NOW
Please send,

Experimental

I

INSTI ITU TE0Ktmnowm
the following courses:
associated with
Draughtsmanship,
part

MARCONIPHONE

COLUMBIA

&

'Carpentry,

Chemistry,

43

without obligation, the FREE book.

Institutes, Dept. 1381
Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London,W.4

Name

raphy
Photog,

Com m erdal Art Radio and Address
etc.
(His Master's Voice) Electronics,

ICIOBrt
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7. -I.F. AMPLIFIER COUPLINGS

ALTHOUGH the I.F. interstage coupling for
home -constructed televisors has, in the main,
taken the form of the single -tuned stagger
circuit, most of the other common systems can be
incorporated by the amateur and in many cases a
greater gain can be obtained for a given number of
valve stages and requisite bandwidth.
Tuning,
however, is generally more critical with other forms
of coupling, even when a signal generator is available,
and a visual indicator consisting of an oscilloscope
and wobbulated oscillator is the most satisfactory
means of obtaining accurate alignment.
This latter fact alone has tended to popularise
the stagger-tuned single coil type of coupling for the
home constructor, and most amateur receivers employ
two or three staggered circuits with a final single
over- coupled transformer stage at the detector.
This method assists in obtaining a wider and more
uniform response curve when the number of I.F.
stages is restricted to three, and the overall alignment is a comparatively simple procedure, only a
signal generator being necessary.
Transformer Couplings
The systems of I.F. coupling found in commercial
designs take the form of single -tuned staggered
circuits or double -tuned bandpass and over-coupled
transformers. Transformer coupling will give a
greater gain than any system of single coil tuning,
and this form of coupling is therefore most popular
in commercial receivers where the number of I.F.
stages is usually restricted to two. Fig. shows the
various forms so far mentioned, together with one
or two modifications for particular purposes.
With any form of transformer coupling, as at
Fig. 1(b), there are the following obvious advantages :
the output and input circuits of the stages concerned
are effec ively isolated, the need for a coupling

condenser and resistance is eliminated ; and as a
result of the very low time -constant of the grid circuit,
strong interfering pulses do not choke or seriously
impair the gain of the stage.
The method of winding over -coupled transformers
for vision receivers is often that of the bifilar form,
this construction being a pair of coils that are actually
interwound with each other ; sometimes one winding
is wound directly on top of the other, a thin layer of
waxed paper being inserted between the coils. The
end result is the same, the very close proximity of the
coils producing a transformer with a coupling
approaching unity. The completed component is
then effectively a single coil having the same characteristics of resonance as a single layer unit, only one
tuning core being necessary.
The response curve of such an over-coupled system,
however, is vastly different from that of a single tuned circuit ; Fig. 2(a) shows in full line the double
humping that occurs whenever critical coupling is
exceeded. The broken line is that of a single -tuned
circuit.
As the coupling between two circuits is increased,
the response curve, which is a single sharp peak for
very loose coupling, broadens and flattens at the
top and just at the point where two humps are
beginning to appear, the circuits are said to be
critically coupled. Fig. 2(b) shows the effect of
the changes in coupling in this way. Two tuning

1

Over. coup ling

Critical

coupling
Loose coupling

fr
Fig.

fr

2.- Response curves showing
degrees

the effect of different

of coupling.

Fig.

3- Coupling

using 3 coils made up as shown

in Fig. 4.

r
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cores are used when the circuits are under -coupled,
or only just exceeding critical coupling.
Bandpass Couplings
,
Coupling in a circuit such as , Fig. 1(b) or (c) is,
of course, obtained by means of the mutual inductance
between L, and L_, which provides a coupling

impedance that is common to both circuits. The
same results can be obtained from such a circuit
as Fig. 1(d) where the coil L,, provides the necessary
coupling between L, and L_, these latter not being
in physical proximity to each other, i.e., no mutual
coupling. The value of L,,, can be made equal to
the value of mutual inductance between the windings
of Fig. 1(c) when critical coupling is achieved, and
the end result is the same in both cases. Using such
a coupling coil as L,,, has an advantage of facilitating
control of the actual amount of coupling, as it is

generally, easier to tune this inductance than it is to
physically alter the spacing between the coils of
Fig. 1(c) to change the mutual inductance.
Capacitive coupling can, of course, be employed
Tufno/ rod

14"-I

/8
(L

(

28 Turns

close wound

40

D.S.C.

L3
)
42 Turns

L2

28 Turns

close wound close wound
40 DSC
40 D.S.0

Screens across va /veholders

of coil construction and mounting for
4- Detailsarrangement
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.

the

(a) Single

tuned circuit

(b) Overcoupled transformer

between the two circuits as shown in Fig. 1(e), but
there is a reduction in the stage gain, other things
being equal.

Link Couplings
It often happens that there

is a considerable
physical spacing between two stages in a television
receiver due to economy of layout or other factors,
and a form of link coupling then becomes necessary
in order to couple the circuits concerned to each
other. Such physical spacing most generally occurs
between the mixer and the first I.F. amplifier, and a
length of coaxial line is used to bridge the gap.
Obviously, such a line cannot be connected directly
across high impedance points such as anode áiid
grid connections as the capacity, probably some 20
to 30 pF per foot run, would shunt these impedances.
The capacity is neutralised by the use of low-impedance "coupling coils (two or three turns overwound
on the main inductances) at either end of the cable,
so presenting the proper terminations. Such a link,
Fig. 1(f) showing the general arrangement, tends to
minimise the possibility of break -through of adjacent
signals as only resonance signals will be transferred.
There is negligible loss of signal over such a coupling
link, but the capacitive loading reduces the reactance
of the mutual element that controls the coupling
between L, and L2f and hence the bandwidth is
restricted. This can be compensated for in practice
by the expedient of staggering the tuned circuits
slightly towards the opposite extremes of the passband ; this leads to a reduction in gain, but this
can in general be tolerated.
Link coupling is common practice between preamplifiers and the input terminals of the main
television receiver.
(Concluded on page 88)
_

(c) Bandpass

(e) Bandpass

Fig.

1

transformer

(d) Bandpass

- inductive
coupling

- capacitive

-The

coupling

(f) Link coupling

various types of interstage ccu3ling.
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THE NEW P.T. RECEIVER

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS
AND COIL DATA
(Conllntred Irony page 25 June issue)

FURTHER

FARTHING is

made

across to a tag under
one of the fixing bolts
in cross member (a).

The

completed

strip

is

screwed to the two horizontal
side rods by two 6 B.A. bolts
and nuts at each side,
shown in Fig. 4.

w

Assembly and Wiring
When the construction of
the main framework has
been completed, and the three
main chassis fitted and checked
for fixing, etc., as already
detailed in the previous
article, the actual assembly
of the components and the
wiring can be commenced.
It cannot be over-emphasised,
however, that all fitting work
should be completed as far
as possible before wiring is begun, as the drilling
of additional holes when a chassis is wired is not
only awkward, but components can be easily
Consequent unsoldering
damaged in the process.
and replacement tends to make the finished job
untidy and, in addition, adds to the time and cost
expended in the construction.
The order in which the separate chassis are wired
is immaterial, but it is as well to work methodically,
completing one before turning to another. This
lessens the possibility of wiring errors.
The chassis requiring most care and patience in
wiring is the vision -sound strip, and a layout and
wiring diagram of this unit is given in Fig. I. Nearly
all the underchassis wiring is shown here, together
with the essential measurements of valveholder
spacing, etc. All holes are Rin. diameter with the
exception of V2 which is sin. The drilling details
for the Haynes screened coil bases are given in the
inset, these being positioned exactly between the
valveholders where indicated. Note that L16 has
only two outlet holes, this coil being a prepared
polystyrene type screened by a shortened can.
The underchassis dividing screens are made of
20 s.w.g. aluminium sheet, bent and drilled as shown
in detail in Fig. 2. The positioning of these screens
is shown in the layout figure, bolting to the main
chassis being with 8 B.A. nuts and bolts.
Wiring should be carried out with regard to both
the main theoretical diagram (Part I) and the layout
figure. Although nearly all wires are shown on the
latter, the wiring to Cl2 R13 is left out for clarity

(a tag strip is mounted on the side wall for these
components), and the incoming aerial lead to Cl
is not indicated for a similar reason. It is essential
for all wiring to be short, and the earthing points
should be used as the drawing indicates.
The heater run is kept well into the bend of the
chassis throughout, but the H.T. rail is made up of
stiffish bare wire (18 s.w.g.) and is run so as to stand
about tin. above the chassis ; resistances R17,
RI3, R8, R7 and R3 then pass down to their
respective valve pins or points of connection. Care
must be taken to ensure that this H.T. rail does not
short-circuit to the dividing screens.
Other points of note are : the coils L5, L14 and
LI5 are mounted horizontally, and should clear the
chassis by about gin., the screened lead from RI2
to the contrast control should be cleated to the chassis
wall, as shown, to avoid accidental shorting to other
parts ; the aerial coaxial input lead should be
similarly cleated along the outside of the opposite
chassis wall ; all outgoing leads, heater, H.T., etc.,
should be left of adequate length for the time being.

The Coils
The coils are wound to the details given in Fig. 3
and the winding table. The assembly of the coils is
self evident, and details have been given in other
articles. The coil end numberings shown correspond
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to the numbers given on the theoretical circuit diagram
and also to the coil base numbers ; no difficulty
should, therefore, be experienced in this direction.

J.F. transformer L17-L18, has the tuning condenser(s)
mounted in the screening can.
Condenser C8 which is 6.8 pF shunts the oscillator
coil only for the London frequency ;
on all other channels it is omitted.
Time-base chassis
The time-base chassis is similar in
construction to the vision strip, except for dimensions of width and

Aiello no for C29
N

Grommet
hole for

HT lead

Grommet hola
leact

for heater

Au
hole for

°trio/

feeder

2 gronvnet

I

2.-Details of

Three condensers are mounted in the
L8, 19 and LIO LII coil cans, and
some care is necessary in mounting these.
A spare eyelet in the top bakelite plate
is used for the CI4 to L9 and CI9 to
LII connections, and both C13, CI5
and C18, C20 should be of the flat
silvered-mica variety so that they can be
accommodated in the space between the
side wires without the possibility of
shorting to the cans when these are
The can fixing lugs are bent
fitted.
under the base when the coil is completed and two fixing bolts secure both
can and former to the chassis when
mounted. Where brass cores are specified, 0 B.A. brass studding is cut into
¡in. lengths and slotted for a screwdriver at one end.
The oscillator coil is made from ¡in.
diameter polystyrene rod, the fixing
being by a 6 B.A. tapped hole at one
end. Trimmer C7 is embedded into the
polystyrene by careful heating of the
support, and short lengths of 16 s.w.g.
wire are similarly pushed through the
former to provide end anchoring and
the tapping point of the main winding.
The sound take-off and first trap coil
L16 is wound on a length of Zin.
polystyrene which is threaded to take an
iron slug. The polystyrene is tapped
throughout its length and the base is
made from a piece of tin. thick paxolin
sheet into which the former is pushed and
glued. Fixing holes (2) and coil end
outlet holes (2) are drilled in the base to
the same dimensions as the Haynes coils,
and one of the Haynes screens is cut
down (length about 2in.) and shaped at
the bottom to cover the coil. This lower
coil screen is necessary to clear the tube
bulb when the chassis is mounted in
position. This coil, and also the sound

holes

or heater lined
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depth. The wiring is not so important in this unit, from the chassis, preferably
by
use
of an Insuloid
and provided the general component layout shown clip.
in Fig. 4 is followed, no difficulty should be experiAbove chassis is mounted the frame output
enced. The principal dimensions
are given in this figure, and the
4 á<
heater wiring run is shown, together
with the layout of the two tagboards
JTo /no co /a
(
which are mounted on opposite
walls, standing off from the latter
by about tin. to avoid the possibility
of short -circuit.
ï üSiiiiüüiüüüüüüüü!
The line transformer T6 is
mounted below the chassis, and
five holes are drilled in the chassis
2k"
to allow the terminal row to pass
Spocmg und
through to the tipper surface. The
Tvtno%EAonife,¢rc
actual transformer should be used
WIYfV,
4 of
as a template for this, the fixing
holes also being drilled for this
Tv(nor or wood
component. The large side terminals
block
should clear the side wall easily.
6'34"
Condenser C50 has its negative
pole connected to the H.T. positive
line, and if this component is metal
cased, this case must be insulated Fig. 5.- Paxolin or hakel:te pane which is mounted above to carry
booster and width control components.
ro ,ore,t .F,
6'
. COP/ro, .oe..,
transformer (at the rear end as the
photographs show), and above the line
transformer terminals at the other end
is mounted a bakelite panel carrying the
booster diode V I4, R50 and the width
control choke L19, the D.C. blocking
condenser C52, and C51 if this is used.
Fig. 5 shows the dimensions and layout
of this panel, which is made from din.
paxolin sheet. The fixing holes are the
same as those of the line transformer,
and the bolts securing the latter are used
to support the panel, a bakelite or tufnol
/ye
/V_4__
spacer of the given size being used at
__ lye
each corner to act as a stand -off. The
wiring under this panel across to the line
transformer terminals is carried out in
flexible, well -insulated wires, enough
length being used to permit easy connecting, but not enough to create a bunched
Wo,.r-/rn.
ri< .mV,]
untidy tangle when the panel is bolted
down. The terminals concerned are
colour coded Blue, Red, Black, Green
and White, and the main circuit diagram
shows the connections to these ; the
other end of the Width winding (opposite
to White) is internally earthed to the
transformer case.
The Width choke is mounted in a
ro
tufnol or hard -wood block measuring
tin. x din. x lin. as shown, being wedged
into the block firmly, the block itself
being bolted to the panel from below by
so HaJ"lo`yo/:
a couple of countersunk 6 B.A. screws.
The valveholder of V I4 is non- skirted.
At the rear end of the time -base chassis
three controls, namely VR3, VR6 and
VR7 are mounted together with resistances
I0 cool* VI)
R43 and R53. The layout of these will
C<6
be given later.
When wired to the
main unit, the connecting leads are cut so
that there is no more than about an
inch or so spare lead between the units.
pod Fig. 4 (helow). -Main details of the time-base chassis.
This enables the unit to be fitted

Lr

-

.TT
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and bolted
to the framework over the rear panel,
in out of
down, after which the wires can be tucked that no
sight. Care should be taken to ensure
and
shorting occurs between the panel components
main chassis.
other parts, such as C54 or T3, on the
Space here will be rather limited.
Power Chassis

Little need be said about the power unit chassis

;

will be given
the main dimensions and drilling details
the comnext month together with the positions of
way, and
ponents. The wiring is not critical in any
will be shown.
the general directions of the chief runs
holes as
The leads that pass through grommeted
taped
indicated are bound into cable forms and are until
to the convenient bars of the main framework
their points of connection are reached.
(To be Continued)

L /8

i

LI

-==t

{-1

Fig. 3. -Coil data.

Turns
Coil

LS

L/6

U2 -L /3

L3-L4

Wire

L1

36 D.S.C.

L2

36.D.S.C.

Alignment

A.P. H.M. K.S.

S.C.

11
7

1}

8

6

7

W.
I

1

Remarks

Frequency

Vision Carrier

5}

L2 winding spaced by diameter of
wire.
Lt interwound with L2 at earthy
end. Former , in. diameter.

Bifilar wound, each coil side by
L4

32 D.S.C.

7

5,

6

6

5

Carrier

Vision

Minus

2

Mc,s.

side but turns spaced by diameter

of

wire (except S.C. and W. which
are close wound).

Vision carrier
Minus 13.0 Me /s.

Close wound and centre -tapped.
Polystyrene din, former.

70
45

10.5 Me/s.

Only L7 is tuned from bottom of
former by iron core. L6 has no core.

L8
L9

40 D.S.C.
30 D.S.C.

35

12.5 Mc/s.
9.5 Mc/s.

L10

40 D.S.C.
30 D.S.C.

57

L5

20 enam.

L611

38

L7 j

LI

L121

L13)
L16

L18}

12

10

11

D.S.C.

40 D.S.C.

20

20

60+60

20

20 enam.

36

25
25

D.S.C.

L14

40 enam.

220

L15

40 enam.

185

NOTE: The suppliers of

tine

9

10.2 Mc/s.
9.5 Mc/s.

11.5 Mc/s.

9.5 Mc/s.

9.5 Mc/s.

L8 has brass core, L9 iron core.
in
C13, C14 and CI5 are mounted
the screening can.

LIO has brass core, LI l iron core.
in
C18, Cl9 and C20 are mounted
the screening can.

Ll3 wound over L12 with single
layer of Sellotapc or waxed paper
between.

Wound on sin. polystyrene former
with iron core. Screening can cut
down to cover.
The
Each winding close wound.
coupling.
/lain. spacing gives critical
Inductance 2101íH. Paxolin former.
2

Inductance 175 1íH. Paxolin former.

necessary brass
Radio) hare agreed to supply the
coil formers and caris (Haynes
kit.
G2
the
slugs with
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JAQ di!acth ÇDJnpnJuaIths Shaw
The Marquess of Donegal) Gives an After -the -Show Review
of Some
of the Exhibits
THIS year's Exhibition at Grosvenor House was
the tenth of its kind and by far the most comprehensive yet held. It has always been well
organised and interesting but it is becoming increasingly important as electronics continue to
perform an ever-increasing range of functions with
the necessary precision and efficiency.
All electronic equipment being dependent ultimately
on the efficiency and. reliability of the component,
the manufacturers dealing as they do in microseconds and millionths of an inch, within decreasing
limits of size and weight while temperature ranges
widen, have a heavy responsibility to mankind.
That the importance of this Exhibition has been
widely realised was proved by a phenomenal increase
in visiting foreign experts and buyers. The number of
exhibitors was 120 and exhibits varied from standard
commercial products familiar to us to new and highly
specialised components recently developed in the
research laboratories. Half the total output of the
industry is exported either as loose components or
in complete equipments.
Much has been written on account of the impending
expansion of television about the 12- channel tuning
unit for television receivers. A set fitted with this
device will permit a viewer to change his sound and
vision to any of 12 frequencies.
This is the first multi -channel tuner made in
Britain and is adaptable to very high frequency and
ultra -high frequency. It will also enable British
manufacturers to enter the American market without
buying special tuning units from that country.
Let us now run through a few of the exhibits that I

Sundries
New moulded magnetic materials have been added.
Magnadur is a permanent magnet material of ceramic
structure combining high coercive force with high
insulating properties. It is said that it can be used
where the presence of Eddy currents has previously
prevented the use of permanent magnets (Mullard).
We now come to valves and a new range of 25 mA
miniature valves for battery-operated broadcast
receivers was interesting, as were the two flat 10 mA
sub -miniature valves for hearing aids. Low noise,
low hum and freedom from microphony is claimed
by Mullards for a high -gain pentode on an all -glass
9 -pin base.
Several manufacturers including Diamond " H "
Switches and A. F. Bulgin showed improved small
switches for mains operation and circuit control.
Among these was a new 3 -amp. totally enclosed toggle
switch and a new D.P. snap -in toggle switch and a
range of micro -sensitive switches of reduced size and
increased sensitivity.
Many components were said to be the smallest of
their kind in the world. One was a sub -miniature
volume control with on -off switch for hearing aids.
Its diameter was about that of a shilling, by Egen.
A midget attenuator was a 21 -step fader with scale
indicator built into the control knob -1 ¡in. in

diameter (Painton).
Multicore, who again provided visitors with their
useful cardboard folder for collected literature, have
produced a solder that can be used with an ordinary
match.
Almost every stand showed examples of moulded
found interesting.
plastics, and other aids to mass -production were
ready -made circuits of standard type used in television
Capacitors
receivers in the form
printed components on a
In the field of capácitors the electrical properties of ceramic -base plate, the of
whole enclosed in a protective
plastic film were being used in new metalised poly- coating and provided with leads
styrene capacitors which are now said to be com- remainder of the assembly. Thesefor soldering to the
circuits developed
parable in size with the old paper dielectric types.
by Erie Resistor, Ltd., include anode couplers,
There was an improved electrolytic capacitor using
Tantalum metal in a neutral electrolyte which gives
improved reliability and shelf life and miniature
metalised paper capacitors are now made to withstand
a temperature range from minus 100 centigrade
fi
to plus 120 centigrade.
Aerials
Among the aerials there was a revolutionary type of
telescopic rod car aerial giving a wide range of angular
adjustments to be fitted at any convenient point on
the car, by Antiference, Ltd., and Belling and Lee
showed a range of television aerials for American and
Continental standards.
There was a new loudspeaker drive unit and horn
to improve communication at airports and other
large control areas. It has a peak power handling
capacity of 120 watts and is fitted with a multi -ratio
transformer. This was shown on the Tannoy
stand.

!NODE
FILTERS

TRIODE ANODE COUPLERS

.;.:
0.34

VER TICAL

INTEGRATOR

PENTODE
PLATE COUPLERS

AUDIO OUTPUT
COUPLERS

A group of the Erie printed circuit components which
will play a large part in modern design.
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The Ministry of Supply showed plastics which,
having been cooked in the atom -pile at Harwell
for a few hours, emerge as virtually new materials.
Varying with the amount of irradiation they become
stronger, withstand corrosion and can be boiled in
water without damage for hours on end.
Plastics treated in the atom -pile offer interesting
possibilities. A piece of treated plastic. if heated
until it becomes malleable, can be pressed or twisted
to any shape and will retain this form when cool.
However, if heated again, it " remembers " its former
shape and reverts to it. Thus, it may he possible to
produce " tailor -made " plastics to suit individual
customers.
The Atomic Energy Research Establishment for
Civil Defence has produced a new atomic radiation checking instrument ; it is self- contained, measuring
9in. by 32in. x 6in., weighing 91b., and is carried slung
over the shoulder in something resembling a war -time
military gas -mask case.
The Ministry of Supply's Signals Research Development Establishment showed a new front -line " WalkieTalkie " measuring 6in. by 4in. x 3in., weighing 21b.
The battery which is carried separately weighs 4113.
This " Walkie-Talkie " has a range of one and a half
miles and was designed for use by men without
experience of wireless operation.
To conclude, let us note the progress that has been
made by the Radio and Electronic Component
Industry over the years. The Industry is producing
about two and a half million parts every working
day. In 1939, over 90 per cent. of the products of the
Industry were used in domestic radio and television
receivers, whereas in 1952 many more receivers were
made, but they absorbed only 40 per cent. of the
output. In fact, half to-day's output is exported.
The value of the export of loose components in
1952 was £7.8 million ; nearly a third of the value of
This has a 17in.
he new Mullard MW-13-64 tube.
the exports of the whole of the British Radio
face and is fitted with a pentode gun.
Industry ; and these figures do not include valves,
exported to the value of £3.6
already. Also for aerial connectors and inter- chassis which, in 1952, were
million.
connections.
Figures of post-war exports of the Industry in
Speed in assembling components has been taken
1946 -7.8, 1947-10.2,
were :
into account by the use of special fastenings and millions sterling
-12.5, 1950 -19.7, 1951 -22.1,
screws. Standard screws and nuts were supplemented 1948 -11.8, 1949 I think all will agree that this
by recess -headed and self-tapping screws. Simmonds and 1952 -24.5. remarkable achievement in a mere
Aerocessories, Ltd., in addition to their famous growth is a most
" Spire " speed -nuts, have produced knob -clips and seven years.
It is also interesting to note that India is our largest
coil- supports for simplifying assembly.
customer, followed in order by Brazil, the Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand (£400,000 in 1952,
Television Tubes
being a very high figure for so small a population
of
As might be expected there was a wide range
equal to the United States or South Africa), Sweden,
components for television receivers. Notable among Belgium, Canada, Malaya, Eire and, by far the least,
these were cathode -ray tubes with rectangular screens Argentina with £95,000.
by Mullard, Ferranti and Mazda.
Towards the thorough testing of components and
assemblies, Goodmans Industries showed a new
A Standard Work
model vibration unit which has a total force output
of 300lb. for use in the testing of complete equipment.
The largest exhibit was Goodmans' heavy -duty
vibrator generator for testing car-chassis, aircraft
fuselages or guided missiles under any conditions of
AND PRACTICE
vibration. The loudest exhibit was, of course, the
20
speakers
to
volume
in
By F. J. CAMM
Tannoy speaker, equivalent
of previous design in its own size.
-plated
were
gold
exhibits
Price 25/ -. By post 25/8.
The most unexpected
the
components for contact resistance to avoid The
Flom GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House
blackening to which silver -plating is subject.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
most exclusive was ribbon microphones which only
we British can mass-produce.

diode filters and an integrator for scanning circuits.
Unusual types of moulding were those including
materials such as mica or glass by Mycalex. They
have recently developed a moulding for use in
connection with jet engines to withstand a continuous
temperature of 400 centigrade. Thermo -plastics, Ltd.,
had a glass- fabric laminate for special strength and
chemical resistance, and Micanite and Insulators
have a silicone- bonded hard micanite in sheet and
tape form.
There were many new types of plugs and sockets
for mains connectors, although I would personally
have thought that there were too many varieties
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THE VIEW MASTER. Television

for

the

home

con-

structor at its finest. 32 -page
booklet and 8 full -size wiring
diagrams.
PRICE 7/6.
Post
Free. State station required.

THE TELE KING. Large
screen television for home construction. Superhet, 5 channel.
32 -page booklet and full -size
wiring diagrams.
PRICE 6/- POST FREE.
THE

MAGNAVIEW.
POST

SPECIAL CATHODE RAY TUBE OFFER

DARK SCREEN FILTERS.

picture.
LI I.19.6d.

T.V.

13Iin. x Ilin. 14/II ; 14(in. x
12(in. 19/6 ; 18in. x 14.fin. 25/ -.

Brand new and unused, 12in. ion trap type cathode ray tubes.
6.3 Volt heater, 7 -9 Kv. E.H.T. 35mm. neck. Black and white
Screen has very slight blemishes.
PERFECT.
Carriage and insurance 15/- per tube extra.

Mazda, Mullard, Ferranti, Brimar, etc.
9in. from (12.10.3d. 10in. from E13.18.0d.

LATEST WIDE ANGLE.
14-in.

12ín. from (16.13.8d.

from E19.9.3d. 16ín. from E22,4.10d. I7in. from E23.12.8d.
with grey filter. £19.9.3d.
with grey filter. [23.12.8d.

14ín. Mollard Rect.
17ín. Millard Rect.

6d.

FREE.

MANUFACTURERS SURPLUS T.V. COMPONENTS.
Frame blocking oscillator transformer. Plessey, 10/6.

MASKS
New aspect ratio

Multi ratio frame output transformer, 10/6.

Scanning coils. High impedance frame, low line. By Plessey, 17/6.
Elac. Focus units. With vernier. 35mm. 25/..
Scanning coils. Low impedance frame, low line, 12,/6.

9in. Sorbo, 5/-

9in. Cream, 7/ -,
10in. Double D. 7/6.

width controls. 6/6.
LASKY'S SPECIAL LINE TRANSFORMER. 7 -9 Kv.
E.H.T., with EYSI heater winding, 25/-. Suitable for
the View
Plessey

Cream, 15/-.

12in. Flat Face, 15 / -.
12ín. Old ratio, 946.
12iri. With dark screen filter
and escutcheon, 17/6.
15in. Do. Do., 21/
14ín. Rectangular, 21/-,
ISin. Cream, 17/6.
.I6in. Double D, 31/6.
17m. Rectangular, 25/-.
12ín. Soiled with fitted safety
glass, Cream, 11/6.
L2in. Do. Do., Black, 8/6.

RECTI-

K3 /100,

E.OKv

K3/160,

I2.8Kv

14/8
21/6

THE TELE KING, VIEW MASTER, MAGNAVIEW
Every

component

in

stock.

Write for full price list.
We can save

you cash.

ALLEN
WIDE
COMPONENTS.

ANGLE

DC. 300 Coils, EI.19.6d.
G.L.16 Coil, 10 / -.
GL.I8 Coil, 10/..
Focus coils, E1.15.0d.
FO.305 Trans., EI.I.0d.
Frame b /o, trans., 15 / -.

Line EHT. trans.

LASKY'S RADIO,
LASKY'S (HARROW

,

ROAD), LTD.,
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9.

10 -16 Kv. L.308, [2.I0.0d.
T.C.C. VISCONOL HIGH
VOLTAGE CONDENSERS

(" CATHODRAY ").

.001 mfd., 12.5 Kv., 7/6.
OOI mfd. IS Kv., 101 -,
.001 mfd. 25 Kv., 18/-.
.0005 mfd. 25 Kv., 18j -.
.0005 mfd. 12.5 Kv.,

Telephones : CUNningham 1979 -7214. ALL DEPTS.
.1 mfd. 7 Kv., 15 / -.
MAIL ORDER AND DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS :. 485-487,
.04 mfd. 12.5 Kv., 7/6.
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.IO,
Plastic case, single bolt fixing.
Hours : Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; Thurs., half day, I p.m.
THE
LATEST
VIEWPostage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated) : on order .MASTER
WIDE ANGLE
value El -Is. Od. extra ; LS-2s. Od. extra ; LI 0-.3s. 6d. extra;
CONVERSION
DETAILS
over E10 carriage free. All goods fully insured in transit.
NOW AVAILABLE.

ARMOUR PLATE GLASS.
Sin. Actual size.
18)in. x 191in. x ¡;in., 7/11.
.12in. Actual size.
13in. x 101in. x ;in 4/-.
I

Actual size.
9in. x Sin. y

E1111

I

INSTITUTES

EXPERIMENTAL
LEARN THE

SELENIUM

FIERS.
The very latest
" Sentercell " S.T.C. Range.
K3/40, 3.2Kv
7/6
K3/45, 3.6Kv
8/2
K3/50, 4.0Kv
8/8

E12.19.6d.

ALL BRAND NEW TUBES IN STOCK.

CATHODE RAY TUBE

.1,2in.
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A specially prepared set of radio parts from which we
'teach you, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits and bring you easily to the
point when you can construct and service a radio set.
Whether you are a student for an examination, starting
a new hobby, intent upon a career in industry, or
running your own business
this Course is intended for
YOU
and may be yours at a very moderate cost.
Available on Easy Ternis.
WE TEACH YOÚ: Basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers,
Oscillators, Power Units, etc.). Complete Radio

-

-

Receiver Testing & Servicing.
POST

IMMEDIATELY

FOR. FREE

DETAILS

TO: E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 138X
Grove Park Rd., Chiswick, London, W.4

Neune

Address

-

1* Experimental

Kits

form part- of the
following courses :

I

Draughtsmanship,

try, Photography,
Commercial Art,
Etc.

N

S

T I T U T

E

S

Associated with

Carpentry, Chemis-

EMI

COLUMBIA

&H M

His Master's Voice,
I. C.12
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'aJ A B I N E
CABINETS
1.

grams, superbly
for television, radio
polished, ready for assembly in packed fiat
kits or factory assembled.
and

important when you realise
that the quality of the television
picture is entirely dependent on
is

the efficiency of the aerial system.
Using an inefficient aerial is like
running a good motor -car on
inferior petrol -the final performance suffers. That is why
we advocate the careful selection
of the aerial type, the use of good
quality downlead and the aerial
installed correctly. These are
the reasons why you should
aerial,
Aerialite
an
specify
accessories and downlead.

TELE -KING cabinets with space for radio or
tape recorder with or without doors.
VIEW MASTER cabinets, console or table.
ARGUS CABINET.
3 -SPEED

P.W.

AUTO -GRAM

CABINET.

CORONATION TELEVISION
CABINET LYNX.
RADIOGRAM, RADIO AND SPECIAL
P.T.

CABI NETS.

MINI -FOUR AND CRYSTAL DIODE

cases

at 14/- each,. including postage.
Consult your

dealer or

local

write to

:

(DEPT. P.T.I.)

JAMES T.%LLO\ & SONS LTD.
MANOR WORKS MANOR ROAD

THE AERIALITE
T.V. AERIAL RANGE
"fringe " (Aerfringe, Aerbeam)
for
to

the

indoor

AERIALITE

STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

arrestors,
lightning
connector and matching boxes,
supignition
mains and car
include

coaxial
a

RUGBY 2070

plugs

and

large percentage

television
of the
manufacturers.

Vif:\\.t\sII;It

lesa valves, tube
complete kit with wire. sleeving, nuts and bolts.
£31. OR In 7 easy stages
and cabinet. GENUINE parts only.
3. £5!1'8 : 4, 9'10: 5, £104/- ;
1, 82'3: 2. 42'9 : Wenvoe. 39l -1 :
;WB10288; WB1033
Individual
B
ndsisonehas186WB1
15!8 : WB105. 43;8: WB106, 25/8
42'- : WB103A. 52 6 ; WHI04.
WB1091.. 2 or 3 (state tube type). 22/6
3
W13107, 32'6: W B1ó8.
conversion kit, 35 /W13110, 10 - : WB112. 21 6 : WB Console
Rectifiers, I4A86
WB300 pre -amp chassis. 17 6: Westinghouse 36EHT100. 29/5
and WX6, 3'9 each ;
20'4 ; 14036, 11 7 i \VX t 23
8 ; K31100. 14'8 : 1(350, 819 ; K3/45
36EHT50, 261 : 36EHT(5.
8'2. T.C.C. Condensers. £7 10 (any condenser su!pliedseparately)
to resistors. 35,3. Colvern pots
Morgan to pots. 5'- each : Morgans
and CLR4089r22. 6 4. Selling Lee L707
221 ; or CLR901, 3 3 each
221 \Vearfte Collects (with L9). L'don, coils
89 Fuses. 6d. each. H'Moss
and K.- 0. -S., 301 -. Pre -amp
Wenvoe, 28 - : B'ham..
for
any channel. Special condensers are also available
WIDE
4 - W
Chassis
;
Collects.
5413
61
-.
Envelope.
Constructor's
l'RLI'6IN(i.
4 rectifier, 21- ' Allen Wide
Kits. 70- : T.C.C. Kit, 274 : R.M. F0,305,
21 - : DC.300. 42'Angle Components. LO.30 5(1- - each BT.314.
15 - : SC.312,
GL.18 and GL.18, 10
FC.302. 35 22'6 ; AT.310. 30 - ; OP,117, 9' -. Daintier 'Resistor Pot. Kit, 8116BRIMAR Valves.
31AGNAVIEW, Constructors Book from
: Erie resistor kit. 3912 :
Denco coilsets, 41 2 : Chassis kit. 37'6
suitable for TK). WA!DCAL,
DENCO Wide Angle Components (also
and WA'WCI, 7 Beach : WA /FBTI43'- ; WA FCAl, 31.- ; WA LC1
Supplement.
18'- ; Condensers and pots as per our Magnaview
Control). R.17.
ELAC Mark 2 PM Focus Rings (with Vernier
W.22, 52/6 ; \V.25, 57,6. Ion Traps.
T2 fTö, 30- :IT?25 3é 8h
Envelope showing how to
Now in preparation. A Constructor
ready -built Tape Desk
build the SOt ND\IAtfER. Not a cheap
instrument that Can bo
with an amplifier, but a professional -tÿpe
parts without tools or preassembled from precision -engineered designer
of the Viewmaster.
vious experience. Designed by the
incorporates twin Mr. W. I. Flack, Assoc.l.E.E. the Soundmaster
(3 motors). specially screened
track, 3 -speed ultra -silent drive
Also in preparaindicator.
level
eye
magic
and
amplifier
3-watt

usda8l

(

Pa01

BCt02r1e1

:

sockets--the latter are specified
and used by

:

offers :
HANNEY of BATH
Con- tructor's Envelope. 716;

dipoles

starting board moon ti n g
The prices are
(Aeradoor).
from I3s. 6d.

pressors,

Telephone

from the

types

includes all

.

RUGBY

receiver

AERIALS
AERIALITE CAR
include

Model 6-side fitting, telescopic, chromium plated

E2 2.6

Model 8-under car fitting
11.18.6
(large)
under car fitting
Model
/1.7.0
(small)
mudguard fitting,
Model
telescopic, chromium
£3.3.0
plated
17- header fitting,
Model
telescopic, chromium
L1.12.6
...
plated

9-

I6-

Please send for details of our products. to

et-tali/4'
CASTLE WORKS STALYBRIDGE

:-

STD.
CHESHIRE

R.

-

the new WIDE ANGLE VIEW
tion. Constructor Envelope for
WASTER for llin., 16in. and 17uí. tubes.
hov two
Details
Send 6d. in stamps
designs will be ent to all applicants as soon as available.

L. F.

77,

HANNEY

LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH. Tel. 3811
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II//DIPNEA T/j A wfA THE DIPOLE

BACK PROJECTION
ONCE more this trick background
process comes into prominence.
Stereopticon (or " magic
lantern slide ") back projection

TWO ZOOMS
THEN there

has been used a great deal at the

Lime Grove Studios.
Many of
the backgrounds have been excellent and the illusion has sometimes
been perfect.
Occasionally the
trick is betrayed by faulty foreground lighting on the artistes
standing in front of the screen,
and sometimes the lantern slide
has appeared flat and hazy. This
is usually due to the background
plate being photographed in unfavourable light. Producers are apt
to take the process for granted.
The fact is that the background
plate must be photographed under
the .best possible conditions only,
enabling a " robust " and crisp
negative to be obtained.
The
position of the sun is important.

A flat, dull

generally
useless.
Nevertheless, the BBC
still camerman often has to shoot
plates under bad conditions. However, in the course of time, a
library of really good plates will
be built up, from which the
producer can select his back ground scenes, when the old magic
lantern is called for.
In another category is moving
background back -projection in
which a film is projected upon a
screen behind the artistes. Most
popular use of this is for the
moving backgrounds of the passing
scenery seen through the windows
of a train or car. The BBC have
recently purchased a Walturdaw
"5 " projector (made by the
precision engineering firm of Moy)
which they will use for this purpose. This particular machine is
a solidly built job, rather noisy,
but capable of projecting an
extremely steady picture. It has
the additional advantage of having
a water -cooled gate, thus enabling
a very powerful light to be put
through the film without causing
warping or distortion of the film
base. The intermittent movement
is a large Maltese cross which
pulls down the picture on a
sprocket.
For back pröjection
purposes, it is usual to utilise
the more intricate claw pull down with register pins entering
scene

is

By lconos
the perforations when the film is
at rest.
Such a movement is
extremely steady, but there is
little or no tolerance for any
shrinkage of film base and consequential change in pitch of
perforations. The sprocket gives

more tolerance but

-less

-in most

cases

steadiness.
Nevertheless,
the BBC have wisely decided upon
a type of machine which will cope
with all kinds of film- whether
fresh from the laboratory or an
old piece from the film vaults.

WIDE -SCREEN TV

FOLLOWING

is the Zoom lens
which two British manufacturers have been working on
independently and both of which
have found their own special
answers. These enable the focal
length of the lens to be varied
continuously by means of a lever
or wheel while the TV camera is

in use.

Long shots of huge scenes can
be narrowed down to close -ups,
e.g., the camera appears to fly

through the air from a long shot
view of, for instance, London
traffic, to a close -up 'head of a
policeman controlling it. It gives
a peculiar magic carpet effect,
quite different from " tracking "
a camera in- which, of course, is
only possible on staged set -ups.
In Zoom lenses, British manufacturers seem to lead the world
and a new and valuable export

on the heels of
the 3 -D craze in America to the dollar area has been created.
comes the pseudoscopic
wide screen panoramic craze.
This is AMERICAN HUSTLE
boosted as yet another means of
contrast between the British
combating the effect of TV on THEand American
temperaments
cinema box office takings. One is reflected
in the progress of
of the panoramic systems com- television (and
public reactions
presses optically a picture with
to it) more clearly than in any
8 x 3 proportions into one of 4 x 3
other field. In some respects, our
on the film, and re-expands it, cautious approach
has had many
also optically, into the 8 x 3 pro- advantages.
portion again on projection. A surely TV Over here, slowly but
passed from its low wide and slightly curved silver definition
to a high- definition stage,
screen is used, and the projector
reaching a point in 1936 where it
has a very powerful high -intensity
was considered good enough for a
arc. The compression, rather like public
service to be operated.
distorting mirrors in a fairground,
In 1937, the foundations of a
makes fat people thin and all
objects are horizontally fore- full public service were laid, without
shortened on the film by the use of very much fuss or excitement, and
a cylindrical lens on the front of the the number of viewers rose slowly
camera lens. The same thing, of from a very few thousand to a
course, could be done with a tele- hundred thousand or so. Without
vision camera for any kind of the advantage of the BBC's
projection TV, though a lot of financial resources to tide over the
light would. certainly be required initial teething stage, American
for large- screen TV. Conversely, television lagged behind.
television cameras could be used
But after the war the Americans
for compressing the picture on to a got going with competitive
TV
telecine recording camera.
It services, and public enthusiasm
seems to me to bring the use of the was speedily whipped
electronic camera very much nearer of television sets wereup. Millions
for usage in covering newsreel and in the space of a quickly sold
few months
events, film production and instruc- the new medium
became the most
tional films. Perhaps one of the powerful informational
influence
new sponsored stations will exploit in the country.
Soon an American
wide -screen pictures.
politician's reputation

could

be
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made (or broken) in a few minutes
by his performance before the TV
His appearance, his
cameras.
mannerisms, or the way he patted
a little dog's head, might influence
thousands of votes, one way or
another. The way he " put over "
his policy rapidly became more
important than the policy itself.
The goodwill associated with firstclass programme material was
quickly appreciated by national
advertisers, who did not take long
to evolve a discreet method o
" planting " the name of their
products. They were successful to
such an extent that TV began to
overtake the cinema as the most
popular form of entertainment.
Only the finest films could compete
with TV in the home and a large
number of smaller cinemas were
forced to close down.

The lack of competitive television
services in Britain up to now has
also proved a blessing to the film
people, who regard the possible
introduction of sponsored television here with considerable
apprehension.

Bard and George Robey, made the
utmost out of every situation with
the ready interpolation of facial
movements, dancing or comedy
falls.
Public address in music halls is
now rarely used in its proper
manner, as an " acoustic reinforcement," with the result that
most comedians are forced to
deliver broad dialogue and gags
almost sotto voce, which is amplified
a thousand times in volume if not
in humour. It will be noticed that
my " top bracket " TV comics -do
not tend to put a soft pedal on their
vocal antics. Slapstick comedy and
its associated gags are most
successful when played in the
proper robust manner of the old
music hall.

SLAPSTICK TIMING
ONCE again, slapstick comedy
has made its impression on
viewers. The names of Jewel and
Warris have been on the lips of a
good many viewers following their
diverting performance in " Return It Up," the crazy comedy
These talented clowns,
series.
together with Arthur Askey, " Mr.
Pastry " and Harry Secombe, are
in the top bracket of TV funny
men. Broad comedy of this kind
calls for long experience before
EQUITY
that more precise sense of timing WIND -UP AT
is
is acquired. Timing depends upon IT seems that big-screen TV in
a stir
of
something
laughter
the
causing
and
reaction,
TV
audience
3 -D AND
audience is an the British Actors Equity, the
BY contrast, TV competition has of an invited lowcomedy radio much respected union of actors
of
part
integral
cinemas
been felt less by the
At the recent
is a kind of and actresses.
which
entertainment,
bior
weekly
in Britain, and the
from American
delegate
cinema,
a
the
stage,
meeting,
The
"
4
-D."
has.
flicks
"
weekly visit to the "
call for Equity disclosed that as many as
TV
each
and
radio
sound
the
is
why
that
persisted. Perhaps
in manner of fifteen theatres in one urban area
yarious technical stunts such as special treatment
in speed, in U.S.A. were fitted with large "
gags,"
delivering
are
like,
the
3 -D, wide screen and
of voice.
the
pitch
screen TV and fed by line circuits
and
emphasis
film
American
by
looked upon
successful
are
comics
with entertainment played on one
many
Not
for
"
arm
in
the
shot
people as a "
theatre stage.
media. central
studio
entertainment
the
all
in
exhausted
Having
their box offices.
a top -liner Another alarming situation was
always
Robey,
George
to
subjects
horrific
of
the range
and revues, never quite created when films made by
which the three - dimensional in variety grade
in films. Tommy actors were used on TV, thus
the
made
specpolarised
(requiring
principle
of sound radio, displacing the same actors who
comic
ace
Handley,
the
suitable,
seems
viewing)
tacle
less funny on the variety might otherwise be employed in
much
was
or
super
wide
turn
to
producers
dismal in the TV studios. Equity, 'both in
large pictures in colour -in fact, stage and was positively
Formby Jnr. was America and in Britain, demand
George
films.
the
makes
which
or
size
shape
any
on stage, films that the actors shall at least
home TV screen look small by highly successful
seemed a little participate in the additional
but
records,
and
hard
is
pretty
It
comparison.
accruing from the elecradio or in
upon the people in the very front out of his depth onOf course, I revenues
duplication of an artiste's
tronic
shows.
musical
with
up
put
to
have
who
seats,
Already the American
my taste in comics may work.
poor definition and graininess, realise that same
as the next man's, musicians have compelled British
together with the enlargement of not be the
that the good firms making films for American
scratches and other imperfections but all will agree
" belly laugh " induced by TV to use music recorded in
-but it is something new and is hearty
Actors Equity
Screen these clowns of slapstick is of great America. British
catching on quickly.
enforce
benefit- bringing about a
shapes vary from the normal ratio physical relaxation
which do, at any
of the body and is likely to
of 1 to 1.3 to such elongated peculiar
-being which is never rate, secure additional payments
aspects as to 2.6, I to 2 or to sense of well
with the quiet chuckles for their members, in proportion
1.8 -in fact, anything to get away achieved
smart lines.
to the number of TV stations
from' the hated shape of the TV of high comedy and
covered by this exported talent.
screen which approximates to the COMEDY TECHNIQUE
QUE ON TV
These headaches for promoters
normal movie shape of 1 to
music halls of TV films do not come from a
before
days
the
1.33.
-headed political
IN
1 had microphones and loud body of hotfrom
a union of
for the fanatics, but
"THE PLAY'S THE THING " speakers,'it was the custom
whose officials
artistes
duo
professional
a
comic
of
"
man
straight
"
and these other devices are
the questions put to him are elected by secret postal ballot.
3 Dfinding their way over here, to repeat
This was in They look forward to sponsored
comedian.
the
and the novelty appeal of the by
in
the audience TV in Britain as a means of
everyone
that
is
order
polarised spectacle systems
it was all providing more work for their
what
hear
really
could
having quite an effect. But, once
and
" gags " members, with competition between
slow
was
Pace
about.
tends
again, British temperament
yet the rival " networks " as a situation
kind
-and
corniest
the
of
were
to resist changes from established
encouraging the voluntary pay day,
the
of
artistes
comic
the
add
methods, unless such methods
ment of higher fees.
Wilkie
Weldon,
Harry
Titch,
Little
a
story.
to the prime task of telling
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

(LE D.S) 32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2.
Post Terms C.W.O. or ('.0.1). No C.O.D. under El. Postage 1'1 charged on orders EX.e,OV'f. H1d)('K PAPER C'ONDIiN; from£lto 23add1 /8 ; over 23 post free. Open to millers 9a.m. to 5.30 pan.
-1 mid 500 v. 89 8 mfd 500 v, 49 :
Sats. until 1 p.m. S.A.F. with enquiries, please. Full list, 5d. ; Trade List, 5d. SERS.
4 mfd 1.000 v. 3/11: 8 mfd L000 v. 8/8
upto8l

:

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS ( GIrÁRÁTEED)

1

0.1 "mid8,0 0 ,common ááßtve
isolated,

Imid

pb

Interleas ed and Impregnated. Primaries 200 -230 -250 v 50 c/s Screened.
11/9.
EX-GOVT. T.V. TYPE TRANSFORMERS.
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROE (.11 SMOOTHING CHOKES
All
230 v 50 cis, Mains Input 1,750 v 10 ma
250-0-250 v 70 ma. 6.3 v 2.5 a ...
... 12.11 250 ma 8 -10 h 50 ohms ...
...
... 16 9 4 times, series connections will
266.0-Z60v70 ma, 6.3v2a,5v2a ... 14 11 250 ma 3 h 100 ohm
give 7,000 v,
350-0-350 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a ... 17/8 200 ma3h80 ohms
119:6: 3,000 v 3 ma 12,'11: 375 -0-375 v 200
...
...
...
ma. 5 v 3 a 18/6 ; 300-0-300 y 200 ma, 6.3 v
250-0-250v100 ma. 6.3v4a,5v3a ... 23!11
150 ma6- lOh100 ohms
.. ... 119
350-ó-056v100 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a ... 23/11
coa l° h 350 ohms
80 4.5 a, 19/6: 1,000 v 50 ma, 4 v. 1.5 a, 12'9.
350-0-350v.150 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a... 29/11 50 ma 50 h 1,250
ohms Potted ...
... 811
NEW VALVES (Ex- Govt.)
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 6.3 v 2 a.
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
Each
Each
5 v 3 a
Each
...
...
2911 Standard Pentode, 5,000 to 3 ohms ., 4 9 1T4
8.9
6SL7GT 11/9
25A6G 10/9
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
Standard Pentode, 8,000 to 3 ohms
ISi
6SG7
8)B
35L6GT 9!9
8.'9
250-0-250 V 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a.
Push -Pull 10-12 watts to match, IV6 4 8 IRS
6V6G
8.9
35Z4GT 188
8/9
Midget type, 21-0 -3in.
etc., to 3-5-8 or 15 ohms
.. 17 6
6X5GT 8/9
16 9 364
958
Dl
1/3
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 25.9 Push -Pull 15 watts to match 6LS
5Y3G (U58
807
9/8
EA50
2/9
250 -0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a, for
etc., to 3 or 15 ohms Speaker
.. 22 9
1881 902
2/11 EFE)
8/8
R1335 Conversion
.. 289
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT. 5114G
964
EF91
1 /11
9/9
300-6-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v Ca, 5 v.3 a ... 25 9 All parts for converting any
0,6
typeof Battery 55 114G
12K7GT 10/8
EB91
350-0-350 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2a ... 18/9 'Receiver to A.C. mains
8/9
4G
T6
-250 v 50 c s.
12K8GT 11/9
350-0 -350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 2519 Supplies 120 v 90 v or 60 IT200
Ms /PEN 5/9
6E7G
61_1
at
90
ma.
fully
350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 3314 smoothed and fully smoothed
12Q7GT
61C8G
1018
SP41
2/9
21/1
L.T. of
350-0 -350 v 160 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 3 a,
!at 1 a. Price, including circuit, 48.'9. 2Orv 6Q7G 9/11 12SC7 8'11 SP61
3.9
5V 3 a
6SN7GT119 1502
.. 45; 9 ready for use, 7/8 extra.
5/3
VU120A
2/11
350-0 -350 v 250 ma. 6.3 v:.6 a, 4.v 8 a,
BATTERY CHARGER KITS -For mains R.F. UNITS TYPE 26. -Brand new. Car0 -2-6.3 v 2 a, 4 v 3 a, for Electronic
input. 200 -350
c /s. To charge 6 V Acc. at toned, 5916, plus Carr., 2.6.
Engineering Televisor
... 67 6 2 amp. 24 9 : Vto50 charge
6 v or 12 v Acc. at
425 -0-425 v 200 ma, 8.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
2 amps, 298
to charge 6 v or 12 v Acc. at CATHODE RAY TUBES (Ex- Govt.).4 a, C.T., 5 v 3 a, suitable Argus
4 amps. 4919. Above consist of transformer. VCBSI7C, Guaranteed full Picture, 296.
Televisor, etc.
51;F.W.
Rectifier, Fuse, Fuseholder, Steel Case VCR130A, 288 ; ACR2X, 12/8. Carr. 5./4500 -450 v 250 ma, 6.3 V 8a, 6..3.v 6 a,
extra on each.
and Circuit. Or ready for use, 89 extra.
SPECIAL OFFERS--Mains Trans., Midget SILVER MR'A CONDENSERS. -5. 10, 15,
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
type, 21 -3-21ín. Primary 220240 v. Secs. 20. 25. 30. 35. 50, 60. 100. 120, 150, 180, 200, 230
All with 200-250 v 50 cis Primaries 6.3 v250-0 -250
v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2.5 a, 11/9. Small 300, 340, 400, 470. 500, 1,000 (.001
2 a, 7.6 : 0 -4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9
12 v 1 a, 7,11: M. trans. 220 -240 v input, 8.3 v 1.5 a output. (.002 mfd), 6d. each, 3,9 doz. 1 mfd), 2,O0á
type.
8.3 v 3a, 9.11: 6.3 v 6 a, I7'95.9 : Auto Trans. 50 watts, 0- 110 -200- 210 -230VOL. CONTROLS (standard long spindles).
250 v with sep. 6.3 v 1.5 a. 4/9.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
values, less switch, 29 ; with S.P.
All with 200230-250 v 50 c/s Primaries CHASSIS (18 s.w.g. Aluminium) Recelver All
switch, 311 with D.P. switch, 44.
09-15 v 1.5 a. 13/9: 0-9 -15v 3 a, 18/9 0-9-15v
ea, 22/9: 0- 4-9-15 -24 v 3 a ...
... 22/8 Oy5e21n36in, 28ín., 441:2 2- 6-2313., ELEITROI.YTICS. Tubular 8 mfd 450 v,
16- 8.211n., 76: 20- 8-21ín.. 8/11 :Ani 111
5,3
mfd 450 v, 211 Can 8-8 mfd 450 v,
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS
Dliter type (4 sided), 12-8- 21ín., 711 3 11 16
8-16 mfd 450 v
2,500 v 5 ma. 2 -0-2 v, 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.1a,
: 16-16 mfd 450 v.
16- 8- 211n.. 1011
34-303ín., 13'8: 20-8 - 4,11 32 mfd 350v.3/114/6
; 32 mfd 450v, 421
for VCR97 or VCR517 ...
...
... 35 ;- Ills., 136.
32-32 mid 350 v, 5/6 : 32-32 mfd 450 V. 5/11.
I

.

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:
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ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS
Solon: save time, reduce costs. Solon soldering
is always clean, reliable and simple. Five models,
in voltage range 100-250 each with 6 feet
Henley flexible. 65 watt ; oval tapered or round
pencil bits. 125 watt ; oval tapered or round
pencil bits. 240 watt oval tapered bit.

2 516
Post Free

;

;

Write for Folder

Y.16

THE TELEVISION a RADIO
SERVICE ENGINEERS' MASTER

TRIMMER KIT
I
End Trimmer
Side Trimmer
Yaxiey
Switch Contact Adjuster
Low Capacity Trimmer
Screwdriver S Set of Feeler Gauges
Sec
of Six Box Spanners from to 8 B.A.
Set of Four
Spanners from 0 so 8 B.A.
In durable black crackle finish metal case.
I

1

I

1

I

I

1

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
51.53 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, EC.I

Export Enquiries
Invited

J.

1

& S. NEWMAN LTD.

100 HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, te.W.1

Tel

EUSto,, 5176 '7
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" YOU
METAL RE('TIFIEIIS.-Westinghouse, 14A86, 20 /- 10336,
1

m.a. Meter, 122

212 ;
26 -

:

:

;

6+-

36EHT40.

;

RM2,

;

- Scanning
42-

RM3, 7/ -.

;

HAYNES.

Coils,

S27,
S914, S914H. 5112,
45'- : Osc. Trans. TQ132. 13/TQ135, 18'8: Feel Chokes
;

LUS8F, 23 - : LUS6L. 18'8 :
Line Trans., TW6 126. TW5'109.
42'- : Frame Trans., TK10'41,
38 - : E.H.T. Line Trans., TV,
Amp.
T39. 50,- :
132 6 :
Control, VL5. 128: Tuning
Coil Kit. 20- : P pull Output
Trans.. TK1261, 38 -.
' (I-MAX" CUTTERS.-Chassis Punch complete with Key.

lin., 12'4:

fin.. 13'4:

lin. 11ín., 111n.. 1811 hi.,
1l tn,
172 :
2- 332ín., 31/9 : lin.,

19'9

.

Square,
243._
HUNTS' MIDGET NIOLDSEAL CONDS.-.l mid. 150v.,
116: .02 mid. 150v.. 1'8 : 556
mid. 350v.. 116: .01 mfd. 350 v.,
.001
1'2
12 .02 mid. ä`0v., mid.
350v.,
mid. 350v.. 1 3 ; .002
Midget Electrolytics,
113:
32-32 mid.. 250v., tin. x in.. 9'- ;
16 mid. 35ív., 4' -.
VISCONOL. -.001 mid. 6 Kv..
.001 mid. 12 Kv.. 10..01
.001 Mid. 15 Kv.. 10 mid. 6 Kv., 10:- .1 mid. 7 Kv..
20' -.
N "AX PAPER. -.1 mid. 500v.
(543), 1'3: .1 mid. 750v. (793).
;

;

1

:

;

1/8

;

.05

mfd. 350v., 1' -.

PROBLEM

A SWITCH

SOU

; lin., 10d., with Cores.
MULTICORE
40 Cored Solder, 8d. and 51cartons.
E.II.T. OSCILLATORa ('OIL.
Poly -6-11 kV. Wound on
strene former and of high
quality, 30- _ Coil complete
with Mazda U25 Valve mounted
and wired with anti-corona
wire, 6716 Complete Unit in
louvred case, 126 -. Circuit
supplied with coil and unit.

7d.

?

New switches, 21n. Spindles.
2p. 0w., 3/6 ; 1p. 12w.,
:
Midget, 2p. 2w., 28 ; 2p. 3w., 28 Sp.
3w., 2i3.6 ; 9p. 3w., 3/6 ; 3p. 4w., 358 ;
Standard Yaxley Type (2 banks). 2p. 11w., 7/8 ; 4p. 1w.
7,6 : 6p. 3w., 78 : 8p. 9w., 7'8.
Standard Yaxley Single Bank. 3p. 3w., 4/9.
NEW toggle switches (pear-shaped Dolly). SP;On. Oli.
28 : DP On Oil, 2 9 ; SP; Change-over, 29 ; DP /Change
over. 3 6.

36EHT45, 23 8 36EHTF0.
S.T.C. Type K3 100. 14/3
RM1, 513

" FORMERS. - lin.
CAN RELY ON USALADDIN

HATE

11( -; WX3, WX6, 319; 36EHT100.
29,'4: LT52 (12v. lIa.). 1941;
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NEW.

ALL COMPONENTS STOCKED FOR LYNX
TELEVISOR

MAINS DROPPERS (New).
-.2e. 950 ohms. 3a. 800 ohms,
Llnecord,
5 Midget, 6'3
.2a. 100 ohms ft., 3e. 60 ohms
it., 8d. per ft. ADCOLA Pencil
Bit Irons, 200- 220v., 230-255v.
25 6.
METAL l'A('KS. -.25 mid.
;

:

('OL1'ERN PRESET WIRE
WOUND POTS.- 100, 250, 500.
1 K., 2 K., 2.5 K., 5 K., 10 K.,
T.('.C. CONDENSERS (NEW) 20 K., 25 K., 30 K., 3,3 each.
mfd.
200v..
METAL MITES. -.1
4'HOKF:3, -90 m.a. Midget, 518:
05 50 m.a. 15H., 8)8
.1 mid. 350v., 2'3 :
2 4
90 m.a. 10H.,
005 mid.
mtd. 350 & 500v., 2270 m.a. 1,200 ohms 40H.,
500v., 1'10: .002 mid. 500v., 14
17,6
250 m.a. 5 Hy.. 19'6
1/8
7/6.
Surplus. 150 m.a. 5H.. 2'.
ó1 mfd. 350v.,d1 8
.01
R.F. Chokes, TV diode, L9,
500v, 110:
.015 mid. 350v.,
Audio 5,111
M.W.'L.W., 2'6
.001 mid. 1,000v.. 2.2.
:

;

:

:

t

;

:

;

v.. 28 .5 mid. 350v., 3; -.
ohms, 10' -.
PI., 1l1,AM ENT TRANS l'ER AM IC 'l'C BES. -97 2'8
FORMERS. -200 240v. to 6.3v.
40 PL.
10 Pt. 2 6
Boost
1 9
Widthl Con trol,110 at l;.a. (Small). 8,6 2001240v.
2 Pi.. 1 -Frame Trans..
5/9
Multi -tap Secondary. 2v. to
MOULDED í111'A. -.001 mid.. to
32'8 :
Transformer.
Line
/8
25
at
3a.,
6.3v.
at
2e.,
24'30v.
;
.001 mfd.,
CM20N, 1:6
Vision
Focus
350

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

PImtd.
O PACKS. -1 mid., 350v.,
150v.. 10 mid. 25v., 20

1216.

mid. 12v., 26 each.
LI,15 TI(01.1 YI(2. -100
350v., 13'6 : 250 mid.
2,500 mid. 3v.,
10 - :
2000 mid. 6v.. 8 8 ; 2,000
12v., 12'- : 1,000 mid. 6v..
500 mid. Cv., 4,- ; 100

VIBRATOR TRANS.-280-012v.
Primary. 23'6.
280v.,
Primary Ov.. 228: 75 m.a.
mid. ('OILS. -All Wearite "P" Coils
All Wey60v.. stocked. 3f- each.
H "
mouth Coils stocked
6 9
mid. 39
" K." 42 ; CT2W2, 10.'6
CS3W3, 12'8.
hair
516
mid. TIRIMMERS. -50 pF.,- 9t1.

RRIMIS'l'OJIS.

36:

2

25v.. 4 -.
CZ2, 2 G

-

CZ3, 1,6.

:

CZ1,

:

:

:

;

CO
RADIO SERVICING
pe
Our No. 11 Catalogue,
Over £2 free, below 10/-, 6d

;

O£1,

Post
9d.

FrPostage
£2, 1/-.

:

100

PF..

0%,., 1/-

150

F

Tw in 50
50 P

:

750

,

113.

250

iF.,

PF., 2/3

'

hassis, 182s' ySound
Bracket, 6/- ;
T.V., 198
Scanning Coils. 332.
CATALOGUE No. 12.-The
finest component catalogue in
the trade. 70 pages, 200 Illustrations, in two colours. Don't
miss this edition-send 1/now (as we expect a great
demand) and copy will be forwarded within the next lew
weeks.

CLAPHAM.
ROAD,
WANDSWORTH
Telephone MACaulay 4155.
LONDON, S.W.B.

444.

Road.7A,

6BBuses.

1

Wandsworth

S.R. Station

o'clock

Open till

Wednesday.-

CELEBRATE
CORONATION YEAR

AND THEIR
21st ANNIVERSARY
OF QUALITY RADIO CHASSIS
WITH AN
OUTSTANDING NEW MODEL

I.F. ALIGNER KIT 15/Provides a modulated signal, tunable over the
465 k /cs range of I.F. frequencies.
Robust construction in compact welded steel
case, 4in. x 4in. x 3in.
Light, fully portable, operates from single
" U2 " 1.5 volt dry cell.
All metal parts are ready drilled for easy
assembly. Full instructions and diagrams.
Cash with order or C.O.D.
Post and packing, / -.

FC 38

°

f, HIGH CLASS CHASSIS AT AN

ECONOMICAL PRICE
£23.13.0 including lax

FOR REALISTIC RADIO 3 RECORD REPRODUCTION
FEED -BACK
NEGATIVE
NEW and IMPROVED
PUSH -PULL
TUNING SCALE
8
WATTS
MAGIC EYE TUNING
OUTPUT
INDICATOR
VALVES INCLUDING
BASS AND
SEPARATE
S BTUNING
INDICATOR
TREBLE CONTROLS

1

These Kits are

COMPLETE.

No valves to buy.

RES /CAP BRIDGE
5

KIT 3116

Megohms -50,000 ohms

SO

100,000 ohms -1,000 ohms

I

1,000 ohms -10 ohms

.01

-.2

mfd.
mid.
mfd. -.01 mfd.

mfd. -.0005 mfd.

NO CALIBRATING
Six fully variable ranges separately scaled, direct reading.
Full instructions and diagrams for easy assembly.
Cash with order or C.O.D.
Post and packing, I'6.

RADIO MAIL,

4,

B RIEF

SPECIFICATION

on
Superheterodyne with I.F. amplifier at 470 kc andforA.V.C.
detector
Mixer and I.F. valves. A double diode triode valve
the
providing
section
triode
and automatic volume control, its
of a double
first stage of audio amplification. The first section
and tone control,
triode valve provides further L.F. amplification feeding
two beam
the second is arranged as a phase inverter
smooching
power tetrodes operating in push -pull. All the necessary
field is required for
is incorporated in the chassis and no special
in the chassis and
this purpose. The output transformer is also
any good quality P.M. loudspeaker with a speech -coil impedance
of 3 ohms may be used.

WAVERANGE
16 -50

metres,

190 -550

metres,

1000 -2000

metres.

For A.C.

Mains, 200 -250 volts, 40-60 cycles.

NOTTINGHAM

Stamp with all enquiries, please.

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO. LTD.,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON_ N.7
Telephone : NORth 3213/4
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Standby Transmitters

announces that
medium -power standby

THE BBC

transmitters having an output of
5 kW vision and 2 kW sound
have now been installed at Sutton
Coldfield. Switching is provided
so that they can be used with
either the main or reserve serial

systems.
When the standby equipment
now under installation at Alexandra
Palace is completed, all stations
will be able to maintain the

service on reduced power in the
event of a major breakdown of

the main equipment. The transmitters were manufactured by
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company, Limited.
Television Licences
following statement shows
THEthe approximate
number of
television licences issued during
the year ended April, 1953. The
grand total of sound and tele-

vision licences was 12,912,786.
Region
Number
London Postal
728,980
Home Counties
250,816
Midland
473,203
North Eastern
246,966
North Western
285,057
South Western
69,133
Wales and Border
81,339

Total England and
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

Grand Total

2,135,494
67,083
766

2,203,343

No Boaster
THE BBC has informed Folkestone Town Council that a

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature
suitable for publication in "Practical
Television."
Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and
address of the sender.
tfhilst the
Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will
be made to retur,, them If a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed to : The

Editor,

" Practical

83

TIMES

Television,"

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the'rapid progress in the
design of radio apparatus and to
our efforts to keep our readers
in
touch with the latest developments,
we gire no warranty that
apparatus
described in our cot'tanns is not
the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings. photographs
and articles published in
" Practical Television" is specifically
reserved throughout
the
countries
signatory to the Berne Comrntion
and the U.S.,4.
Reproductions or
imitations of any of these are therejbre

sets in Chicago
bathtubs.

than ordinary

Advice for Australians
is

understood

that the

IT Australian Government depu1

tation due here to discuss TV
programme production costs will
have the BBC technical staffs at
their disposal for any information
they may require.

Set for Children's Home
THE townspeople of Stourbridge,
Worcestershire, bought a
television receiver for the local
children's home, but the county
council children's committee refused permission for its installation
on the grounds that it might harm
the youngsters' eyes.
After a full Worcestershire
expressly forbidden.
County Council meeting, however,
the committee ruled that the set
Japanese TV Contract
could be installed provided the
YE LIMITED, of Cambridge, warden of the home saw to it that
who were recently awarded the privilege was not abused.
a £70,000 TV con-

P

tract with Belgium,
announce that in
competition with

several other
manufacturers,

including a number of American
firms, they have
secured a substantial TV contract for Radio
Tokyo.
During the summer three camera
chains and the
associated control
equipment, all of
which will operate
on the American

will be
" booster" station would not system,
improve reception in the East shipped to Japan.
Kent coastal area.
A deputation from Folkestone Watch First,
and other local authorities had
Wash After

been received by the BBC for
ACCORDING
better viewing, but, as Director to a recent
General Sir Ian Jacob pointed out, statement in the
such a station is only beneficial to House of Corn an area already within the service mons, there are
area of a transmitter.
more
television

Japan's television service is rapidly developing and
new equipment being bought. Above is a typical
scene in a Japanese television studio.

.
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Fee Too Small

THE BBC's request for more
full -length, newer films has
met a setback. Sir Henry French,
director- general of the British
Filin Producers' Association, has
said that the fees offered by the
imBBC are " economically
possible."
A figure of £1,000 had been put
forward for exceptionally good
films, but this would inevitably
result in a loss for the film makers.
Less Fires Than Five Years Ago
TV receivers have been known to
cause fires in the home. In
1947, one set in every thousand
caught fire and caused a certain
amount of damage. Last year, the
rate had dropped to one set in
every ten thousand.
Society's Own Transmitter
WITH reference to the details
under the above heading in
our last issue, we are asked to
state that the Television Society's
625 -line transmitter is being built
primarily for the benefit of
amateurs requiring a radio test
signal conforming to the Continental standard and will transmit
The
a standard test pattern.
" broadcasting of sales propaganda
programmes to the Continent "
mentioned has never been contemplated.
The Society has no intention of
competing with present or future
entertainment programmes and its
only interest is in the improvement
of television technique.

Ireland as far as the Sperrin
Mountains.
" Bounced " Signal
THE viewers in Arley Road,
Saltley, Birmingham, are now
able to receive an excellent picture
from Sutton Coldfield after many
months of bad reception.
The rising and falling of adjacent
gasometers which stood directly
in the path of the signal had been
the cause of poor reception. The
set owners then found that by
turning their aerials to face a
church tower, they received a
" bounced " signal and t h e i r

Interference Tracked Down

time in the small
village of Storrington,
the viewers had been troubled by
interference dots and flashes on
their screens which usually began
at 8.50 p.m.
Investigations failed to uncover
the source of the villagers' irritation until it was eventually dissome

FORSussex

covered that local council
employees had been working late
adding up on electric counting
machines.
Ulster TV
IT is learned that the permanent
transmitter to be erected on
Divis Mountain in Ulster will be
five times as powerful as the
temporary station at Glencairn.
The primary function of the
Glencairn station was to provide
a service for the people of Belfast
in time for the Coronation. The
permanent transmitter will cover
almost the whole of Northern
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difficulties were solved.

Work in Cotton Towns
of a new
CONSTRUCTION
factory in the "slump " area
of North -East Lancashire begins
soon. Although backed by the
Government, it is being set up by
Mullard, Ltd., for the manufacture
of cathode-ray tubes.
A site at Simonstone has been
selected, within easy reach of four
of the worst hit " dole " towns,
and, once full production is under
way, employment for 1,200 will
have been found.
Suppression Campaign

British viewers will see startling
effects on their screens when a
hush -hush TV gadget costing
nearly £10,000 is used.
The new gear enables a producer to " punch " holes in a
television picture and to place a
second picture neatly in the holes
thus made. This will mean a real
saving in scenery -and dramatic
Until now
shocks for viewers.
" ghost " effects and other camera
tricks have been done by the
superimposition of one camera on
another.
The new process, called " Inlay,"
will enable actors to appear to
speak from aeroplanes, buses, etc.,
simply by standing alone in a TV
studio. Postcard -size photographs
of backgrounds or " props " will
be fed into the new machine. So
will " live " TV pictures of the
artists. A touch of a switch and
viewers will gasp at the weird
effects produced on their screens.
Colour in 1955?

1IR.

FRANK FRIEMANN, a
leading American radio and
television manufacturer, has stated
that colour television sets for the
home would not be available for at
least two years and even then they
would not cost less than £350.
111

AND

BELLING
LEE, LTD.,

have recently in-

troduced the
to

" Sparkmaster "
the motoring public, a suppressor
finished in bright
red plastic costing
2s. for the cut -

cable model,
2s. 6d. for screwing
into normal

distributors.
Buyers of the
suppressor are
supplied free of
with a
charge

wind ow screen

badge
transfer
bearing the words

"Friends

of

Television."

A New Invention
order to

use

IN the very latest

invention of
the BBC's own
research engineers,
scores of producers
will have to go
to a TV school
again ! Beginning
in the summer,

TV

turnstile
The 235ft. mast with 23.'1ft. single -stack super
aerial, horizontal polarisation, which Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. erected at Glencairn
Road, Belfast, in time for the Coronation.
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SOEOER TWICE AS

85

WolF'
fAST AT

fAR LESS C051

BEST 149Ll/F
FOR MONFY./_=

1

TRIGGER -FEED

SOLDERGUN
Wolf Type 51
Soldergun with
its
trigger -feed action is indispensabl3
to all modern assembly.
The

TYPE 51

SOLDERGUNS
Off-straight

SOLDERGUNS

easy -grip handle

TYPE 21

Perfect
balance Solid construction Low current
consumption
Model for every purpose . Rapid
constant heat.

TYPE 31
TYPE

SOLDERING IRONS

roI4i

TYPE
TYPE

*

71Q

81

SOLDERING IRONS

.-

TYPE 32

TYPE 42

Obtainable at all high -class stockists and ironmongers

WOLF ELECTRIC SOLDERGUNS

6,e74

41

í9 TYPE 22

Identical as regards elements and bits
to
Wolf Solderguns but with round hard wooden
handle with heat -deflecting skirt.

/GpClys

r r
ALTERNATIVE

TYPES AVAILABLE

AND SOLDERING IRONS

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD., PIONEER WORKS,
HANGER LANE, LONDON, W.5 -TELEPHONE: PERIVALE 5631 -4

VALVE BARGAIN
--

EA50

VR91
E13C33

EL50

ECC31

21-

5/7/8

12A7

6(27

50215

7!-

681{7

10!-

6SN7

4 9
6 12 6

8/-

MU2
SP61

8 -

SI30

HL2K

9/6

SP41
VÚ133
EF39
EF54

S110A

1216

Pen220
Pea46

5/6

PTI5

VÚ503

7

8
5 6

1299A
1222

6. -

2/6
28
8'_

VÚ111

EF8

EC5I
954

VÚ33

5'955
FW4,500 101-

IS'
12SJ7
6X56

5/-

12SH7

ML6

4/6

6'-

IS4

8'-

COAXIAL CABLE

4.6

6/3
6'-

KT66

2/8
4/-

71-

VR116
EF38
EC52

IT4

'9
7ì6

2'6
5,-

306

6'-

9'6

12'8

6E8

i:r.,o It,d .,y1./

ECC32

5U4G

8'-

ä5H7

6/3

6L6G

7'-

/-

98
4

Uso
3S4
6A8

3/-

6XSGT
6L6M
.

6N7
CV73
6AC7

9 -

9í9'7.6
12 6

2102

5;-

76
8 6

dia.. 10d. per yd.
AUTO TYPE AMMETER MOVEMENTS.- 30A-130A.
Brand New. (Boxed), 3/8 each.
BATTERY CHARGER.-6v.-12v. 4 amp. Brand New
Black Finish. Complete Slydlok Fuses and Ammeter
Carriage 24.5.0 Paid.
8051

Sin

CONDENSERS. -.1 mfd. 2.5 kV., 5 / -.
B.E.C. -ILE. Small 450 volt, 8 mfd., 2 6. 3 +8, 3/9. 16 mid.
+16, 418. Dubilier Drylitic 16 mfd. 500v., 3'9.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Ail value to 2 meg., 2/6 each.
I00 k. and 250 k., with switch. 4'- each.
RESISTORS.-Er le Insulated, etc., 1.1, 1, 2 watt mixture.
Y1 per 100.
T1154, TRI,

-

............

Decca Replacement Heads and Pick -ups
Wright & Weaire Tape Deck
..
Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscope

Woden Output Transformers
for Williamsons Amplifier ...
LATEST

VALVE

1
1

VIN ER'S (M iddlesbrough)

i.osernment Surplu
Electrical
MIDDLESBItot t: lt

26, EAST STREET,

Tel.

:

(MID)

3418

13
0

0

...

10

6

MANUALS

MOLLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. S, 51- each.
MAZDA 2!- each. Postage
each extra.
TELEVISION SETS, WIRE AND 6d.
TAPE RECORDERS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
TERMS C.O.D. OR CASH w,th order and subject
to prie
alterations
and being unsold.

Est.

still available.
Lists Available

Guaranteed Full Picture.
VCR97.- g,2- VCR517C.

23
35

049 ... 132

I.F. Strip (13 mc)

No
To Callers Only.

Radio

-57.1

6

56

9001 1

7/5/-

51-

2

10-

DI
VU120
5E32

7i6
2/-

STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
AVO -VALVE CHARACTERISTIC
SIGNAL GENERATOR, HEAVY DUTY, ELECTRONIC TEST, "40" AND MODELS 7 AND 8.
FULL RANGE OF TAYLOR METERS, MEGGERS.
Leak Point One Amplifiers
...
... 1.28 7
Leak Pre -amplifiers
Vari-slope Pre-amp. for Leak Point One 129 129
Leak Tuning Unit
...
... 3S 6
Chapman Tuning Units
Connoisseur Two- and Three -speed Gram.
Motor
22 18
TEST METERS

VR21
6V6
T41

41-

10 /8/4/8
7,6
12'6

--

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE

1919

ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS: Gray House,
150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
PROPS:

-" -"

TEMple Bor 5833/4 and 4765.

TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLES
TELEGRAY, LONDON."
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rat

OPEN

6

C,

TELIPNONIS: ANIASSADOII 4037 L PADDINGTON 3271;2

PM SAr0A0AT5

EMIER RADI

(REGS.)
MIS Is

OW

ma

25/-

SP250B. 250-0-250.

SI'300,

60

mA.,

4 V.

C4

300-0-300. 60 mA, 6.3 v. ®

2.3a 5v.:h 2a.

...

..

SP3006. 300-0-300. 60 mA.. 4 v. O
2-3 a. 4 v. g'. 35 a. 4 v. . 1-2 a. ..
SP3016, 300-0-300, 120 mA.. 4 v.
2-3 a. 4 v. r 2-3 a. 4 v. o 3-5 a.
SI'350A, 350-0-350. 100 mA., 5 v. @
2-3 a. ...
2-3 a. 6.3 v.
SP351. 350-0-350, 150 mA.. 4 v. ©
3-6 a. .
1-2 s. 4 v. e 2-3 a. 4 v.
v. O
SP375A. 375-0-370. 250 mA.. 6.3
2-3 a. 6.3 v. (f 3-5 a. 5 v. y 2-3 a....
SP501. 500-0-500. 150 mA.. 4 a.v. 4 4
v.
2-2
2-3 a. 4 v. Cs 2-3 a. 4 v. u

25/25/-

EST.4OYRS,

H. MORRIS L C- (RADIO)LTD.

MOVING COIL METER
Meter basic
super quality Moving Coil
dimension. 2iin.
movement 2mA. Scale2.in.
diem., liin.
Overall dimensions,
type. At
deep. Bakelite Case projecting
R.F. By removing
present scaled 1 amp.
scale and
thermo couple, reversing
grade
high
a
meter.
recalibrating thewith
range
test instrument
Prrice 4 9e
basic F.S.D. may he built
A

25!28i_
29,'-

38r-

WEYMOUTH MINIATURE

1.F.

WEYMOUTH PMINIATURE COIL

Short -wave bands.
Covering Med. Long
on switch.
Iron -cored coils, position
Length 3: in..
Dimens.: light. 1íín..
Width 21ín. Spindle length, 2in. Price

IS OUR

I ONLYADOAESS

RECTIFIERS
E.R.T. Pencil Type S.T.C.
1 mA
Type K3'25 650 v.
3.2 kV. 1 mA
0(3 40
3.6 kV. 1 mA
1(3 45
1 mA
4 kV.
K3'S0
1 mA
K3.160 12 kV.
Type RM1
RM2
RM3
RM4

,.
,.
6 V.

1

12 v.

1

47

6-

8'2

28,88

11.T. Type S.T.('.
60 mA
125 v.

46

100 mA

125 v.
125 V.
250 v.

12.5

mA

250 mA

I. 1'. Type.

TRANSFORMERS

Res.. iron cored, permeability tuned,
10 0 pair.
465

VMS

W2

LONDON

(Dept. PT) 207 EDGWARE ROAD

ADDRESS)

PREMIER -MA NS TRANSFORMERS
v.
All primaries are tapped for 200-230 -250are
mains 40 -100 cycles. All primaries
screened. All LTs are centre tapped.
SP175B, 175-0 -175, 50 mA., 4 v. g 1 a.

9.

G.E.C. Full wave.
amp.
amp.
A.C.R. I.C.R. TUBES

18'qr-

(DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR A CR 2X)
511n. screen. 4 volt Heater. This Electro-

as eminently
static Tube is recommended
2 6 Pkg..
15:-

plus
suitable for Television.
Carr. and Ins. Data sheet supplied.
(CORMASKS
RUBBER
WHITE
'l',\.
19 8.
RECT ASPECT). We can supply a speciMask for
47/MINIATURE TUNING
ally designed White Rubber
9in. White
CONDENSERS
bin. C.R tubes at 811 each.
S1'425A, 425-0-925, 200 mA.. 6.3 v. ©
Masks. 1611.
87l8
Masks, 9,6. 1210. White Tube.
2-3 a. 6.3 v. s. 3-5 a. 5 v. " 2-5 a....
2-gang. .0005 mid.. with trimmers. 6 9.
For Round or Flat faced
KIT.
ELIMINATOR
MAINS NOISE
with three
SUPER QUALITY TELEVISION
Ex. W.D. STEEL AERIALS
Two specially designed chokes
with circuit dia- Also ideal for fishing rods -BRAND NEW
MAGNIFYING LENS
smoothing condensers,
Can be
steel
noise.
mains
all
out
Cuts
3
Oft. sections of copper- platedBrand
12ft.
Increase
gram.
To suit 5in.. Oin. or 7in. Tubes. each.
to tin.
assembled inside existing receiver, 13-, highly flexible tapering din.
carpicture sine considerably. 253new in container 84). Packing and
complete.
Webbing
116. Insulated Base 3. -.
AERIAL. with riage
1 .11.E.
shoulder with
case
carrying
ACCUMULATORS
waterproof
of
consisting
nntuned detector stage
By world- famous maker. 2 volt 10 amp VR92
valve, etc. Brand new in carton. 5' -. sling. 2/8.
4 11.
Please add I/- for Post Orders under 101,.
LI.
OVER
C.O.D.
OR
TERMS OF BUSINESS -CASH WITH ORDER
stated.
otherwise
unless
-,
40'
I;6 under
55!-

:

TELEVISORS

HOME CONSTRUCTED

9

of

-

=E D=oN--ÄR ExOÁ=6

USF.

Ut

wide
angle scanning
DEFLECTOR COILS

ALLEN
70

deg.

Scan

with

minimum

LARGE SCREEN TELEVISION
Only achieved with high efficiency components throughout. ALLEN can supply

complete range.
for circuit diagram of line and
Write for price list and details of full

Send 9d. and S.A.E.

Time Base.
range of ALLEN components to

:

ALLEN
LIMITED

Crown Works,

Surrey.

í30u3

197

" VIEWMASTER"

deflection

defocusing high-efficiency castellated " FERROXCUBE " core. Suits any wide angle
C.R.T. up to 27 in. double (d) Scan.

COMPONENTS

Component Specialists since Broadcasting started,
specified
can supply all or any of the components
for the

Lower Richmond Road, Richmond,
Tel. : Prospect 9013

" MAGNAVIEW "
"TELEKING "

" Viewmaster " Wide-angle

and

Conversion.

Also cabinets, valves, aerials, feeder cable, wire,
sleeving, solder, nuts and bolts, clips, etc.
Order with confidence c.o.d. or c.w.o. at current
prices, or send s.a.e. for Price List.

We also invite your inquiries for all other electronic
components.

H. L. SMITH
287/9
Tel.

:

&

Road,

Edgware

Paddington 5891.
1

Hours

CO., LTD.
London,
9

till

6

W.2.

(Thursday

o'clock).

Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo.
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RRESPOÑbENCE
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the
name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

SIGHT- STRAIN
-I
that cannot allow the article, " Television Sight-strain," in

SIR,

feel

I

the

April

issue, to pass

without comment. This article is sub -titled, " A
Controversial Point of View," but this would have
been a little more correct had your contributor provided some solid material for controversy. As it is,
he has contented himself with asserting several

times that there is strain in viewing, but has not
given any reason why this should be so.
I do not think that the majority of regular viewers
would agree with this assertion, unless possibly
they habitually view in total darkness, as your contributor appears to assume. Even when viewing is
done under these conditions t doubt that the amount
of eye strain is as wide- spread as your contributor

87

to decrease when viewed too close, and this is one
reason why eye strain is absent with these receivers,
as the tendency to sit too close is discouraged.
I should like to have your other readers' views on
the points raised above.
W. T. ATKIN (A.M.Brit.

J.R.E.) (Hull).

-F.

-After reading the fantastic article, " Television Sight -strain," by H. Stoneley, contained
in the April edition, I am extremely surprised that the
learned gentleman was unable to see the obvious
solution to his problem, that is to buy a pair of green tinted glasses to suit his ,requirements. I feel certain
that instead of consulting opticians or biologists, he
would be better informed if he consulted an artist
or effect lighting engineer as to why his suggestion is
totally unpractical. -P. D. BAIN (Godalming).
S1R,

BEGINNER'S

TIMEBASE
-I of thevery" Beginner's
interested to read in the March

SIR,

was

issue
TV Receiver," and have
decided, no doubt in common with many other
readers, to build the receiver.
Although ostensibly written for the beginner, the
asserts.
It would have been more helpful had your contri- article airily states that the " unit
can be used in
butor drawn comparisons between the different types conjunction with any timebase and C.R.T. which the
may
reader
have."
Beginners, may 1 point out, rarely
of fluorescent screens met with on direct viewing tubes,
e.g., white, blue, sepia, etc. ; the effect of the various have any timebases or C.R.T.s lying about.
Seeking
some
assurance that if I build the receiver,
dark filters which are available ; and between direct
viewing receivers and projection receivers. To lump I shall not be left high and dry, I am offered a lukewarm
promise
in para 2 that " it is hoped, at a later
all these together under the assertion that all give rise
to eye strain is, I feel, entirely misleading, and I am date to produce data for T.B. and C.R.T. network
a
VCR97
"
for
and later for a tube of standard type.
sure many of your readers will agree.
Will You please arrange to give us a timetable of the
if, in spite of the oft -repeated advice to view in a
soft ambient light, viewing is done in total darkness, issues in which it is proposed to publish these details ?
eye strain can at least be expected. Furthermore, if in This will help " beginners " like myself who, at the
addition to this the brilliance of a directly- viewed. moment,' while very keen to start on the receiver,
tube is turned excessively high the possibility of eye would like to know-(1) whether the T.B. and C.R.T.
strain becomes a probability, but how many sensible network details will follow immediately the receiver
viewers do, in fact, view under these extreme unit is covered, and (2) whether to build the VCR97
vision portion, or to wait for the electromagnetic
conditions ?
Some viewers prefer projection receivers because tube details.
Mr. Editor, put us out of our present uncertainty
they believe that the " softer " picture produced is
more restful to the eye, and this may be so, although I and let us know in the next issue what we may expect
believe the restfulness is more likely due to the lower to be able to do with our receivers.
G. HACK
intrinsic brilliance of the picture produced by such (Bath).
[T/re timebase will be given in our next issue.-ED.]
receivers. These receivers are also usually (or should
be) viewed from a greater distance than the 9in. or I2in.
direct viewing receivers and this probably also reduces
THE " MIRACLE "
eye strain (see below).
have read with interest Charles Hassell's
The size of the picture plays some part in the
letter in the March, 1953, issue. He mentioned
amount of eye strain experienced, but the question that the chassis of his set slides down a slope. This
of screen size is also bound up with the distance from gave me an idea that I might be the owner of the
which the picture is viewed. Personally, have viewed same model. Like his, mine has been serviced often
a 9in. screen for a considerable period and have
in the just over two years I have had it, in which
not found that this is any more liable to cause eye time two or three valves have been replaced as well as
strain than viewing a larger screen, but there is a ten- one or two components. Once again it has not long
dency with the smaller screen to sit too close, which come back from the service engineer, this time to
might be liable to cause eye strain. The distance replace a 9in. tube and L.O. trans, also one larger
recommended for comfortable viewing has been wirewound 10 watt 2,500 ohm resistor has replaced
stated to be eight times the height of the screen, and two 2,500 ohm 5 watt resistors in parallel. At
this
with a 9in. tube this works out in the region of 5ft., time it was supposed to have received an overhaul.
and with the 12in. tube in the region of 7ft., and To top this it took nine weeks to do at a cost of
just
these are probably the minimum distances at which over £23, and tomorrow I shall have
to inform the
viewing should be done. There does not seem to be service engineer that t now have a picture
which is
any need to sit closer and, in fact, the illusion of gradually decreasing in size, also that
white line is
reality is probably reduced by sitting nearer. Due to persistent at the top of the picture. I a
could do with
the peculiarities of the Schmidt optical system used one of C.H.'s miracles. I would
have liked the manuin projection receivers, the picture brilliance appears facturers to see this set, because
I have been accused

...

-D.

1R,-I

1
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of tampering with it, thus causing these faults. Do
you think that moving the mains tapping back from
220 v. to 230 v. (as my house mains is 230 v.) is in
any way damaging to a TV, as that is what I did after
an ion burn appeared on the C.R.T? And can you
cost
understand why an overhaul on a TV should have
anything from £I to £5 ? Mine was supposed to own
cost £5 5s. I am now considering building my
they
TV, but I would like to know from readers what likes
think is the average life of a 17in. C.R.T. ; onebefore
to weigh up the cost of tube with repairs
beginning such a venture. -CHARLES A. BURTON
(Churl).
AERIALS
on the
SIR,- Regarding comments andin observations
various technical
question of TV aerials
interest.
journals, I think the following may be of
10in.
Some three years ago I purchased a Cossor
TV (Model 917) which has given good entertainment
Palace
on an indoor loft aerial on the Alexandra the last
frequency a few miles east of Bedford and for
six months Holme Moss.
kit of parts
I remember my father bringing home a
to
in 1927 which we screwed together on a Sunday,
my mother's horror. The 100ft. of steel aerial wire
with
was laboriously erected on two scaffold poles The
about three egg insulators and a 25ft. lead -in.
speaker
set worked very well, the horned diaphragm and the
standing on top of the set. Time went bythe aerial
elements played havoc, the halyard broke,no ill -effect
trailed over the top of an apple tree with
got shorter
to the set ; the poles fell down, the aerial all
that reand shorter until the down lead was
aerial
the
much
about
not
think
would
One
mained.
for a radio set to -day.
With this in mind, I " made " my own aerial -an
it in
inverted V -out of rusty fence wire and installed
Later, l
the loft. The set duly arrived and worked.manner
of
used tin. duralumin tube and have tried all
loft aerials, but have found none to warrant the extra
effort in manufacture.
The same aerial shortened overall by 8in. coupled
of
to the set by two lengths of coaxial, the joints
that
which are unscreened. 1 would like to add here
road The end
I am somewhat removed from a main
to set is still not soldered to the plug
The results ? Well, many have seen for themselves.
I even
I've compared it with other installations ; with
no
tried the set on a neighbour's 40ft. " H "
obvious improvement.
is
On checking with others I find that if a set the
bought the price is so high that another £15 for
,

!

!

aerial is neither here or there. Perhaps the experioften think we area
menter of the old days has gone
ready -made nation -but it would be interesting to
hear other views and results then perhaps we could
banish for ever the galaxy of tubes that sprout and
wilt from our homes. -R. Simms (Sleaford).

-I

-I,

like Mr. Hobley (G2VU), have also been
interested in the letters published in
PRACTICAL. TELEVISION since the letter from " Dealer,
S1R,

very

Bristol."

I have been receiving television in Oxford since
1938 -Alexandra Palace first and now Sutton Coldfield. I have tried many types of aerials -multi rods
and ordinary " H," but for the past 18 months I have

been using an indoor slot aerial made from netting
wire and have so far had nothing better, and we are
approximately 80 miles from Sutton Coldfield.
I was certainly shaken two weeks after I first
installed it because of very bad fading, until a friend
living four doors away with a multi rod aerial came
and asked me why his picture had faded completely
that same evening, but I had held a picture all
through on the indoor slot aerial. -M. TRINDER
Cowley, Oxford).

DOUBLE -TRIODE MIXERS

SIR,-With reference to the pages from a Television Engineers Notebook in the March issue,
given therein,
1 was very interested in the details
and should like to give some details of some experiments which I carried out in this connection. I
had tried triode-pentodes, and double -triodes, but
one day a friend gave me a circuit for a triode used
as a double changer. 1 do not know where he got
it from, but it did not work. I saw your article
and connected a similar triode to agree with the

and it worked perfectly.
arrangement in Fig.
Unfortunately, however, one of the triodes (the one
I got another
I had used previously) burnt out.
similar one, and when I plugged it in the circuit
would not work. 1 found no fault in the wiring
and obtained on loan another valve of the same
type, but this also failed to work. After some
experimenting` I changed the two valves round and
the circuit worked perfectly. I should like to know
whether any other experimenters have found cases
like this, where two similar triodes in a balanced or
similar circuit will only work one way round. I
might mention that the circuit itself has been checked
and found perfectly in order. -J. K. BRADLEY
(Romford).
1

that is common to L, and L2. Two or more of the
I.F. stages can be constructed in this way, and
adequate sound rejection obtained. Condenser C,
(Continued from page 70)
is, of course, simply a D.C. blocker and is not critical
in value ; 500 pF is normally suitable.
Trap Ciredits as Coupling Elements
The actual design of such coupling units is critical
It has been seen that an inductance Lr or capacinot simply a matter of the insertion of a
tance C can be used as the mutual element in a and is that
will tune to the sound frequency. Fig. 4
element circuit
coupled circuit system. Such a coupling addition
shows a suitable experimental basic design which
can be made to serve as a sound trap in
used by the writer in some vision strips,
to its normal function, and such a circuit is shown has been
these couplings being followed by an over in Fig. 3. Here the primary L, and secondary L, two of bifilar transformer at the detector. All
are both tuned in the normal way, and the coupling coupled
details are given in the figure, the vision
takes place .through the tuned circuit LC,. This relevant
being 13 Mc /s. and sound 9.5 Mc/s. Capacitive
latter circuit is adjusted to resonate at the sound I.F.
is used (Phillips 3 -30 pF concentric trimmers),
I.F. frequency so that it acts as a rejector at this tuning
resistances of about 10 kr2 are shunted
frequency. Above resonance, this circuit is capaci- and damping
and secondary windings.
tive and provides a normal coupling impedance across both primary

Pae3 from
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BUILDING THE "ARGUS "?

Thousands of enthusiasts are building the Practical Television " Argus
" Televisor.
Why not YOU ?
details with Blue Print sent for only 2,9 post paid. All components available
Full construct
ex stock, as follows
]PAINS TRANSFORMER
POTENTIOMETERS
TRANSF ORMEItS
925-0-425 v. 200 ma., 6.3v. 4a., 6.3v. la.
Less switch
...
Manufactured to our speciNcatloo
3'5v. 3 a. (Postage 2!-) ...
With switch
50r...
...
and fully guaranteed.
4.6
Norma,
Primaries.
E.11.1'. TRANSFORMER FOR
VALVEHOLDERS
425v.-0 -425v.
200ma., 6.3v. 6a..
VCR97 TUBE
1.0. or M.O.
...
6.3v. 6a., 5v. 3a.. 0.2- 4 -6.3v. 3a. ONLY
6d.
09G ..
2,500v. 5 ma., 2-0-2v. 1.1 a., 2-0.-2v. 2 a.
...
...
250v.-0-350v. 160ma., 6.3v. 5a., 6.3v.
...
1041.
D ?ode
...
...
(post 1/6)
3a., 5v. 3a....
...
...
...
... a^ a
611.
...
ONI.I
250v.- 0-250v. 100ma., 6,3v. 6a., 5v.
RESISTORS
3a.
VCR97 1't'BE
ONLI
All above are fully shrouded, up4d.
w ..
right mounting.
VALVES
i
°
.
5d.
Universal
Mounting 350v.-0-350v.
6d.
EF50 (VR81)
....
..
w. ...
2 sv'
..
...
80ma., 0.4 -6.3v. 4 a., and 0 -4 -5v. 2 a.
8;8
...
9d.
5U4G
...
10,'15 w., 2.5 k.
...
2 ¡_
ONLY
6V6
..
.. 10'8
5.5kV.
E.H.T.
with 2 windings of 2v.
EB34 (VR54)
...
lin. FORMERS
RS {VI
.. 36
...
SLUGS
EF38(VR56)
7kV. E.H.T. with 4v. 1 a.
76
lin. ...
... Sd,
...
...
tin. ...
... lOd.
SP61 (VR65)
PLEASE ADD 2'- POSTAGEONLY
...
...
FOR
-..
EA50 (VE92)
EACH TRANSFORMER.
..
3
P.M. SPEAKERS (less trans.)
Sin.
Bola
..
16'8
Sin.
Plessey
CONDENSERS
17.6
TV FAULT FINDING.-An 80(Postage 1/6 per speaker)
Mica and Silver Mica .,.
page publication giving reasons for
6,1,
various TV troubles, and how to
TubularsELEC'l'ROLYTICS
cure them. Profusely illustrated
.l add.
...
...
...
1'8 mfd. 450 v.
with
photographs taken from a
.O1 mfd .
...
...
2/6
...
9d.
8 x 8 mfd. 450 v. ...
Televisor Screen. Post
...
.05 mfd.
...
...
...
paid ONLY
...
4i9
9d.
16
x
16
mfd.
450
v.
.005 mfd.
...
...
...
...
9d.
25
mfd.
25v.
...
.5 mfd.
...
...
INEXPENSIVE:
...
1
6
TELEVISION.... ..-- ^ ^
50 mfd. 12 v.
1r6
The 98 -page book which gives details
28
of TV construction from various ex2'6
TRIMMERS 0.3(1
7d.
Govt. Radar Units. Post Pd. ONLY

inm

:

.

-

.;:1

s

?

ti

J

:

1

18,8

.

826

.

pC.-

AS

PER THE

CONVERT YOUR ELECTROSTATIC T V TO MAGNETIC
DETAILS NOW BEING

5.3

29

PUBLISHED IN THIS JOURNAL.
COMPONENT PRICE LIST ON REQUEST.
It 1355 RECEIVER, as specified for " INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION,"
a copy of which is supplied. Complete with 8 valves
SP61, and 1 each 5U4G and VU120 or VUI11. Used, good
condition, ONLY 29i8d. (carriage,
etc., 516d.).
TYPE 24. Complete with valves and detailUNITS
htt mods fo
TVchnneVONLY -, TYPE 26, For Sutton Colddeld,
Holme Moss & K.O.S. Complete with valves. sBRAND
NEW IN MAKERS' CARTONS, 25/
'Complete with valves. BRAND NEW
ONLY
IN MAKERS' CARTONS, ONLY 5916d. Postage, etc., 59'13d. TYPE, 27. For Wenvoe.
2,6d. per unit, please.
Cash with order, please. und print name and address
clearly. Include postage as specified and on Component

all

U.E.I. CORPN.,
Open until

1

Orders under 12..

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, Gray's Inn Road, London,
W.C.I (Phone TERminus 7937)
p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 mins- from }sigh Holborn (Chancery Lane Station).
5 min., by bus front

TELEVISION
RECEIVER
CONVERSION
The type AC 4 unit
permits
receivers to be used for reception
of other channels without re- tuning
or alterations.
Type
AC /4KL (New
Brighton
transmitter or Kirk o'Shotts on
a London receiver),
Type AC /4WL (Wenvoe on a
London receiver).
Type AC /4WB (Wenvoe on a
Sutton Goldfield receiver).
Also available for all other conversions.
The unit is complete
with 5 valves and self -contained
power supply unit. Price IS gns.
complete from your Dealer or
C.O.D.
Type AC /3 neutralized
triode
PRE -AMPLIFIER
without doubt
the best Pre -amplifier available.
Price complete, 10 gns. from
your Dealer or C.O.D.
Illustrated leaflets, etc., on request.

SPENCER - WEST
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth

'Phone : 3009.
Telegrams :
Spencer -West, Gt. Yarmouth.

King's Cross

I

OPPORTUNITIES

IN

TELEVISION
144

COMPACT T.V.

pages

'I'clevision offers unlimited
',cope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
cosiest way to study for

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television,
Television
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection,
Radio
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our 144 -page
,
Handbook
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

which also explains the
benefits of our Appointments Dept.

We Guarantee

"NO

PASS -NO FEE"
If you arc earning less than

£t5

a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send for sour copy NOW -FREE and

without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!
British Institute of Engineering Technology
231, Stratford Haase,
17.19. Stratford Place,
Leadon,W.I.

IET

Sound, Vision, Time bases, Speaker and
power pack on one 1355 chassis -without the use of any expensive RF units.
Data for all channels, 2'8l.
FRESH SUPPLY of 13.55's, in original
makers' cases, complete with 11 valves,
35' -. 7 6 carr.

INDICATOR UNIT

containing
VCR517 (6 in. C.R.T.), 4182A
SP61's, 3 EF50's,
5U4G, dozens of resistors, condensers,

etc.. 9 WW pots, these contain many
of the additional components required
for our conversion, or for 'Scope construction. The tube is superior to the
VCR.97 when used for
65.'- in
original cases. We can T.V.
supoly less
EF50's and 5U1.
NL {{'

l'.-t I_VI:S : EF3)'s. Cíß 1U1G,

RADIO

EXCHANGE

14 ST. MARY'S,

BEDFORD
(Phone:5568)

7 8.

CO.
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CORONATION

D. COHEN

OFFER!

SMOOTHING CHOKE. Five Henry 250 InA. 50 ohms, 6'3.
P. and P. 1 -.
former
T.V. (OILS, wound In Aluminium ('an, she 2: x '., with
and iron dust core. 1 -.
4.6. P. A P., 9d.
FRAME; OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER,
can. 16.
67(: VALVEHOLDER with screening -250
2 v. 21 ame..
-Pri. 2106 -. P.v. & Sec.
HEATER TRANSFORMER.
P.. 1 -, Primary
Pri. 230 -250 v. Sec. 6 v. 1J amp..
&
P..
P.
1,
6.
2
amp..
'7
4
or
6
v.
2,
230 -250 v. Sec.
P., 1-.
SMOOTHING CHOKE.-150 mA.. 2 Henry, 3'6. P. &
250 epA. 15 Henry. P. & P.. 2' -, 10.6.
with
Mazda,
except
tube
or
12in.
9in.
Any
P.M. FOCUS UNITS.
Vernier adjustment, 15 -, Mazda, 12ín., with Vernier adjustment
17'6. P. & P. on each. 1 6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS each. 6 extra.
on
1
Primary 200-250 v. P. & P.
shrouded, drop260 -0- 280, 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp.. 5 v. 2 amp.. semithrough. 14'6.
11'6.
250 -0 -250, 60 mA.. 6 V. 3 amp.. upright mounting.
250 -0- 250. 80 mA.. 6 v. 4 amp., upright mounting. 14'-.
3 amp.. 5 v. 2 amp.. 22'6.
300-0-300, 100 mA., 6 v.2.5
amp.. 5 v. 2 amp.. 141.
350+350. 70 mA.. 6 V.
v. 35 mA. 6 v. 1 amp., 816.
Primary 230 v. Secondary 200-0-200
13,
-250 v. Secondary 3, 4, 5, 6. 8. 9, 10,
Transformer, Primary2 200
amps.,
13'-,'
at
15, 18. 20. 24 and 30 v.
shrouded. drop030 -0 -280, 200 mA.. 6 v. 6 amp.. 5 V. 3 amp. ; semi3 -, 276.
through with fuse. P. & P..
18 gauge cadmium -plated steel, size
'rube supporting Bracket in
with 12111
9!.in. x 4lin.. with 3lín. diameter cut -out complete
-.
Tube supporting clamps. 2,10
Henry matching 10-1, 91.
Frame output transformer.
could be
plus
mA. 4 v. 3 amp.. V. amp , 2 v. 3 am>.. 2rv. 3tamp.. 0!-,
post and packing.
armour-plate glass.
9in. White
151mask.
Rubber
with armour plate glass.
Armour -plate glass. 3'-. plated.
12in. Armour -plate glass, 4- 9in.
cadmium
steel
18
gauge
31.
9..
x
x
9:
TV CHASSIS. -Size
cored
size lain. x lin., with ironedP.,
complete with five coil cans,
1'6.
former. These are wound for television frequency, 6.6. P. &
TV WIDTH CONTROL, 3/6.
Kcs.
Kit of parts for Signal Generator. Coverage 100 Kcs-3220
x441in. ?size of scale 61cx 38ín
MMcc,s.20 Mcs.KMetallccasec10 x 6;
Internal
2301250..
2 valves and 1 rectifier valve. A.C. mains
depth 30 per cent. Frequencyorcalimodulation 400 cps. to a minus
unModulated
1 per cent.
bration accuracy plus or continuously
100 millivolts.
variable
modulated R.F. output
the return to us for
Price 2310 0. P. & P. 4' -. This includes
to point and theoretical
checking
cal íl1 build foroint
3

THIS COUPON

will save you money
Let I.C.S. perfect YOU R knowledge of radio
To mark the Coronation
and T /V.
International Correspondence Schools
offer their Standard Home Study
Courses at specially reduced fees

for

a

limited period only.

Some of the subjects we teach

Radar
Advanced

Trainng for the following examinations :
C. and G. Radio Servicing Cert.
(R.T.E.B.) ; B.I.R.E. ; C. and G.

Radio

Telecommunications ; C. and G.
Radio Amateurs ; P.M.G. Cert. for
Wireless Operators, etc.

ACT NOW -don't miss this chance of
obtaining an I.C.S. training at reduced
fees.

le

;

TIV Technology
Radio Service Engineering
Radio. Engineering
Elementary Electronics
Short Wave

IIADIO di TELEVISION COMPONENTS

Fill in the coupon and POST

TODAY.

i, n

each. Post Paid.
GERMANIUM DIODE. 2/3
in lightly- tinted
'OIIBINED 12in. MASK AND ESCUTCHEON
Fits on front of cabinet for
perspex. New aspect edges &in P.brown.
21
-.
P.
6.
tubes.
17
face
ound
v.
TRANSFORMER.-6.3
E.H.T. INSULATED HEATER
v.. 8/6. P. & P. 116.
.6 amp. and 2 v. 21 amp. Primary 200-250 complete
with T.R.F.
plastic,
CABINET in Walnut or Cream
back
new waveband,
chassis, 2 wave -band scale, station names,
pointer, spring, rive spindle. 3 knobs and back.

5

drum.
r, ,
ñ
pla x..
51n. speaker and O.P. trans. (these
As above but complete with tested
0.K.). P. & P.. 318, 301-.
speakers have been used but
WIRE ENDS. .001, 50pF. 100pF.
MINIATURE- MOULDED
470p5' and 500pF, 7d. each.
paid.

Closed field

Dept. 172D, I.C.S.

71

Kingsway, W.C.2,

211n.

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
172D,

Buildings.
London, W.C.2.

International

Kingsway.

offer.
am interested, in your Coronation
Please send FREE book on

Name

Age

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Address

51n.
6

in.

Bin .

loin.

...
...
...

with trans. less trans.
1518

...

...

yç

Dept.

lib post

CONNPEAE
IDS. PUSIE- BACKM.

12

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

...

...

..

..

...

...

13'8

...
-'

...

...
...

16,6

184

12/6

85/-

of the above, l' -.
Post and packing on each ion
-.
P ion each. 716eater
..75
Cathode shorts, Sin., 45,- 12m COIL
made by Igranic with mountFOCUS
RIGA RESISTANCE
17`6.
ing bracket. P. & P.. 2 -.low
frame. with frame O.P. transformer.
SCAN ('OILS, low line,
P. & P.. 2' -. 17 -6.
Paxolln. Octal, Loctal, Mazda and English
1

VALVE-HOLDERS.
Mazda. B7G, B8A and B9'A.
7 -pin, 4r1. each. Moulded Octal. Loctal,
7d. each.
ORDER.
TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH WITH
FROM RECEIPT OP
DISPATCH OF GOODS WITHIN 3R DAYS
post
d
Under
2,-.
add
Orders
lope.

£ l add ssed en
lirl
a£2 and 11--1.,
23, 1111611 St., ACTON, W. 3

A

eunder

(Uxbridge ltd.) Acorn

AMBITIOUS MEN
SINCE 1345 I.C.S. HAVE TRAINED 150,00)

1

5901.
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of

the vertical white line from 5116in. wide to 118in.
wide, but has not removed it ; this line cuts the
picture up, and if wording appears on the screen,
roughly two letters are cut out. Can you tell me how
to correct this annoyance?
R. Ridgway (Torquay).

Y

-E.

To remove the vertical line we suggest connecting
a .1 MS? variable resistor in series with R46, adjusting
this to give best amplitude and linearity.
Whilst we (ire alums pleased to assist readers frith
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. 95
'must bs attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclov2d.

PERSONAL RECEIVER
I seek information re

TUBE COATING
I have a Pye DIST with tube MW22 -14C. I have
been offered MW22.14 which is the same but less the

external coating.
Is this a suitable tube and what
modification needs to be carried out if any? No circuit
is available so, perhaps, you could keep instructions
down to practical terms and not theoretical. -John H.

Bixley (Dartford).

The external aquadag coating on the MW22 -14C
tube, together with a similar coating within the tube,
forms a capacitance which is used for E.H.T. smoothing. Therefore, to employ a similar tube without the
coating would demand the employment of an additional 0.001 microfarad 10 kilovolt capacitor. This
component is readily available and should be connected between the E.H.T. connector on the picture tube and chassis.

THE

"

" Television Receiver "
issue, (Personal Receiver). I wish to
extend the range of this model ; will it, therefore, be
in order to add two additional R.F. stages following
the first two stages, and follow on with the detector
and video stage ? Also, I propose to add a buffer
stage preceding the detector on the sound channel.
I will be glad to receive your comments.
R. Allen
Nov. 1952

TELE- SQUARE "

-J.

(Aylesbury).
The Personal Televisor can, of course, have its
range extended in the manner suggested, but it is no
longer so " personal "-the extensions to the chassis
will cause a fairly large increase in size, viewed

proportionately.
The chief point which arises, however, is in the
prevention of feedback. The original was designed
as a two -stage (R.F.) receiver and was very easily
stabilised -the addition of a further two stages will
undoubtedly cause instability if these two stages are
mounted on the same chassis without inter -stage
Screening will be essential.
It might be worthwhile to try the effect of a two stage pre -amplifier separate from the chassis covering
the vision and sound channels, although for Aylesbury
we would suggest a more sensitive circuit altogether.
screening.

Would you help me with a small point in connection
with the construction of the Tele-square described LOW EMISSION TUBE
recently? I have constructed this piece of test gear
Please could you help me with a fault that has
and find I cannot get enough line pulse width, in other developed in my home -constructed receiver. It
has
words the blocks of line pulses are not of long enough been working for about 18 months. Now when I
duration.
I am using a 12AU7 in place of valve
switch on the picture is very dark. If I turn the
specified, and have tried varying cathode bias resistors brilliance up the picture becomes very thin and out
of
without any improvement. Do you suggest using focus. In fact, it almost disappears. By leaving it as
separate bias resistors as you know this valve has two a dark picture for a quarter of an hour it creeps up to
a
cathodes ?-L. Parker (S.E.19).
normal brilliance and good focus. it remains so for the
rest
of
the
evening.
Is
it possible that the tube is
Your query is not too clear. It is of no importance
how long the " line pulses " are in duration so long losing emission or the E.H.T. is slow to reach a good
working
voltage?
they
as
exist and give a pattern.
I am using an R.F. E.H.T. unit. I have replaced the
To obtain wider pulses the value of C2 or C3 must
increased
be
to reduce the frequency tuned by oscillator valve 6BWG without making any effect.
The rectifier valve U25 was replaced by the makers
L3, L4, and vice versa.
If by some chance you mean that the pattern does about nine months ago.
The tube, a 12in. aluminised, is cathode modulated
not extend right across the televisor screen this, of
course, would be a function of the television receiver. and has its heater supplied by a separate winding on
the mains transformer. -F. Ward (Iver Heath).
The cathodes of the 12AU7 must be joined
separate. cathode resistors would mean the circuit
It is extremely probable that the picture-tube is
would not operate at all.
indeed responsible for the defect you describelow emission being the most likely cause. A new
VERTICAL WHITE LINE
lease of tube life may be gained by over-running the
I have been getting very good reception here on heater
by about 25 per cent., and a transformer for
my 12in. Viewmaster, using a two valve pre-amp, and
this function is now available from Norman Rose,
a Mullard MW31 -17 tube.
Ltd.,
Hampstead Road, London, N.W.1.
Recently I decided

-

to add the E.H.T. boost as
recommended in the Sixth Edition Viewmaster Handbook. This addition has improved the picture, but
the white line a few inches from the left-hand side of
the screen still persists, although I have removed the

additional resistor as instructed.
The removal of the resistor has reduced the width

ARGUS RECEIVER
I am having trouble in tracing a fault in my " Argus "
television receiver. Having no instruments to speak of
I have tried to remedy it by substitution.
About two months after receiving a decent picture,
the raster and picture disappeared off 'the tube.
On

92
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ing section. On the other hand, however, an electroexamination I found two resistors had burnt out,
lytic capacitor flashing over internally may be the
of
junction
the
watt
between
1
K9
a
47
and
R66
prompting factor, as indeed may any other slightly
out
black
me
to
enable
to
inserted
and
VR9,
R66/65
defective current -carrying component-although it
raster.
the
remembered that the effect of spots in the
After renewing these two resistors, also condensers should be
the form of horizontal bands is a sure indication that the
noticed
and
my
set
on
switched
I
C64,
and
C62
defect is somewhere in the A.C. mains circuits.
D.C. restoring diode, V19, was flashing internally.
Mains hum on maximum setting of volume control
Disconnecting co-ax. link from timebase I found this
to is probably due to low cathode-to- heater insulation
started
R66
resistor
but
flashing,
diode
the
stopped
in the HL41DD-sound detector and first A.F.
get warm.
amplifier valve.
Changed condenser C61 and connected link with
I suspected
flash.
to
continued
diode
but
timebase,
LINE DRIVE
internal short in cathode tube so I had it picture tested
Some few months ago I was just commencing
be
only to find it had gone flat. A dark picture could
building of a " Viewmaster," and before deciding
the
received, but only with brilliance control at maximum. which tube to incorporate when you printed an article in
persisted.
necesReplaced with new tube but faults still
the October issue of "P.T.," detailing the mods.
As last resort I ran the set without the timebase but sary for using wide -angle tubes. I thereupon decided
the Brimar CI7BM. After a few minor troubles,
left the H.T. run to shift controls. The diode stopped
10 to use
was, of
flashing but R66 still got warm in a matter of
picture reversed, upside down, etc., which I a fairly
able to rectify, 1 have managed to get
seconds.
course,
Hoping you can sort out a remedy from the above good picture although the focusing does not appear
I might
symptoms. -R. J. Hamill (Cardiff).
to be evenly distributed over the tube face.exactly
If R66 gets warm then you have a leakage at add that I have used all new iscomponents
used Elac type
P.M. focus ring
specified.
some point. The most probable source is the spindle
be H.T. line 270, boost volts measure 440.
should
chain
bleeder
of
the
whole
the
but
VR9,
of
My query is this. When switching on I turn up
inspected including C64 and C62.
100 Kf2 resistor
The grid and cathode circuits of the C.R.T. brightness control and increase drive
once this drive
in anode of line osc. I thought when
network should be carefully examined. It is quite
the control was set the set could be switched off by turning
common to have a fault due to C6l which causes
This
down combined brightness and on /off control.
diode to flash but does not damage. the tube. Rememof I find I am unable to do as the intensity of light is
ber that the E.H.T. can comfortably jump a gap
burn unless the
so great that I am liable to get an ion
¡in.
brightness turned down and set left
reduced,
is
drive
off. This,
TV INTERFERENCE WITH RADIO
several minutes before finally switching
I built a " Viewmaster " and have had it running you will see, is a very great inconvenience as only
However,
can operate the set in this way. I have had
for 10 days with a very satisfactory picture.
a great deal of myself
burn appear when I inadvertently switched
I have just learned that it is causing
small
one
interference to a neighbour's radio, so much, in fact, off too quickly on one occasion. I am worried if,
should
as to make it impossible for him to get any pleasure
for instance, on some future occasion the orH.T.
something
pulled out of mains socket,
from his listening. My set is not yet in a cabinet,
get
plug
fail,
you
more
but I cannot see this making much difference. Can
similar happen, when I shall undoubtedly get this
suggest anything to help me ? -D. E. Yates (Leicester). ion burns. Can you suggest a remedy or is
state of affairs due to something I have overlooked?
Interference with radio receivers can be caused by
this may be A. Fomer (W. Croydon).
radiation from the line timebase and
have
in
It should most certainly not be necessary to each
reduced by mounting the receiver in a cabinet
valve
which the inside is covered with either metal foil ortoa to reduce the drive to the lineoff,output
and we suggest
connected
time the receiver is switched
conducting paint which should be A.C.
working that the reservoir condenser for smoothing the
chassis. At the same time a I!uF
each of the E.H.T. be disconnected, and only the conducting
condenser should be connected from
this way the
coating of the C.R.T. be used. In the
A.C. power sockets to earth whilst further improvespot will
the
and
that
reduced
be
arranging
will
by
about
energy
brought
stored
ment will be
it is doubtful
from
case
any
in
but
as
possible
far
away
sooner,
is
as
aerial
disappear
radio receiving
whether any harm will come to the tube.
the TV receiver.
DOTS
ARGUS -SHIFT CONTROL which did not exist
LINE OF
I
My set has developed a fault
My " Murphy V114 " is now six years old and
a satisfactory when I first completed it. Shift control VR7 has no
have recently titled a new tube. I getdots across the
on the raster, and my picture is too low down
picture, but alrays have a line of and sometimes effectwill
not lock in the frame correctly, so I have
centre
and
the
picture-sometimes across
on my picture. I have tried changing
interlines
be
ordinary
to
flyback
consistent
higher up. This is too
and C44. Could you please assist.
the
C47
V17
when
18,
and
the
sound
on
hunt
a
ference. I also have
Camp).
(Catterick
Brear
-R.
volume is turned high.
to do
Frederick
The shift control has nothing whatever should
Can you advise on. dots and hum
it does not function you
If
lock.
frame
with
Barrel) (W. Harrow).
wiring-R59
probably check the control and its associated
The band of white spots you refer to arewithin
A deflected picture usually
R58.
or
suspect
is
the
flashover
network of the
originating from a very slight
occurs in the indicates trouble in the biasing
mains transformer, this effect often
plates.
deflector
derived
mains
any
(or
type of receiver you mention
A value of 0.005pF can be used 'rr C-73 and 0.002
a number
E.H.T. circuits) after it has been in use forthe
for C44.
pF
offend
being
usually
of years -the E.H.T. winding

-
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements

" VIEW MASTER " Valves, exact to
specification, guaranteed new and
RATES : 4/ per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
boxed, comprising 5 EF50, 1 6P25,
minimum 2 lines. Box No, 1'- extra.
1
KT61, .1 EBC33, 1 EB91, 2 6K25,
Advertisements must be prepaid
1
6P28, set of 12 £6 /2 /11, with EF91
and addressed
to Advertisement
or EY51 7/6 extra tpost and insurance,
Manager, , Practical Television,"
2/-1; " Tele-King " 16in. Receiver,
Tower House, Southampton St.,
complete set of 17 valves exact to
Strand, London, WALL...
2.
specification, £9/8/ -; '' Lynx " specified set of 17 valves, £8/7/6, crystal RADIO UNLIMITED for really keen
extra; SAME, EF91, 6F12, Z77, 8D3, value.
Viewmaster " Valves,
as
604, L77, W77, EF92, 6AM5, EL91, specified, £61216; EA50, 9D2, 6H6,
N77, 12AX7, 7/9, any 8 for 56 / -; DO, 4/8 ea.; 605,
6D6, HL41,
EB91, 6AL5, 6/9; 1.4v miniatures, 6/- ea.; 5Z3, 6AC7, 6K7,
6AL5, 6B8, 6F6,
1S5, IRS, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4, 1S4, 11.4, 6SK7, 6SS7. 7S7, 125K7, EF36, EF39,
3A4. 7/6, set of any 4 27/6; 6VGG, EC31, UR3C, 788, 705, 7B7, 7/6 ea.;

-'

6F6G, KT63. EF39, EF8, EF50, 20D1,
787, 705, 7C6, 7H7, 757, 7Y4, 7/6;
5Z4G, 5U4G, MU14, U22, U78, DI-177,
BATE,
EBC33, 3J6, 12AT7, ECC81.
6ßA6, 6BE6, 6ßW6, EC91, Pen46,
PY82, P1,81. 68'15, 6LD20, 8 /6; PZ30,
GZ32, EL38, 16/6; N78, 15/ -; 6P25,
CL33, ÚL46, 13/6; 61E25, 12/6; ECC91,
ÚF42, EBF80, UBF80, 6A7, 6F1, DK32,
1A7G, DF33, 1N5G. 12/ -; PL82, PY81,
6L6G, KT66, 108'9, lOLD11, 1001,
1002, 11/ -; ECL80, EF80, EY51, PY80,
6K8GT,
12K8GT,
UL41,
EAF42,
KT33C. 6C9, loF1, 10P13, R10, 10 /6;
25Z6GT.
ECH42,
EBC41, UBC41,
DL35. 1C5G, DAC32, 1H5G. DL33.
3Q50. 10/ -; 6SN7GT, 6SL7GT, 6Q7G,
12K7GT,
12Q7GT, 6V6GT,
25Z4G,
25A6G.
EF41. 9/6; U50.
5Y3GT
25L6GT, 35L6GT, 50L6GT, 35Z4GT6XSGT, 80, UU9, U404, UY41, 17F41,
EZ40, 9/ -; 6K7G, 6K7GT, 6/ -; all new
and boxed; postage 4d. per valve extra.
READERS RADIO. 24, Colberg Place,
Stamford Hill, London, N.16. (STA.
4587.)

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS, the exact size
you want at the lowest price, e.g.,
9 x 5 x 21 costa 3 /9; you can have
any length up to 17in., any width up
to 12in., any depth up to 3in.; cost:
Id. per sq. in. of top surface, ignor.
ing depth, e.g.,. 10 x 7 x 21 =10 x 7=
70 sq. in. =79d. =5/10,
New Meters
by G.E.C., 011ma, tin. m /c, 7/6 each;
new VU111s, 3/6; E.H.T. Bases for
VU111s, etc., 6d. Write for our free
list for many other bargains.
SERVIO RADIO, 156/8, Merton Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W.19, (Phone: LIBerty
-

6525.)
DO

IT YOURSELF the Derwent
Way," 44-page illustrated Booklet
for Handymen. Read about Formica;
Tileboard; making T.V. Cabinets and
Tables; making Seagrass Stools;
French Polishing, and where to buy
materials. From your newsagent,
price 6d., or Sd. by postal order from
the publishers DERWENT CRAFTS,
Bridgegate. Derby.
BOOKLETS : " How to use ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6. Ex -Gov. Optical lists free
for s.a.e. H. ENGLISH. Rayleigh
Rd.. Hutton, Brentwood; Essex.
:

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER
A NY SIZE OR FINISH
CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATION

B. KOSKIE
(DEPT. B.)

Leather Lane,
Holpern, E.C.1

72 -76

Phone : CHAncery 6791/2

5Z4, 5U4, 5Y3. 6AK5, 6J6, 6.77, 6SQ7,
6V6, 6X5. 12K7, 12K8, 12Q7, U50, 80,
807, 6AM6, ECC91, 1T4, 155, IRS, 8/0
ea.; IA7, INS, 6L6, 25A6, CL33, EY51,
11le ea.; 12AT7, 6AT6, 9/6 ea.,

93

-

WINWOOD
FOR
VALUE.
View.
master Coils. complete set, Wei
choke, 17/6; Pil /trans. for V/master
37/6; Choke for V /master, 18/ -; non
mag. Spkrs., gin. 12/8, loin. 17/6;
Co-ax Cable, 80 ohms, 8/6 doz. yds.;
SOB 11/R Phones, 13/6; Electrolytic::
fresh stock, 500vw, card /tub., 8 mfd
2/6, 16 mfd 3 / -, 8 x 8 3/6, 8 x 16,
3/9, 32 mfd 3/9; R.M.4 Recs., 16/6;
Fil /trans., 210 -240v, 6.5v at 1.5a, 5 /9;
new Valves, 1T4, 185, 1R5, 3S4, 28/6
set; 5Z4, ßV6, 6K7, 6Q7, 6K8, 39/6
set; 12K7, 121E8, 12Q7, 35L6. 35Z4,
42/6 set; 6AK5, 6J6. 6AT6, EF91, .8/9
each; EB91, 6K7, D63, 12J5, 8/- each;
SP61, EF36, EF39, EF50, EC31, 2OD1,
10C2, 68.37, 7/6 each. List available
R. WINWOOD, 12, Carnarvon Road,
London, E.10. (Mail only.)
" DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS"
enables you to purchase all your components, valves and T/V books from
one supplier. Largest stock of manu'

-

hundreds other types in stock.
Stamp list. Co -Axial Cable #in.,
80 ohm, 8/6 doz. yds.; non -mag,
P.M. Speakers. bin. 13/6, 10in. 18/8;
Dubilier card, tub. Conds., fresh facturers' and home constructors'
Spares Manual and
stock, 500V, 8 mfd 2/8. 16 mfd 3/3, components.
Supplement, 9d. 134-136, Lewisham
8 x 8 3/8. 8 x 16 4/4, 32 mfd 4/4;
Way, New Cross, S.E.14. (TlDeway
V /holders, amph., Int /oct. 7d., Maz/
oct. 5d B7G, BEA, B9A, Od. ea.; 2330 and 3696.)
metal Recs.. RM1 3/6, RM2 4/ -, RM4 TV WITHOUT MAINS for Corona16/ -. Special
ex-EMI Boma Chokes, tion. Absolutely first-class picture
brand new, 6 /6. RADIO UNLIMITED, plus DC circuit for lighting; as supElm Road, London, E.I7.
(Phone: plied to the B.B.C. Special AC /DC
KEY. 4813.)
" Chorehorse "
Generators,
self AMATEURS, ETC., try us for your starting, compact, and complete AC
Spare Parts (not ex- Gov.); keenest 220/250 volts, 50/60 cycles, 250/350
watts
AVC.
Will
rnn radios,
prices. ELEC- RADIO, 172a, Black vacuum cleaners. small tools, etc.;
stock Rd., N.5. (Tel.: CAN. 1672.)
-, plus 10/- delivery. -Below.
EKCO
TSC902,
with tube, less £47/16/
cabinet; working; £20, o.n.o. MEND - STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v. 75 AH
duty, 19 plates; separate cells
HAM, Terrington -St.- Clement,
Nor- heavy
in hardwood cases; finest possible
folk.
specification;
approximately,' present
56 SECONDHAND Televisions always
£7/17/6, plus 9/6 delivery.
for sale; famous makes. TOMLINS, list;
Below.
127. Brockfey Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
Se. 90 AH, 15 plates, hard rubber
FOR. 5497.1
also suitable for cars, trae"TELEXING " Vision and Sound cells;
lorries;
£3/7/6. plus 7/6
Chassis with valves, wired, new con- tors.
delivery.
TEDDINGTON ENGINEERdition. Box No. 152, c/o PRACTICAL ING CO. LTD..
Dept. " C," High St.,
TELEVISION.
Teddington. Middlesex.
508 NEW BOXED Receivers, type
NEW VALVES WANTED, small or
1124, complete, 6 valves, 25/- ea.
6V6,
AMATEURS PARADISE, 155, Humber - large quantities. 3Q4,
5Z4,
ECL80, EF80, KT66, KT61, 6L6N,
stone Rd., Leicester,
VR150
5R4,
/30.
80,
etc.,
etc.
Prompt
" INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION " Re- cash.
WM.
CARVIS, 103, North
ceiver in working order, 15 gns
o.n.o.; demonstrations evenings only; Street, Leeds, 7.
buyer collects. ANDREW. 36, SwakeSITUATIONS VACANT
lays Drive, Ickenham, Middx.
PREMIER bin. TV, pre- atttp, £18, or The engagement of persons answering these
offer; Delx. Console Cabinet, fitted advertisements must be made through a Local
of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
magnifiers,
£7.
" BERESFORD," Office
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
Helen Rd., Hornchurch, Essex.
aged 18 -64, inclusive, or n woman aged 18-5P,
COILFORMERS. fin.. Aladdin, cored, inclusive, unless he or s/te,.or the employment,
9d.; 7 mcs IF traps, 9d.; -IFTs, Is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica10/13 mcs. canned, new. 1/6; 7 mes non of Vacancies Order, 1952.
(R1355) diode box, 1/6; Formers, 2in
TELEVISION Radio Engineers rex ;in., pax, cored, 4
1/3; R1355, quired, one 1st grade and one 2nd
good cond. 35/ -, new 45/- (cam .6 / -)i grade: permanent position. N.C.E..
RF Units, type 24 21/ -, 25 25/ -, 27 73, Mill Lane, N.W.6. (Phone: HAM.
42/6; Coils, bak., for RFUs 6d., 1118.)
ceramic 9d.; Admlty. Eliminators,
AC230v to 150v 15ma DC and 6.3v
.75a, 25/ -; Receivers, 300/800 mcs,
with 10 valves, 60/- (carr. I0 / -); Test
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
Sets. with 230v AC input power -pack
and 7 valves, 500Na meter, 68/- (carr.
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
10 / -).
Terms
c.w.o.; immediate
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
delivery; postage extra; s.a.e. for
lists and enquiries; no deliveries
WIRE,
ANGLE,
CHANNEL, TEE
during last week in July. W. A.
BENSON, 308, Rathbone Rd., Liver
3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
:

-

1

-

:

pool,

13.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
for the
" frai (Ural Television Beech e,'"
1.1N!í, TELE -KING
VIEWMASTER, E.E. TELEVISOR
ana VM wide ante aodi6aatoaa in STOCK
Frice Lists available on requevt.

J. T. FILMER,

Maymde Estate, Bexley, Kent.

Tel.

:

Bexleyheath

7267

H. ROLLET

&

6, CHESHAM PLACE,

CO., LTD.

LONDON,S.W.I.

SLOane 3463

3i,

Works

:

ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.I.

Branches

at

Liverpool,
Birmingham.

" No Quantity

Manchester,

too Small

"

Volume Controls 80 CBLE COAX

G.E.C. & B.T.H.

x'

G.E.C. GLASS TYPE .';16ín.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN
THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
4/6 each, postage 21d.

B.T.H. SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE
3/6 each, postage 2!.d.

Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.
Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple

but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

INSTRUMENT WIRE

ENAMELLED, TINNED. LIT7-,
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.

Most gauges available.
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS.
TUFNOL ROD. PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES,
ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.

CRYSTALTHESET
SILICON

INCORPORATING

CRYSTAL VALVE
Iron

Adjustable

RECEPTION

Cored

Ediswan type.
Long spindles. Guaranteed 1 year.
S.P. 8w.
LESS 8w.
3/4/D.P. Se.

STANDARD }in. Siam.

419

SOCKETS. 1/2 each.
LINE CONNECTOR, 11

Midget.

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES

COPPER

10d. Yd. (NSW.)
COAX PLUGS, 1/2 each.

2 MEGOHMS

80
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per 7d. 04.1
ohms
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per1ya 11
di
TRIMMERS. Ceramic. 35,
1311 pl.. 1,'3 ; 250 pf., 1;8 : 6u11 Pt., 119.
w 8d.
1 w., 4d. ; f
RESISTORS. -AII Values

GUARANTEED

K.,

-

1

TYPES.

ALL

ELECTROLYTICS,
*81450 v. B.E.L.

5/0 6116

2X3

306
LU4
5V-4

9'- 6K6
91- 6K7
91 6Kß
51 GLI

6SÁ7

6A63

7/8 65017

GAMS
6118
613E6

1018
718 68Y7
10!8 6153

6666

/ee that FLUXITE SOLDERING PASTE
the house-garis always by you
solage-workshop-wherever speedy
dering is needed. Used for over 4(1 years
leading
by
work'
and
in Government
engineers and manufacturers. Of all
tins, from 11. lIp'
ironmongers
ards.

-in

-in

FLUXITE
Staunch

Soldering
Crtinan/tuid

to

Flu.rife

Write for Book on the Art of " SOFT "
Soldering and for leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLU7í ITT:.

FLUXITE, Ltd.,
Bermondsey Street, Landon. S.E.I.

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this

It may well
invaluable publication.
prove to be the turning point in your

career.

FOUNDED

NATIONAL

NGTE
ENGINEERING
C
(Dept.LOÑDOPI HOLBORN,

Y91

8,18

10/6

EtAI

10'8
11'6

10/8 HVBea 743

10,6 PY80
10 /8 HL2"

5'8 :aí7.4
1018 5111,6
8'6 807
10 '6 0 .36
818 i'nl'I
8,18

931

10/6
51

7188

DP

31.1112'

14

PEN2:
TP-23

C2

EA50

7/8

E1391

016 VPS:<

9'-

ú8L7

11,'- EBC:13

78
9'6
8'8
9:6

9'8

7 6

12'6

9/8 OAT6
10r8
ECOS
7/8 15.7
9'8
ECLOO 12 /8 OBAf,
7'6 TH41 12'8
EF30
10.8
EF80
9/EF39
7/8 PY82 10 6
EFifl
EF91 1016 P1AT7 10'8

12 /6

(Y63) Of10/0 SV6
9/6
7/8
Gel
917/8 6X5
6D6
10,8
916 656
6F6
918
618 767
606
SPECIAL PRICE PEE SET :
IRS, 1T4, 183 and 384
32, 6
6KR, 6K7, 6137, 6Y6, 57.4
of 17 valves, 99.
PRACT. T/V LYNX.
Set 12 valves, 28'10' -. With
VIEWMASTER.
10s.
69
valves,
17
EY51, 97. TELEKING. -Set
BARGAIN CORNER.
4d. yd.
M'core solder 6040. 16G., 5/8 0 Ib. :
PVC
;
T.C., wire 18 to 20 s.w.g., per yd., Od.Stranded.
Connecting wire, 10 colours. Single or Can, 18.
26. yd. 117E Yalveholder and Screening
V holders, octal, pan.. 4d.: moulded, Od. ; EF50,
B70, 9d.: BOA, BOA. 1-: B12A, 1/3, etc.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., S OHM
lin. Plessey, 12'8. 51e. Lectrona, 1318. 6115. Plessey,
14/8. Sin. Plessey, 15'8. loin. Plessey, 25or ivory.
KNOBS. GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut
1lin. Siam., 118 each. "Focus," "Contrast.'
" Briilisnce- On'O8," " On-015."
" Br111fa5ce,'
" Volume," " Vol.-On-COL" " Tone." " Tuning,"
" Radio " Treble," " Bats," " Waveehange."
Gram," "8., M., L., Gram.,' ' Record-Play,"
" Brightness,' ditto Plain, l'- each.
ma.
1
SENTERCEL E.H.T. RECTIFIERS,

-

..

wet

/,

K3'160 13 kV.. 21'6:

K:1

100,

8

kV., 1418

;

-

K3'30,

h.: lo.:. r, kV.. 8'2 : K.,40 3.2 kV.,
rest. RM121 -.
7'6. K3'23, 650 ,.. 5 i. Mains T. V.free.
Lists 3d.
P. and P. 6d. 0'. '1.', pox/
4

kV., 8/8

:

/

T.R.S.
307,

mat

RADIO
SPECIALISTSENT
ROAD, WEST CROYDON
THO 1605
ROAD, EAST

WHITEHORSE
Order:

71,CROYDODVVALE

1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

6'8 12Q7

(IBM'G

T.V. is far from O.K.
It's needing some FLUXITE, l'I/ say.
The aerial's unsound
That's the snag, 1'1! be bound."
" Yes -nothing but 'owls " shouted EH.

our remarkable Guarantee of

101

10'6 85L1í

2,6 6L6
10'6 6N7
9'6 6Q7

9'-

5'/.4

" Our

of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of

81

12K7
7'8 12K8

-'- --FREE GUIDE

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.

121

7;8 12AX7 10/8 EY51

CERTIFICATE!

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

STOCK

718

-

9/- 6J 5
9/- 057

1T4
134
3S4

" Fluxite Huins " at Work

--

VALVES
GUARANTIED
9'8
EF92
3!6112A6

NEW

.

in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how I

.

NEW

A

.

-undertaken at home
1

91 10 +101450 v. B.E.C. 5/8
*8 /400 v. Dubilier 3- 32360 v. v.B.E.C.
Dubilier 5'*10'3110 v. Dubilier 21 *3'1500
4'8 * 23,25 v. mubilie 119
8 +8/. 3'011 Dub.
31 *5050 v. T.O.C. 2116/450 v. T.O.C.
v.
T.C.C. 8 6
350
mid.
00
*10/.500 v. Dubilier 4'88
250 add. 350 v.
8 +16'450 v. B.E.C. 5'10 +321450 v. Hunts 5'8 TOGGLE SWITCHES
Ea-Gott. " Oo -Oa," 9d.
8 +16/500 v. Dubilier 5'8
Type.
Can
others
All
ends.
*Ins. Tub. wire
IA5
1E3
183

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

GET

ORS.-Best makes MiniaWIRE -WOUND
I: ohm to 4 K., 1'9 t
ture Commis Type.-5 w
to w., 20 ohm to G K., 2'3: li w., ti ohm to
In K., 2/9; 5 w. Vitreous, 12 K. to Li K., 3' -.
w W POTS. -Min. TR' Type Pre-Set. Fitted
'' ed ohm,
knurled and slotted, 25,
0rtK., '23
K., 1K
K.. 2 K., 2.5 K., 5
,
K.
10 10
n IC, each 3'
EXT. SPEAKER-Vol. eootol o 10 ohms 3 / -.
small pentode.
0'P TRANSFORMERS.--TappedDitto,
tapped, 49.
3'9. Heavy duty 70 ma., 41.
I..F. chokes 10 h. 63 ma., 4'6, 20/23 h. 100 /150 ma.,
12'8. LYNX 3 H 250 n'a.. 13/6. 13 h. l00 ma., 1013.
to
workshops
own
our
In
MAINS TRANS. -Made
Fully inter -leaved and
high grade specification.
v
impregnated. Heater Trans., tapped prim., 6.3 a.,
11 amp., 7/6. 325.5.i50, SO ma.. 6.:1 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2
ditto 3011 -0 -300 ditto 230-0 =250, 211 -. Viewmaster,
301
-.
auto type, 35 '-. Telelcing, 3O' -. LYNX
add.
CONDENSERS, new stook, bast makes. -.001 .001,
6 kv. T.C.C., 58. ,Ditto, 12.5 kv., 9/8.
6d. .001.
to
500
pf.
p).,
"
8
kv.,
2,'8.
Muirhead,
v.
350
nth].
and
.1
v.
Tob.,
005, .111, .02 nif,l. 450
1' -. .51, 1'8.
Tub., 9d. .03, .l mid. 500 v. Tub.,short
ends. 5d.
.01 Sprague,
.5 mid. 300 v., 19.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London,E.4

.4

RADIO COURSES

After brief, intensely interesting study

,

:

Coil.

SOLDERING PASTE

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and

Polythene insulated.

ALL VALUES. -10K. to

Polished wood cabinet, 15/ -, post I/A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

The

July, 1953

TELEVISION

PRACTICAL

94

CITY

& RURAL

Immediate delivery
from stock.
35

"VIEWMASTER
(LONDON - SUTTON COLDFIELDW

V -NEWCASTLE-BELFAST)
NOE

-

SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
FOR STAGE I NOW

SEND

price E3.2.3 post free.

Complete Kits, Stage -by -Stage
and Single Components Supplied.

" VIEWMASTER " ENVELOPES, 7/6.

NEW LANE TAPE TABLE, ß1710!-,
plus 10,'- carriage and packing.

PORTABLE

TAPE

RECORDER

CABINETS, from ß3I10.'-.
ROSETTE " CORONATION " CRYSTAL MICROPHONES, 52-.

TAPE AMPLIFIERS, AMPLIFIER

KITS, OSCILLATOR UNIT'S, R
OSCILLATOR COILS, from stock.
LIST 215.
.. SCOTCH HOY " TAPE, 35' -.
" FERROVOIC E " TAPE, 26'-.
(1,200

ft. reels).

For Attention-Adrice -Service writ,'

CITY & RURAL RADIO
101, HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA, GLAM.
Telephone :

Swansea 4677

July; 1953

PRACTICAL

News from
New Mazda Tube
THE Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., have introduced a new I5in. cathode-ray tube. This tube,
which is to be known as the CRM153, is a 15in. round
tube with an aluminised screen and a grey glass filter
face, fitted with a new type of inclined ion trap
tetrode gun assembly. The price is £15 8s. Od., plus
Purchase Tax, £6 2s. I Id.- Edison Swan Electric
Co., Ltd., 155, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
Etronic TV Spares
ARRANGEMENTS have been made by Direct
T/V Replacements for a continuous supply of
the main replacement parts used in Etronic TV sets.
Immediate delivery is offered of all frame and line
transformers.
The main difficulty has been in respect to transformers for the EVC1536.
This transformer is
subject to corona arcing and early breakdown.
As a temporary measure the original transformers
are being supplied treated with silicone compound
M.S.4. This compound shóuld be applied around the
points where the wires leave the winding.
Replacement transformers are in stock, but an
improved winding is being developed by Direct T/V
Replacements and will be available
later in the year.
Readers sending a stamped, addressed envelope will receive an
Etronic list, or send 9d. stamps for
list and spares manual. M.S.4 can
be supplied by Direct T/V Replacements at 10s. 6d. a tube.- Direct
T/V Replacements, 134-136, Lewis ham Way, New Cross, S.E.14.
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Trade

constructed from plated brass, the socket incorporates
a standard valve pin as a socket contact. The
plug is
retained within the socket by a constant tension
spring which ensures a correct mating fit.
Cable entry is through the top of the plug, the
outer sheath passing round the spreader, which holds
it in contact with the body. The same spreader
also
grips the conductor insulator securely when the
two
halves of the plug are screwed together. The plug
pin is held in a high -grade phenolic moulding which
is resistant to distortion from heat while soldering
is
taking place. The Egen plug and socket is completely
interchangeable with other types of similar design.
Egen Electric, Ltd., Canvey Island, Essex.

-

Clydesdale Supply Catalogues
NEW lists of ex- service items and supplementary
lists of radio and television components
are
now ready. The former contains 164 pages and
costs 1s: 6d. Ask for List No. 8d. We are informed
that once the pressure of delivery of these two books
is over they will be combined and produced as
one.
Clydesdale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge Street,
Glasgow, C.5.

Marconiphone Announce

a New TV
Console
newest
to the Mar
THEconiphoneaddition
range of television
receivers is Model VC6I DA.

This is a five-channel console
model with simple tuning to any BBC
Television Station, and incorporates
a 15in. aluminised Emiscope tube
giving brilliant, high -definition pictures approximately 120 square
inches in area.
There are efficient interference
limiters on both the sound and
vision channels and special device
to deal with aeroplane flutter. High quality
sound
reproduction
is
provided by the l01in. elliptical
Marconiphone Modc1 VC60DA described in last month's
issue.
loud-speaker.
The cabinet is distinctively styled in walnut, with
doors to conceal the screen when not in use and
castors for easy manoeuvring. The price of Model
VC61DA is 89 guineas, tax paid. -The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex, England.
This Coupon is available until July 21st, 1953,
and
must accompany ail Queries.
New Egen Television Aerial Plug
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, July, 1953.
VGEN ELECTRIC, LTD., have produced a high grade television aerial plug and socket. Strongly
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Throat Microphones -2 in box ... 1(8 box
... 12 ea.
G.P.O. type Jack Plugs...
Bell Push with warning light ... 1 3 ea.
... 12 ea.
Car Bulbs. 6 -7 v. 16 watts
..
12 ea.
Oar Plug Suppressors ...
4 position Rotary Switch. 30
Single Gang .0005 mfd. Con...
...
..
denser
Small Yaxley, 1 pole 8'way ...
Small Yaxley, 1 pole 2 way ...
Small Yaxley. 2 pole 3 way ...
... 64.
Multicore Solder
EF50 Ceramic Valve.' Holders
with Screw Retainer Ring ...
Lnctal Paxolin Valve Holders ...

VALVES

(Q5

8' -'
7'6
6,9
53
5'3.8'910'-

';AB

101

iCI

(L4
IG6GT
2X2

3D6

IDI
12

301

'(1C7
6BO

'B8

i.J7G
6J7M
6L7
6N7
6SN7

((AKS

6X5GT
6AM6
6AL5
80
807

802
9D2

86
71

12K8
12K7
12Q7
12SQ7

6/6

12SR7
12SG7

-

76
76
7'-

18-

12SJ7
12A6

1206

9-

7 6
9 -

8 8 9
8 9
2 9

3999

-

9 7 6
7 6

1- ea.

1 6 ea.
per pkt.
104. ea.

59

5-

5B VP23

12SH7
12SK7
12AT7

5

-5

9 6
6 -

1215

H.T. winding

but with
...

11

KT-33C

11 6 9

5Y3G

116

6C4
6X4
6C0
6C6

K'rZ41
ECL80

3ICH42

PENIS

-

10-

EFI1

51.14G

EBC33

GT1C
VU39

8 -

'

7 3

6
8 6

4

VU111
VR119

17 6 ea.

...176 ea.

VINCES

:

65(57

8-

7C6
7Y4

8 -

8 6
8 -

8'-

6136

6K6GT
6K7G!GT
6K8G GT

7/8
7/3
7/3
8/-

091

8'9

6V6G GT 8 6V6M
9'616
9-

VALVES

BAGS

7B7
7C5

7H7
7S7
77
78
9001

9002
9003

8 3

83

4'

VR65A
EY51
KT66

4'-

I

67QG

9'-

:

CHAMBERS,

OSL7
6SQ7

12
10 6

KTW61
ECH42

8/9

101

UAF42 12,
UL41
10'6
PEN220A 4'9
VR54
3'6
VR1S0 30
X24

98-

QP22

15132

25A6

9-

1R5

8-

i

Y63

6F1

VICTORIA

10'76
3'8
9'3'9

LEEDS,

SQUARE,
55-

((SIC
I

FOR ALL PURPOSES

1729.

:

" Inexpensive
or less valves 321. post 2 6. data,
2.6 with
TV," contains conversion

above or 2'9 separately.
11A-. CONDENSERS, -O.1 mfd. 2.500 v.
dia.wlth fixing bracket.
working.
á 3111e. Ili
-Fitted

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 182. (suit with cathode ray tube type VCR517
4- VR655's.
able for TV or scope) 3- VR91's.
pots.. Mu -metal screen
1 -5U4. wire -wound
parts. In good
and dozens of other useful
TV.
picture
condition and C.R. Tube cut -off. Pricetested
Only
to ensure freedom from
65 -., carriage 66.
l'NITS.METAL SANE Dr:TE( "rOlt
presence
of
the
This detector gives -warning
of metal ohiects In wood, timber or underappl iground and there are probably many
can be used
cations for which thisequfpmeht
We supply
in addition to its original one.transit
cas,them complete in strong wood
empprinciple
mount d.
oying2-ARPI2 (VR231 valves
11 x 11 x
with battery space to metal case
front
01 ins., search coils, control box pole
and rear sections. high resistance head
satchels. etc.
H.. d
Power requiremeOts .,aren60-90
supplied).
(not
4 " S " type 1.1 v. cells
instrucCondition is as new and unused with carriage
tion data included. Price 83.12.8.
10'6.
-J
SW'IT('llltc.
CERAMIC ROTARS'
-way. Siso Twafer. each wafer single pole3 5for
11,9 or 12
hole fixing. Price 4'3 each.

P. HOWORTH

(Dept. P.T.)
51, POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD
Tel.: 37030

Television, Radio
Components
Tele -King and Viewmaster
surplus valves and units.

4 6

CVöü

5
5 -

42SPT

OR IN QUANTITIES
SINGLY
FROM OUR STANDARD RANGE

OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
DELIVERIES
GOOD
REASONABLE PRICES
We have also a department for
rewinds giving you a 24-hour
service and a better ¡ob. Please
label all burnt -outs with your name
and address when despatching.

UIPT

DDL4
2X2

46

9D2

4 6

48

602

357,6

10
5

KT-11

1

1

-

ARú
KT24

4 9

501.6

l9 -

4 9

98

PV4
EF80

11 6

EY51

12 6

5Ú4G

9 -

12'8

EF91
88
6J7 1Z62) 4 6
6SN7
10 6
VR61
46
EB91
9 VR116
433
26
VR54
VR117
5'-

MSPen

35, TENISON WAY,
LONDON, S.E.1.
Opposite Festival Hall.

51

EF50
DET19
6L6

11 /8

35Z4
12X8

10/9' 6

2'9

10'-

6Q7
6V6

9/6

6/6
10/9

6K7
6K8
5Z1

9/6

FR41500 9/6
EA50
2/8

2,-

904

8/6
8/6
8/6

1T4
1S5
1R5
ISO

KT=
KTZ41

8'6

12/6
4/6

VP IB)
(
6'5'- 6SH7
9'8
5'- 35L6
Set in polished walnut
.

6C5
6H6

LOOK. T.R.F.
2 6S147, 1 6V6.
cabinet. Valve line up
Satisfaction guaranteed.
plus metal
Posrect.'6
17
EXTENSION SPEAKERS. in walnut
cabinet. 6' in. speaker with volume control.
39 6. Post., 2 -. As above, with5in. speaker.
35 -. Post, 2 -.
CONDENSER PANELS. 22 I -watt reststo./s. 3 Weetectors, 18 -tond . 4.9. Post. 6d.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. 6.3. .15.
Primary, 200 v., 220 v.. 240 v., 6'9.
RECTIFIERS. RM2. S.T.0 . 46. RM4,
:

S.T.C.. 18' -.

I'VOl'K ('UND- 8 mfd. 500 v.w.. 4'8I'VE COAXIAL PLUG AND SOCKETS.
64. per pr. Post. 3d.
1/6.
CHOKES. 10 Hen. 150 mA, 51. Post.
HEADPHONES. Brand new. High resistance. 156 pr.
AMPI.IFR:It CHASSIS. Complete with
valves. A.C. mains only. £3'10 -.

SPRAGUE COND.

WATERLOO RAIIIO,

5'4'6

VR124

1

D.
Hours Serin
91EFB

ALL
VALVES
4
ECLIO

" PYE " 45 Mc. STRIPS. -Using 6- VR91's
a comand 1 -VR92 valves, these units formstages
plete vision receiver, having 4 R.F. spi it t er.
and phase
detector, Video amplifiersoiled
otherwise in
May be a little store
good condition. Price with Valves 59'6

for 36,'-.

6/9 FW4'500
8'6 HL23DD

8,'-

VR136
7/VR116
4'VR99A 13'-

j

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

.

VR.57

-

:-

LTD.

.

8

6F15

6SK7

3 6

8/6

11'- TP25

613E6
6C9

10'6
10'8
9'6 9136
11'.
5 - WO
8'9- 10C1
20F2
1118
11 - 6F6G
88
35Z4
9'8 - 6F6M
8 6 EB9I
351,6
9'8
7 6 6G6G
86
81 EF39
48
118 6H6
8'8 EF80
V188
3'9
6J5G
5'6
10
8'8 UY41
DH77
10'8 B 6J5GT
8 8 PEN46
(F2 - 6L6
106 EF50
EA50
EES() (Syl8 6 GSA7
8 8 W77
vania) 8'6 3 VU120A 3 6 6SH7
VR56
EL32
VR137
EL41

LYONS RADIO
Telephone: SHEpherd's Rush

8'-

9'- 1S5
9/- 1SO
7'- 1T4
8'- 3S4

251,6
257.4

MH4
5'8
12'8 MS/PEN 5 - SP61
motor as above
Gramophone
Collaro
AC37
Rectifiers
less turntable, 32-6 ea.. post 16.
... 4'. ea.
...
...
...
...
RM1
.. 4'9 ea.
...
...
...
RM2 ...
10 valve It metre Superhet. Ideal for
5'8 e.
...
...
...
RM3 ...
T.V. conversion. I.F.'s 12 melts. Band
width 4 megs. Co -axial input and output.
Ky ... 6F, Transformers.
I.F.
Mazda valves with 6.3 v. filaments. 58 -ea.
P.M. Sneaker
Carriage 4' -.
ec ¿oona Sin. P.M. Sneaker ... 13 6 ea.
with
Indicator Unit Type 6L. Brand new
brown
In
RM Extension Speaker
EFSO valves. VCR97 wire wound volume
Bakelite case. Own Volume
controls. 67.6 ea. Carriage 76.
...35'- ea.
Control. 6l in. unit ...
available. send 6d. in stamps.
C.O.D. 7.IAll. ORDER ONLY. Illustrated ListC.O.D.
and postage charge 2 3.
Minimum
1,6 under 40 -.
under 20'-

36

350-0-350

8'7'8
4/8'9
10 8'8

5Y3GT
5Z4G

11 6

TERMS : Cash with order or
1 Postage 9d. under 10 -

5/6

.D5
1U5
11

EBC41

a. -6.3

v. -5 v. 2 a.

1A5GT
215SG

6 6

Many uses. 29'6 per coil.
Wearite " P " Coils, PA2. PHF2,
3'- ea.
etc.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
PRIMARY. 2050200-240.
550- 0-650 v.
l(SSECONDARIES.
8
v.
40
4 a. 0 -4

Collard AC37 Gramophone motor complete
with loin. turntable suitable for 200.'250 V..
48- each. post 1'6.

boxed. .%ialor.t)
Guaranteed new and cartons.
in maker's

B.I. Flex Art. S lk, Brded. 50 yds. 140076.

'StT2 as above,

10

B.I. Block Condenser. 4 mfd..
5110 v.
... 16'- ea.
Rola 81n. P.M. Sneakers
Microphone Transformer 60 to 1 1'8 ea.

ea.

5'6 PENDD2530
9 -

12116

11051.\t 0I01)13. 189
Brand ness in maker's cartons. Complete in emery detail apart t'ront tube
12AT7. 681.
sakes BARB, SAI.5.
185ßT, 27S1r, 837. These were listed
by the makers at oser £80. Tube
at cur'Rimer ('126 can he supplied
if required. Price £25
rent list price and
insurance 25' ea.
ea. Carriage
Metal Rectifiers :-

2 6 ea.
1 6 ea.

3'd.

Extension Speaker in mottle
... 19/6 ea.
..
coloured cabinet
Headphones, C.H.R. High Re.. ... 10'- Pr.
sistance
Headphones. C.L.R. Low Re.. ...
7 6 pr.
sistance
Wearite I.F. Transformers SOIA
... 10'- pr
..
..
and 502
Truvox Wafer Speaker. in. .. 22 6 ea.

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO.

001 -1.000

v.w:.

DUBILII!R,

76

dog.

.01 -1,000

.1 -350 v.w..
5 -750 v.w.,

d
v.w., .02-750

76

doz.

'71 doz.

v w., 7

6

doz.

REX RADIO

LEEDS 7
37, LOUIS ST.,
New Catalogue Ready.

Mail Order only.
Send 6d. in si amos.
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NEWS!

WE NOW

INTRODUCE-

"TELE- VIEWER

THE

5 CHANNEL

TELEVISOR

A Design of a Complete 12in. or gin.
SUPERHET T.V. RECEIVER FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
I'his receiver has been developed after most careful research and affords
a high
standard of Television entertainment by producing a picture of really
outstanding
quality.
We confidently believe that not only have we achieved a T.V. Receiver that
surpasses in efficiency any ocher designed for the home constructor,
but that
successful construction, even by the most inexperienced is assured
the step
by step wiring detail and diagrams provided, and at about half the by
cost of the
nearest comparable commercial receiver.
Here are some of the features which combine to make this such a fine
receiver :
The Superhet circuit easily tuned to any of the five channels, i.e.
LONDON, SUTTON COLDF!ELD, HOLME MOSS, WENVOE and
KIRK -O- SHOTTS. (The extreme ease of tuning is accomplished by the
This comAll preprovision of pre -aligned I.F.T's.)
'3.m eluding plete TELEVISOR,
A lifelike, almost stereoscopic, picture quality made possible by the sec controls
all
Valves
can be
are mounted on
following factors :
built for only
side of chassis en(a) Excellent band width of I.F. circuits. (b) A really efficient video
'vu
of
"os:
is to
g all ad I
amplifier. (c) C.R.T. Grid modulated from low impedance source. ablin
be carried out whilst facing the C.R. Tube.
(d) High E.H.T. voltage (approx. 10 kV.)
The picture brilliance is also much above the average and enables As no hire purchase terms are available the receiver can
be bought in five separate stages (practical diagrams
comfortable viewing with normal room lighting or daylight.
and circuits are provided for each stage) thus enabling
FIRM picture " HOLD " circuits (Frame-Line) ensure a steady picture, hire purchase interest
rates to be avoided. Complete set
free from bounce or flicker even under the most adverse conditions met of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
now available, price 5/with in " fringe " areas and excellent " interlace " ensures the absence (refunded against first order). are
The instructions include
of " liney effect "
really detailed PRACTICAL LAYOUTS, WIRING DATA
Picture linearity better than 5%
(Some commercial receivers are AND COMPONENT PRICE LIST.
passed at 15 %.)
ALL COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL
Negative feedback is used in the audio frequency circuits which provide PURCHASE. A CABINET WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.
2/3
High Quality wond.
Entire receiver built on two chassis units, each measuring 14 ¡in. x
6iin. x 3)in
Rigid C.R.T. mounting enables entire receiver to be safely handled with 109
115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
tube in position.
Tel. : CENTRAL 5812 -3 -4

r'e'T.)2800

!

STERN RADIO
&

-

C. R. T.

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS
6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T.

Write for illustrated list (Publication

75)

LTD

Jorre.5t

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS
of PROVED EFFICIENCY.

For over a year these small, low- capacity
transformers have enabled tubes with Cathode
to Heater shorts to be used again. Like our
BOOSTER transformers they are available in all
voltages from 2-13.3 v., with mains primary.
Capacity from 20 -35 pF.
Price: 15/4, nett retail plus I/- postage and packing.

Lid

HAYNES RADIO

QUe nswaysexnfield,

H. W. FORREST,

MAKE
COMPLETE

VIEW

MASTER

ALL MODELS

SERVICE
ALL AREAS

PRICES. We can save you up to £7 on your View Master.
Our very detailed list gives full particulars. Send for your
copy now.

SPECIAL OFFERS. Resistor Kit. Every resistor labelled
with value and position in set. Please note that no
knowledge of the colour code is required with our kit.
London, 26/..

PAYMENT.

Midland, 24/9.

-Cash or C.O.D. H.P' Terms now available.
DELIVERY. All orders are despatched on day of receipt.
INSTRUCTION BOOKS. Any model 7/6 post free.

WATTS RADIO (Weybridge) LTD.
8

BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY
Telephone

:

Weybridge 2542.

BY USING

SHIRLEY,

SIB

SOLDERING A
°i TYANA

THE

RM!NGHAM.

PLEASURE!
SOLDERING

867804'-`7

Reg. Design No.
The Perfect

!RON

6,9

Small Soldering Instrument

Adjustable Bit.
Easy to Handle.
Weight approx.
4 ozs. Overall length II" of the Iron and diameter of the
bit f. ".
Heating Time 3 mins.
40 Watt economy
Consumption.
Standard Voltage Ranges (other Ratings
Available on Request).
Long Life and Efficiency.
Replacement Elements and Bits always available.
lust the Convenient Iron Required for Intricate and

Fine Soldering.
Maintenance Service for Industrial users.
Eritish made by
KENROY LIMITED,
152/297, Upper Street, Islington, London, N.I.

:-

Telephone

:

Canonbury 4905 -4663

.iv

fx

-

bly,
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Did you build your own T, V receiver ?
If so, and you have a 9" or

if set and now

want to convert to big -screen viewing,
how better than by using an `ENGLISH
ELECTRIC' 16" T9or Metal C.R. tube.
To help you carry out the work our

t, tili made.
of handling and ttiitü
It is the tube ,p pitied -i`. 'h designers of the ' Tele- King-' afl_I Mago view' circuits and 'Vie' w.m-asier. conver,io :i
1

circuit.

line and frame scanning information
necessary, together with a suggested list

and white picture
focusing over entire screen "area with
excellent contrast rciñgr, high.. optical

of required components.
And why a T9oI -because it offers you

'quality glass face plate ; wide angle scanning.
(70 H- fitted ion trap ; overall length

brilliance, long life, high safety factor, ease

17',

leaflet EVIO3A gives you the complete

Brilliant

"

black

.

diameter 16 ".

-

-

_

..
-

-

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC
BRITISH MADE LONG LIFE METAL C.R.'. TUBE
.

-

If you

have any difjcuulty in obtaining supplies tú,-t! to :

-

Queens House, Kingsway, London, W.C.
The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Limited, Television Department,

